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AtsSTRACT

This thesis deals with the reduction of finjte-word-length

effects in state-space djgital fjlters' The frequency-doma in approxi -

matìon probìem is di scussed here only as a preliminary' A basic

analysisoffinite-word-.lengtheffectsisgiVen.Theseeffectsare

c1assified as fol lows: frequency-domai n errors due to coefficient

quantizationi roundoff noise' due to time-domain errors inherent in

signal quantjzation¡ and limit cycles' due to the system non-ìinearity

inherent ìn signal quantization' Thus, it is clear that state-space

rea.lizationspossessing]owcoefficientsensitivityand]o!,,lsensitiVity

to time-domain errors will exhibit reduced finite-word-length effects'

The elimination of limit cycles is indirectly related to 1ow-sensitivity

realizations by means of Lyapunov theory' A survey of some si gni ficant

I iterature pertaìning to low-sensitìvity real izations and Lyapunov

theory ìs gi ve n.

Certain classes of loV.l-sensitivity state-space realizations

are extended by a further development of the Lyapunov approach' The

two main classes considered are wave-digital real izations and minimum'

roundoff-nojserealizations.Fortheminimum.roundoff-nojserea]iza-

tion, the sol utions K and t^l to the Lyapunov matri x equations

K - AKAT = BBT and w - nTwR = cTc are diagonai, where real-number

coeffjcients are allowed in the matri ces A, B, and c of the state-space

realizatìon. It is shown that the solutions K and !.l are also di agonal

for the double-i nput-output state equations which derive from the wave

djgitalfilter.l.le]l-knoMconsequencesofthediagona.lso'lution!l
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are: suppression of zero-input 1ìm'i t cycles under condi tions of

magnitude truncation at the state va|i ables, by means of the Lyapunov

function xÏV,Jx; stabiljty of the forced response under conditions of

magnitude truncation in a certai n time-varying non-1inearity, A well=

known consequence of diagonal solutions K and llll is minìrnum roundoff

noiseintheopt,imal.word.ìengthcase,underadynamic.rangeconstraint

which limits the probabil ity of overflow. In the case of the wave=

dìgìtal realization, it is shor¡rn that the minimum-roundoff-noise

property extends as fol lows: the !.leighted sum of roundoff noises

occurrjng at both outputs is minimum, under a dynamìc-range constraint

at each state variable on a weighted sum of signals due to both inputs.

It js shown that the above-mentioned consequences of diagonal

solutions K and t/ll are essential ly retained if K and l¡l exhibit suffi-

cient dìagonal dominance. Dìagonalìy dominant solutions K and }'l wìll

resultfromtheapproximatjonofrea].numbercoefficients'inA'B'and

C by (binary) quantized coeffici ents. In particulär, sep¿rrate

necessary and sufficient dì agona l-domi nance conditions on l^l are given

for xTlnJx to be a Lyapunov function ìn the event of signal overflow and

underflow truncations¡ this excludes zero-input Iimit cycles' Similar

diagonal-dominance conditions ar^e given which guarantee stability of

the forced response by use of the same Lyapunov function xTWx'

A method of coefficient quantization is developed to limit

the degradation of frequency response and dìagonal dominance' It

ernploys a search for i¡¿ggg¡ coefficìents in a constraint region of

coefficient space, by a specialized branch-and-bound (i nteger programming)

-ll, r-



algorì thm. The constraint region limits the variation of system

eigenvalues; adjustment of mode excitations compensates eìgenvector

varìations, to restore transfer-function' zeroes' The vari ation of K

and |/ll is limited by a demonstrated relation to the system eigenanalysis'

An overal I design procedure is implemented and applied to examples' by

a battery of interactjve computer programs' A distributed-arithmetic

digital implementatìon, based on the author's previous work' i s extended

to obtai n a necessary true saturation overflow characteristic'
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I. INTRODUCTION

I Stateme nt of Problem

The field of digital sìgna1 processing, including di gital

fi lters, has expanded rapidly in recent years ' The latent possi-

bilities of discrete-tjme data processing have become realities through

extensive research. This is due mainly to the advent of the high=

speed di gital computer around 1960, which made "real-tjme" implementa-

tion practical for certain signaì-processing algorithms' Later'

compact hardware ímplementations became possi bie by means of

integrated circuits. The advantages of digital filters are welI

known: precise specification of critical frequencies¡ absence of

component-tolerance effects due to aging; possible very-hi gh-Q transfer

functions; and no limitations due to component size ' at low

fre que n ci es.

We may regard a discrete-time filter as an operator which

transforms a sequence of numbers into another sequence of numbers'

This discrete-time operator is linear and time-invariant in many

practical cases. It is usually expressed by a definite computational

rulewhichcanbesimplystated'(r¡eterm''sampled-datafi.lter''is

equivalent to "discrete-time filter"¡ it was often used in early

literature, sìnce the sequence of numbers usually ori ginates by

samp l i ng conti nuous data. )

l,^le make the following fundamental distinction between a

digital filter and a diicrete-time filter' In a discrete-time filter

the computatjonal rule is carried out exactly' i'e" with infinite
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precisìon. However, the digital fi'l ter is essentially an approxima-

tìon to some prototype discrete-time filter, where alI computations and

numerical representations are restricted to finì te precisìon' This

restrictionnaturallyarisesfromthefjnite-word-.length]imitationin

al1 di gìta1 computers. A1 though the above distinction appears to be a

mattàr of defi nition, it is the orìgin of the basic consideration in

digital-fi lter desìgn. This consideration ìs the deviation of the

response of the digital filter from the response of the prototype

discrete-time filter. The vari ous deviations which may occur are

generally termed "finite-word-length effects" (Ft'lLEs)'

The prìncipal problem in digital filter desi gn Ís the reduc-

tion of FWLEs to a tolerable level. This problem lies at the root of

a good deal of current research in di gital filters' The preliminary

problem in digital filter desi gn is the approximation sf a desired

response in the frequency domain. The frequency-domain approximatjon

problem belongs more properly to the synthesis of the prototype

discrete-time filter. This approximation problem has been adequately

treated in the I ìterature.

1,2 Scobe of Thesis Research

Thisthesisdealswìththereduct'ionoffinite-word.length

effects (Fl^lLEs) in state-space filters' The state-space approach to

digital filters is chosen because it provides a framework which is

we]1suìtedtothegenera.ljnvestigatìonofFWLEs.TheLyapunov

approach is chosen for the reduction of Fl¡iLEs. The Lyapunov approach

as it appears here ìs an abstrâction of some underlyìng principles
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which are common to certain results found in the I iterature;

it is further deveìoped in this thesis' It ìs chosen because it

represents a coherent approach in an area (FWLES) where a great many

speci fic, but often isolated, results have been publìshed' The reader

may refer to the literature sul'vey in Section 4'6 for more information

concerning the background of the Lyapunov approach' A basic analysis

ofFl^jlEsisgiVen.Fl,lLEsareclassifiedasfol]ows:frequency-doma.in

errors, due to coefficient variations; roundoff noìse' due to time=

domaìn errors inherent in signal quantization; and 1ìmit cycles ' due

to the system non-linearity inherent in signal quantization' Thus'

we conclude that state-space realizations possessing 1ow coeffìcient

sensitivity and low sensitivity to time-domain errors will exhibit

reduced FWLEs. The elimination of limit cycles, !'Jhich is a separate

issue,'isindirectlyrelatedtolo\4-sensitivityrea]izationsbymeans

of the Lyapunov theorY.

The result of this thesis is to extend certain classes of

low-sensitivity state-space realizations, by means of a further develop-

ment of the Lyapunov approach. A chain of closely related problems

iscons.idered,whichinc.ludesthedigitaìhardwareimp.lementationof

the state-space realization¡ some of these problems are amenable to

future research, as well. The two main classes of low-sensitivity

realizations considered here are wave digitaì filters tGl-G161 (by the

state-space approach) and the mì ni mum- roundoff-noi se realization IC10]'

As a first step, the Lyapunov theory pertinent to the wäve=

digitalandminimum-roundoff-noiserealjzationsjsconso.lidatedinthe

following way. For the ninimum-roundoff-noise realizatìon' the
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solutions K and W to the Lyapunov matrix equations K - AKAT = BBT and

W - RTwR = çTç ur. diagonal , where real-number coefficients are

a.l.lowed in the matrìces A, B, and C of the state.space reâlization.

Here it is sho!,ln that the solutions K and l"l to the Lyapunov matrì x

equations are also diagonal for the double-ìnput-output state equa-

tionsWhichder'ivefromthewaVedìgìta.ìfilter.Somedesirable

consequences of the diagonal solutions K and l,J are: 1) zero-input

iimit cycies are excluded under conditions of magnitude truncation at

the state variables, by means of the Lyapunov function xT!,jx¡

2) stability of the forced response ìs obtained under condi tions of

magnitude truncatj on in a certain time-varying non-linearity ID]01 ¡

3) minimum roundoff noise is obtained, according to the analysis given

in tCl0l. In the case of the wave-di gìtal realization' it is shown

herethattheminimum.roundoff-noisepropertyeXtendsasfo].lows:the

weighted sum of roundoff nojses at both outputs is minimum' over all

realjzationsobta'inedbyas.imì]aritytransformationonthewave=

di gì taì real izati on.

The central result of this thesis is to extend the applica-

tion of the Lyapunov theoÏy to the case l.rhere the above-mentioned

sol uti ons K and !.J are only approximately di agonal , i 'e " di agonal ly

domìnant. Such diagonally dominant solutions will result from the

approximatìon of real-number coefficjents in the matrices A' B' and

C by (binary) quantized coefficients ' It is shown here that the

above-mentioned desirabìe consequences of diagonal solutions K and

l.,l are essentially retained if K and U exhibit sufficient diagonal

dominance, In particular, separate necessary and sufficient



dìagonal-dominance condìtions on l,l are gÍven fo. ,Tl^l* to be a Lyapunov

function in the event of signal overflow and underflow truncations;

this excludes zero-jnput lìm'i t cycles' Similar diagonal-dominance

conditjons are given which guarantee stabiìity of the forced response

by use of the same Lyapunov function xTl4x' Thus' the obstacle whìch

coefficient quanti zation poses to the Lyapunov approach is removed'

A method of coefficient quantizatjon js developed to limlt

the degradation of frequency response and diagonaì dominance' It

employs a search for ìnteger coefficients in a constraint region of

coefficìent space, by a specìaljzed branch-and-bound (integer programmì ng)

aìgorithm. The constrai nt region limits the variation of system eigen-

val ues and eì genvectors; adjustment of mode exci tatì ons compensates

ei genvector va[i ati ons, to restore the transfer-functì on zer0es ' The

variatìonofKandWislìmitedbyademonstratedre']ationtothesySterìr

eigenanalysis. The overall design procedure is ìmplemented and appììed

to examples, by a battery of jnteractive uulllputer progrtms '

A digital jmplenrentation by distrìbuted arithmetic'

previously given by the author and Prof' G' O' l'4artens lH3]' is

appìied to the coefficìent-quantized state equations' This method of

implementation js further developed herei in particular' it is extended

to obtain the true saturatjon overflow characteristìc requìred here'

I ? 0roanization of Thesis

This thesis consists of ten chapters' Chapter Z provìdes

background materi al rei evant to dì gi ta1 f iI ters ' ì n order to establ i sh
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a starting point for the present ìnvestigation' Chapter 3 contains

usefu]resultsfromthetheoryofljnearstate-spacerea.lizationsj

these realizations are the prototypes upon which state-space digital

filters are built. Chapter 4 deals with the principal problem jn

state-space digital filters: finite-word-length effects' A usefuì

non-linear model of a state-space digital fjlter is given there and

fjnìte-word-lengtheffectsarebroad]yc]assifiedasroundoff-noise'

stabi I ity, and (coeffi cient) sensitivity problems ' A survey of

recentresearchinstate-spacedig.ita.lfiltersisgivenandthestate=

space approach to wave digital filters is outlined'

The further development of the Lyâpunov approach to reducjng

FWLEs'iscontainedinchapters5,6,andT.Thesechaptersdealwith

the roundoff-noise, stability, and (coefficient) sensitivity problems '

respectively. In Chapter 5, a basic analysis of roundoff noise js

given,followedbyasummaryofthetheoryofminimum-roundoffnoise

rea]izatjons.Thisleadstotheessentiaìlynewconsiderationsin

Sections 5.5,5.6, and 5.7, respectively: the effects of coefficjent

quanti zat ion on the mi ni mum-roundoff-noi se. property ; the correspondence

between Lyapunov equat'i ons of wave-digìtal realìzations and minimum=

roundoff-noise realizations I and the interpretation of the v''ave-digital

realization as a two-input-two-output minimum-roundoff-noìse

real ì zati on. In Chapter 6, the new di agonal -domi nance condi tì ons 0n

T
l,,,J are derived, foìo x'l^/x to be a Lyapunov function ìn the event of

underfìow and overflow sìgnal cond'itìons. This gives suppression of

zero-input underflow and overflow limit cycles' under appropriate condi-

tions of magnitude truncation' The same approach is extended there to
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obtaindiagona]-dominanceconditionsforstab.i]ityoftheforcedre-

sponse; a detaijed analysis of the forced response is gìven for this

purpose. An interpretation of the Lyapunov function is given by means

ofVectorandrelatedmatrixnorms.InChapterT,thernethodof

coefficient quantizatìon is developed, with the aim of retaining an

acceptable frequency response and the favorable roundoff-noise and

stabìlity properties implied by the diagonal K and l^l'

The digìtaì ìmplementation of state-space realizat'ions is

treated in Chapter 8; this is the fi nal step in obtaining a state=

space digital fìlter. The overall desi gn procedure is outlined and

all related computer programs are described in Chapter 9; examples are

included there. Concluding nemarks are found in Chapter ì0'

t.4 Notati on and Conventions

StanrJard mathematical notation is used for the most part;

exceptions are defined wherever they are introduced' Vector and

scalar functìons are denoted by lower case Latin letters ' Matrices

are denoted by upper case Latin letters' A single subscrìpt to a

vector always denotes a component of that vector¡ a single subscript

to a scalar denotes a different "version" of that scaìar' Double

subscripts to upper ot^ lower case letters always denote elements of

a matrix. Superscripts to a vector denote different "versions" of
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the same vector, usually for purposes of comparisoni e.g., ,(l ) un¿

*(2). rr,. supoì scrìpts T and -l denote the transpose and ìnverse of

a matrix, respectively. The symbol ll ll aenotes the norm of the vector

enclosed by it; i..., ll * ll = r/*'* Note that a general i zed norm is

introduced in sectjon 6..]4. Finally, the choice of letter symbois in

Chapter B ìs independent of the symbols in the remainder of the thesis;

no confus.ion should result, since the topic of this chapter is entirely

sel f-conta ined.

Thereferencel,ist.iscategoriZedbysubjectarea;thereare

ten catego[jes, which are assigned letters A through J' This aids in

"sorting out" the ìarge number of pubìicalìons which have appeared in

thefje]dofdig.italfjlters.Referencenumbers,wh'jchappearìn

brackets, consist of a letter and a number, denoting the subject cate-

gory and the I istìng under that category, respectjvely' For exampìe'

[C7] refens to reference numben 7 in category C'



2. BACKGROUND: DIGITAL FILTERS

2-1 Introducti on

This Chapter contains background material to orjent the

reader to the field of digital filters' It wìl1 also bring us to the

appropriate point of departure for the present investi gation'

2.2 Hi stori cal Back un d

The basic notion associated l.lith discrete-time filters

probably occurred quite early in the development of mathematics '

perhaps soon after men were able to compute' Consìder the follol^ling

examp le :

sEQUENCE: Daily tide recordings (treight in feet)

' oPERAT0R: Average tì de readings over previous thi rty days

Here the operator (di screte-time fi lter) ' whi ch trans forms the

sequence of tide readings into a sequence of averages ' is given by

a simpìe computational rule. The result is a crude low-pass fjlter'

whichcanbeshownbywell-knownmethodsofanalysis.Thisagrees

withourinstinctiveperceptìonthattheaveragingprocessw.ill

smooth out localized vari ations in data'

A more formal development of discrete-tifile fi lters began in

the seventeenth century. That period saw the development of the

classicàl 1ìnear computational aìgorìthms: numerical integration'

numericaj di fferentiation, and numerica.l 'i nterpolation' These

algor.ithmswereapp.ìiedtothecompj.latjonofmathenat'icaltab]esand

the reduction of astronomical observations ' The calculus of finite

9
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differences graduaìly evolved from these computational algorì thms and

other operatìonal methods. By the fi rst third of the twentieth

century, the calcuius of finite dìfferences was highly developed' It

provides the basjc forerunner to the discrete-time fìlter: the nth=

order I i near di fference equati on '

The advent of lllorl d rriar II intensi fied research in signal

processing, especially related to discrete-time systems' The necessity

of dealing vlith sampled data arose in certain notable cases: the

processing of radar sìgnals corrupted by noìse and the design of air-

craft control and 9uidance systems' The z-transform theory' which

stems from an early period in mathematics' was applied to the analysis

of discrete-time systems during and after |/lorld l¡Jar II ' The z-transform

has since become the primary analytical tool for discrete-time systems'

The status of discrete-time filter theory in the period

between tlor'ld War II and 1960 can be summarized as follows' The start-

ing point is the nth-order difference equatìon' borrowed from the

calcul us of finite di fferences ' The app li cation of z-transform theory

to the nth-order tli fference equation gives the z-domain transfer func-

tion, an nth-degree ratjonal function in-z¡ this is analogous to the

fami liar s-domajn transfer function in continuous-time systems' The

concept of discrete-time "frequency response" also fol lows quite

natural ìy from the z-domai n trans fer functj on ' A fi I ter real i zati on

is then achieved by a more-or-less direct implementation of the z=

domai n transfer function' The implementations in the above-mentioned

tirne per.i od were usual1y carrìed out by analog means, includ'i ng analog

computers; these were not necessarily "real-time" impìernentatìons '
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Books and papers such as tA1 -45, Bll refìect the trend during this

pe ri od.

The ìntroduction of the high-speed djgital computer' about

1960, provided new possibÍlities for the implementation of discrete=

time filters. This motivated the development of nev,i algorithms' which

nrade real-time implementations feasible in many cases' A typìca1

example of an earìy applicatjon of the digitaì cömputer is given by

tBll.
The reduction of Ft'¡LEs is a maior research problem which

arose from the implementation of discrete-time fi lters by the digital

computer. The need to consìder this problem fol lowed di rectly from

the essential difference bettleen a digitaì fjl ter and discrete-time

fi1ter, i.e., the finite-word- length Iimitation' which was mentioned

in Section l.l. Also, the ner^l possibj ìities provìded by the dìgital

computer motivated renewed research related to a second important pr0-

blem: the apProximation of a desired response in the frequency

domain. This second problem lillas thoroughly investi gated during the

l960's. An adequate theory was constructed within a relatively short

time, due to its close relation to prevìously establjshed work' 0n

the other hand, the problen of FWLEs vlas not neärìy so well resolved

during the same time period' In Sections 2'3 through 2'6' we will

summarì ze the status of research in the 1960'5' sÍnce it is the

logical point of depârture for more current research in digital

filters.
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t1 z- form Analvsis : Trans fe r ction

The use of the z-domain transfer function for the analysis of

a linear time-invariant discrete-time filter was l,.jell established by

'1960, as mentioned in Section 2.2' The transfer function' H(z) of such

a fi lter is a rational function in z-1 , which has the form

-n2+ -lz'+ +b -oz'
-n+az

n

-¿ +
(2.1 )H(z)

uoz * ur, * uz' +

It can be shown [46] that the steady-state response of the filter to a

complex-exponenti al ìnput sequence, tid, k = 0' 1' 2' "" is a

compìex-exponenti al output sequence, uti(d * t)' tt = 0' 1' 2' ""

Further, the magnitude M and phase o of the response are gi ven by

M(,¡) = lH(z)l t' (2'2)
z=e-

and

e (o:) = Arg H(z) I .i' 
(2'3)

respecti vely; i.e., H(z) is evaluated on the unit circle z = ejo'

The steady-state response to'the real input sequence cos r¡k' k = 0'

1, 2, .,., is the real output sequence M cos(Lok + 0)' k = 0' 1' Z'

,..; j.e., the magnitude and phase are aga'i n gi ven by (2'2) and (2'3) '

This follows by lìnear superposition of steady-state responses due to

.jok and .-irk, k = o, 1, 2,...
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2.4 Frequency-domai n Approximation Problern

The frequency-domaì n approxìmation problem' mentioned in

Section 2,2, is the following: M(tr) and o(o) ' given by (2'2) and

(2,3), must approximate certain obiective functions of r¡' Typical

objective functions for 14(ur) are 1ow-pass ' band-pass ' and hi gh=

pass characteristjcs. The simultaneous approximation of a second obiec-

tive function by 0(Ûr) is a more difficult problem' which requìres

speci al techniques, due to the ìnterrelation between 0(o) and M(r¡) '

Thus, the degrees n and q and the coefficjents agr a1r "" an and

bO, b.l , '.., bq in (2"1 ) must be determined to give the required

accuracy in the function approximation(s)' Real-number coefficients

are al Iowed in the discrete-time filter. Later these coefficients wi l l

be quantized due to the inherent finite-word-length limitation of

di gi tal fi I te rs.

The approximation problem received renewed attention during

the .l960's, e.g., in [82]. The impulse-invariant method was ålready

an established desì gn technique, but it suffered from frequency=

aliasing effects. Steiglitz tB3J showed an equ'i valence between the

frequency-domain approximation problems for discrete-tine and

continuous-time systems, by means of the bilinear transformation

_ l+s (2.4)
' I -s

This transformation maps the imaginary axis of the s-plane onto the

unit circle of the z-plane, accompanied by a "warpìng" of the frequency

scale. The equivalence makes continuous-time methods applicable t0

the discrete-time case. This is advantageous since the frequency-domain
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approximation problem for contjnuous-t'ime systems has been the obiect

ofresearchforovers.iXtyyears;th.isapproximatjonprob]emreduces

essentia]lytotheprob'lemofapproXimatingfunctionsbypo.Iynomials.

Gibbs tB4l consjdered the above-mentioned equi valence in greater

detail; he established additionaì correspondences between frequency=

domain properties of discrete-time and continuous-time systems'

sablatash t 85l has pointed out further applications of the equivalence

In view of the adequate theory which has been developed' we wilI not

considerthefrequency-domainapproximationprob]emfurtherinthis

thes'i s, eXcept as it re.ì ates to coeff'i cient quantizat'ion. That is' We

will take the transfer function (e.t) as a starting point' l¡lhere its

coefficients have been completely determined'

2.5 Fi ni te-Word-Length Effects

The problem of FllLts became very apparent during the 1960's-'

sinceF|^lLEsareunavoidableinthejmp]ementationofadiscrete-time

filterbyadigitalcomputer.FWLEsarethedistingu.ish.ingfacetof

the realization problem for digital fi lters ' t'^lithout Fl,JLts.' -ihe

realization problem would sìmply reduce to the frequency-domajn

approximatìon problem for the prototype discrete-time fì lter' Fl'lLts

fall into two categorìes, whi ch correspond to the two possible causes'

These causes are coefficient quantization IEl] and sìgnaì quanti zation

tCll, which are both dictated by finite-word-length limitations'

(,,coefficient,, refers to any fixed multiplier in the realjzatjon¡

"signaì"referstoanyinput-dependentvariableintherealization')
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The Fl^lLE due to coeffi cjent quantization is a deterministi c

changeinthefrequencyresponse'Themagnìtudeofthechangedepends

on the sensitiv.ity of the poles and zeros of the transfer function t0

coe ffi cient varì ati ons .

The FlllLE due to signal quantization js time-domain errors jn all

signals,includingtheoutput.Themagnitudesofthetjme-domainerr0rs

dependonthetime.domainsensitivit'iesoftherea]izationtosjgna]

disturbances. The time-domain errors fall jnto two categories: round-

off noise and limit cycles.

Roundoff noise is a random disturbance due to the discard of

.signal underflow bits (ì.e., excess signal bits in the ieast signifi-

cantpos,itìons).|^lemayextendthedefinitìonofroundoffnoiseto

include occasional random disturbances due to the discard of signal

overflow ¡its (i.e., excess signal bits in the most significant posi-

tions), These overfìow disturbances shouid occur rather infrequently'

if the numerical range of sìgnal representation is properly matched to

the actua l sì gnal leve ls

Limit cycìes are perìodic disturbances which the digital

fi lter may support because signal quant'i zation creates a non-ljnear

system. Limìt cycles are truly a characteristic of the digital realj-

zation alone, since they cannot exist jn a stable prototype linear

discrete-time filter. Zero-input limit cycles may be excited by either

signal underflows or signal overflows i limit cycles in the forced

response are usuaìly associated with signa'l overflows ' Underflow ìimit

cycles have the same basic origin as (underflow) roundoff noise' but they

may be substantìa11y largelin amplìtude because of their non-random
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nature. Overflow 1imìt cycles are very ìarge ampl itude djsturbances '

since they occur at the extremes of the signal representation' Overflow

limit cycles should be avojded, sìnce they may render a filter unusable'

The reduction of Ft,.JLEs associated with a qiven discrete-time

realization ìs achieved only by increasing the coefficient and signal

word]engths.Anjncreaseinthecoefficientwordlengthsdecreases

the deviation of the frequency response from that of the prototype

discrete-time fi ìter. An increase in signal word lengths increases

the ratio of the allowable signal to roundoff noise IC2] and to

potentialunderflow]imitcyc]es.Thecostoftheseimprovementsis

anincreaseinthebit.adderproductinthedigitalimplementation.

Another approach to reduci ng FWLEs is to determine alternâtive, less

sensiti ve reâlizations, if possible.

The el imination of overflow limit cycles requires special

cons.iderati.on. The nost apparent method of achieving this l/llouìd be

to e1ìminate any possibility of signal overflow, by maintainlng a

suff.icientlyìargeratiobet!.reentherangeofnumerica.lrepresentation

and the average sìgnal levels. This would require a large increase

in signal word lengths, hence a lat'ge ìncrease in the bit-adder

product, solely for the purpose of eliminating overfìows' The required

increase in signal llord lengths would not contribute at alI to

improvìng the ratio of sìgnal to (underflow) roundoff noise' since

thìs particular increase must not be accompanied by an increase in

signal levels. A more desirable approach is to determine aìternative

rea]izationswjththe'inherentpropertyofel.iminatjngoverflowlimìt

cycl es .
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tR Transfer-Fun ction Re ali zati ons

A. Di rect- Form Realizations

The direct-form real ízation I A6-47 ] of a discrete-time

filter follows ìmmedìate1y from the transfer function H(z) in (2'1)'

Here a one-to-one correspondence exists between the coefficients of

the realization and the coefficients of the transfat ¡rnqlis¡' i'e'r

the transfer function ìs not decomposed algebraìca11y. The properties

of thìs realization are closely related to the properties of the nth-

and qth-order poìynomiais which comprise the denominator and numerator

of H(z).

The direct-form realization was the first form to be imple-

mented on the digìtaì computer. FWLEs were found to be quìte serious

in this form. That is, pole-zero sensitivjty to coefficient vari a-

tions is high and time-domain sensitivity to signal disturbances is

high. This leads to signìficant variation in the frequency response

and high roundoff noise, respectively' Also' thè direcL I'orm was

foundtobecapab.le.ofsupport.ingunderflowandoverf]owlimitcyc'les.

The coefficient and signal word lengths required in t'he

direct form are quite large, if FNLts are to be sufficiently snaì1'

Also, for suppression of overflow limìt cycles ' the costly approach

mentioned in the previous Sectr'on would be requìred' These disadvan-

tages lead to the development of buì lding-block realjzations '

descri bed in Part B.
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B, BuiIding-Block Reaj i zations

Alternative real izations tA6-A7l of a discrete-time filter

may be obtained from the transfer function H(z) in (2'1) bv algebraìc

decomposition. The most common decomposìtions are by partial frac-

tions and by product of factors, where both are carried as far as

first- arid second-degree components, These lead, respecti vely' t0

para11e1-form and cascade-form realjzations by first- and second-order

secti ons (or "buì1ding blocks").

The paral lel-form and cascade-form realizations were imple-

mentedbydigjtalcomputersoonafterthedìrect-formrealization'jn

an attempt to reduce FWLEs. The individual fìrst- and second-order

sectionsoftheserea.ljzationseXhibitreducedsens.itìvìty'hence

reduced FWLEs, relative to the direct-form realization of a high-order

transfer, function' tven the cummulative Fl,,lLEs due to alI the sections

in a complete buì1dìng-block realization of a hi gh-order transfer

function are less severe than the FWLEs in the corresponding direct=

form realization' For this reason ' bui lding-block realizations have

supplanted direct-form realizations¡ also' the parallel form is

preferred to the cascade form' Subsequently' certain restl"ìcted

second-order sections were found which guarantee the absence of zero=

input limjt cycles and overflow limit cycles in the forced response'

In these sections, it became unnecessary. to use the costly approach

mentioned in the previous Section¡ j 'e" the approach of e1ìminating

overflow fimit cycles by eliminatjng overflows '



3. LIÑEAR DISCRETE-TII4E STATE.SPACE REAL]ZATIONS

J. t Introducti on

The state-space approach to discrete- or continuous-time

systems ìs a general approach which combines matrix algebra and the

prìnciple of cause and effect. This approach evolved from the study

of dynamìca1 systems during the nineteenth centuryi the cause-and=

effect principle followed naturaily from Newtonìan mechanics ' The

state-space approach involves the .jnternal 
structure of a system'

whereas the transfer-function aPproach consi ders only input-output

properties. Lyapunov stabiIity theory, which dates from the Iâst

decade of the nìneteenth century, is a very useful part of the state=

space approach. A recent resurgence of research in the state-space

analysis,relatedtocontrolsystems,datesfromthelatel950's;see'

e.9., IF] -F1 3].

Linear state-space realizations are the prototypês for

approximation by state-space digital filters' l,Je collect here' for

reference, some facts concerni ng I i near state-space real i zati ons '

3.2 s Equa ons

A linear time-invariant (discrete-time) reâlization has the

form

i(r<*l) = Ai(k)+Bu(k) (3'l)

y(k) = ci(k) +ou(k)'

where k = 0, 1,2, ... is the discrete-time variable; the state'

input, and output vectors are' respectively'

l9
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(3.3)

uz

x v

U,n vXn r

A, B, C, and D are real .constant matrjces of dimension n x n' n x m'

r x n, and r x m' respecti vely. The coefficients of the matrices A'

B, C, and D and the components of the vectors u' i' and y (i'e" the

s'igna]s)wi.lleventuallybequantizedforad'igìta1-fi.lterrealjza-

tion.

3.3 Trans fe r- Fun cti on Matrìx

The (z-domain) transfer-function matri x I F6 ]

G(z) = C(zI - R)-l a + o

follows from (g.1). l^le assume that A is a stability matrix' since an

unstable system is not useable. The "frequency response" from a

given input to a given output is obtained by evaluating the corre-

spondìng entry of G(z) on the unjt circle z = ei'' The approximation

problem in this frequency domain consists of approxìmating a desi red

funct.i on of (¡. The basic limitation on the accuracy of the approxi-

mation ìs the order of the transfer function' A minimal realizatìon

is a real ization (3'l) of the lowest possible order n whjch provides

a specified transfer-function matrix G(z)' it is r¡lelI known [t2]

that a realjzation is minimal jf, and only if, jt is controllable and
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observable. l'linjmal realizations eliminate redundancies in the state

equations; hence, they are preferred as prototypes for state-space

digital fiIters.

3.4 Trans fo rmati on of State Varì ables

A most useful concept is the ljnear transformation of state

va ri ables

- _oX = IX
(3.4)

where T is a non-singular matrix. This transformation (3'4) is

equivalent to a simi larìty transformation on the system (S.l)¡ i.e.'

-lAo=TAT
-lBo = T-r B (s.s)

CO=CT

Do=D

would replace A, B, C, and D, respectively' The. transfer-function

matri x G(z) is invariant under the transformation (¡'+) an¿ (3'5)'

Conversely, if tt.lo minimal reali zatj ons have the same transfer-function

matrix, then they are related by a transformation satisfying (:'4)

and (3.5). Note that jf either of the real izations {A' B' C} or

tAo,80, cOÌ ln (s.s) is minimal, then the other reâl ization is also

minimal.
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ov sta eó r ar

Here we summarize some well-known results from stabil'i ty

theory tFl I l, which wì 1l be used later' Lyapunov stab il j ty the0ry

reduces the stabi l.ity analysis of the realization (3.'l)to the deter-

mination of a sìngle decreasi ng positjve-definjte scalar functi0n

(Lyapunov functi on) of i(k), k = 0, 1,2, "' A quadrat'i c Lvapunov

function of the systen (3.'l) is' by definition, a form

\/(k) = *T(r) ui(L) (3'6)

where l,J is a posìtì ve definite matrix and

v(k) -v(k+l) >o ' k=0, 1,2 (3'7)

l,,le wri te (3.7) as

v(k) - v(k + r) = iT(r,)tu - RT wRl i(k) :0, (3'8)

whjch follows from (3.,l) under zero-input conditions' Hence ' from

(3.8) , a necessary condition for xTl"lx to be a Lyapunov function is

w-nTwn = a (3'9)

where Q is a posìtive semi-definite matrìx' Equatìon (3'9) is known

as a Lyapunov matrì x equation. For any positive semi-defjnite matrjx

Q, it is well known in matri x theory [FlO] that the solution l^] in

(3.9) is positjve definite ìf and only jf A is a stabiljty matrjx'

j.e., a matrix with aìì eìgenvalues insjCe the unit circle' Thus'

iTwi i. a Lyapunov function if and only if l'l satisfies (3'9) and A is

a stabi I ity matr"ì x. By sol ving for l,,J and checking for positi ve
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definiteness, (3.9) is often used to test the stabì1ity of A'

The linear realizatjons (3.1)which we wilI consider jn

this thesis are characterized jn the followìng way, before coefficient

quant.ization.Aisknowntobeastabi.lìtymatrixandtheso.lution|^J

in (3.g) has (pos.itive-defini te) diagonal form for the speciali zation

a cTc. (3.r0)

That is, we will deal exclusiveìy with the particular Lyapunov matri x

equati on

¡¡ - ATçA = cTc; (3.11)

note that

\/(k) - \/(k + I ) vTy (3.r2)

by (3.8), (3.11), and (3.1) under zero-input conditìons' t,le will

consider the non-linear state-space digitaì fjlter resulting from

signalquantizationin(3.1).Clear'ly,(g'Z)stillholdsundercondi-

tions of magnitude truncati on at the state variables' t,.le V'lill show

that V(k) remains a decreasing function, i'e', it satisfies (3'7)' in

the non-linear system, if the solution l,l in (3.11) retains sufficient

diagonal dominance after coefficient quantization ìn A and C' This

result and other results concernìn9 stability are derived ìn chapter 6'

We also mention the Lyapunov matrix equation

K - AKAT BBT
(3.r3)
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which corresponds to the adioint of system (3.1). The linear realiza-

tions (3.1) which wê will consider in this thesis are also

châracterized by a diagonal solution K in (3.13)' The solution K may

be used to determine dynamic.range constraints at the state variab]es,

as described in Section 5.4.

The speci fic linear realizations considered in this thesis'

which are characterized by diagonal solutions K and t4 in (3:13) and

(3.11), are the wave-di gital realization and thà minimum-roundoff-noise

realizations ICl0]. For wave-digitaì realizations, the diagonal

solutions K and l¡J are shown in Section 5.6. In the minimum-roundoff=

noise realization, l/1l is used as the indi cator of roundoff noise and K

is used to set a dynamic-range constraint. For the optimal-word-length

case, di agonal solutions K and V{ are necessary and sufficient condi-

tions for minimum roundoff noise. l'le show in Section 5'5 that near=

minimumroundoffnoiseisobtainedifKandVlretainsufficient

diagonal domi nance after coeffi cient quanti zati on i n A' B ' and C'



4. STATE-SPACE DIGITAL FiLTERS

4- 1 I ntroducti on

The prevailing interest in the state-space approach t0

continuous- and discrete-tìme systems durìng the 1960s led quite

naturally to its application to digital fìlters' the state-space

approach provides a general method for the anaìysis and synthesis of

digital filters. Digital-filter synthesis by this method consists

of: (l) synthesis of a linear state-space realization which provìdes

the desired frequency response (i.e., the desj red z-domain transfer

function); (2) coefficient and signal quantization of the linear

realizat ion. Essentially, then, the state-space digìta1-filter

realization ìs an approxìmation to the linear realization ' where the

errors are the fini te-word-length effects (Fl,lLts) due to coefficient and

signal quantization. (Here "sìgnal" refers to state variables as

well as inPuts and outPuts')

The princ:i pa1 objective of the state-space approach ìs to

determine possible low-sensìtivity realizations under a given

transfer-functj on constraint; these reali zations woul d exhibi t reduced

FWLEs .due to coeffìcient and signal quantization' Thus' it was hoped

that the state-space approach wouìd provide an alternative to the costly

di rect method of reducing F|,JLEs, 'i .e'' an a,]ternative to increasing coeff'i -

cientandsignalwordlengths.Also'theposs.ib'i.l'ityofì'imit-cyc.le

suppression by means of appropri ate state-space realizations could not

be discounted. Finally, the state-space approach is a useful analytic

tool for the study and comparìson of Fl'lLEs in various realizations; it

includes the di rect (transfer-function) realization as a special case'

25
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4,2 Prel i min arv Real i zati on P rob'l em

The preìiminary realjzation probìem for a state-space

digìtal fjlter is to determine a linear discrete-tjme state-space

real izatj on (3.I ) whi ch provi des the desi red z-domai n trans fer

funct'i on (2.1). l^Je assume that the desjred z-domaìn transfer func-

tion has been determined by solving the frequency-domain approximation

problem di scussed i n Sectjon 2 ' 4. Thi s problem has been treated

extensively ìn the I iterature [B]-85 l. A specifìc state-space reali-

zatjon (3.'l), whjch provides the desi red transfer function' fol lows

ìmmediately from the transfer-function coefficìents by use of the

companion matr'i x; thìs corresponds to the di rect forrm mentioned jn

Sectjon 2.64. There are an infinite number of real izat'ions whjch

provide a desired transfer functjoni these may be obtained from a

specifìc realizatìon by the non-singular transformation of state

variables discussed in Section 3.4' Also, for low-order (e'g' ' 2nd=

order) reaìlzations, expljcit lornlulae are feasib'le' Thus' the

transferfunct'iona]onedoesnotdetermjneauniquerea]jzation.

4.3

A state-space dìgital fìlter ìs an approxìmation to a pro-

totype linear discrete-time state-space realization, !.lhere the

prototype ìs the solution to the preliminary realjzatjon problem

discussed ìn the previous Section' The dì gital implementation of the

prototype i ntroduces errors due to unavoi dable fi ni te-word-length

lim.i tatjons on the coeffi cients and sìgnals. The principal problem

is to determine a prototype realìzation which reduces Fl^iLEs.
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In other words, we desj r"e a prototype real ization

whi ch reacts favourably to both coeffi cient and sì gnal quanti zation '

i.e., a low-sensitivity prototype realizatìon' The direct-form

realization is seldom satisfactory ìn thjs regard' Clearly' we must

choosearealizationfromthesetofrealizatjonswhichsatisfjes

the transfer-functi on requi rement.

Thenatureoffinite-Word-iengtheffectshasbeenpreviously

descrìbedjnSection2.5;thatdescriptionappliesverbatimtostate=

space d i gi ta l fi ì ters . From that descri pti on , we concl ude that reduced

fi nite-word-length effects are exhibited by state-space realizations

V'lhich possess low pole-zero sensitívity of the transfer function t0

coefficient variations and low sensitivìty to time-domajn errors at the

signals.Thee]iminationofl'imitcyc.les,wìllbeachievedbymeansof

Lyapunovstabilitytheory.Are]ateddiscussionappearedear.lierin

Section 
.l.2 of the introductory Chapter'

in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 , a non-linear model is given for

t'hestate-spacedigita]fi]terwhichresu.ltsfr"oms.ignalquantizat.ion.

Thenatureofthetime-domainerrorsandofthetime-domainsensitiv.ity

inthestate-spaced.igita.lfi]terisrenderedsomewhatmoreprecìseby

means of th.i s model. This modeì wìll also be util ized ìn obtaining the

resul ts on stabif ity in Chapter 6. it is assumed that coefficìent

quantizationhasfirstbeenperformedwhi.leretaininganacceptable

frequency response. A more detai led consideration of coefficient

quantization is delayed until Chapter 7; this is of no particular con-

cern here, since coefficient quantizatjon does not introduce non=

linearìties in the state-space realization'
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4.4 Si gnal Quantizat ion

A. Gene ra I Consì derations

A digital realization which approximates the ideal linear

system (3..l) requi res signal quantization, i.e., a fínite-precision

signal representation' For definìteness' we assume that mj signìfi-

cant bits (excluding the sign) are avajlable for the storage and delay

of the ith state variabls,.i = l, 2, ,,., n. However, the computation

of the exact next-state variables by means of (3.1) may generate

overflow and underflow bits. Thus, it is essential to establjsh a

we]l-definedruleforapproximatingtheexactnext-stateVariab]e

x, bJ an m.,- sì gni ficant-bit integer, i = 1' 2, ".' n'

B, Notati on and Conventions

For convenience, we scale aìI variables to integer form'

That is, u,,e assume the present-state vari ables i., (t<) are mr-si9nificant=

bit integers, i = 1,2,..., 1, and scale them by a factor 2N' N is

chosen such that the exact next-state vafliables xj(k + 1)' i = ]' 2'

.,., r'ì, wi1ì also be integers. Thus, we requi re ll = max N,' where

Nr ìs the maximum number of bits to the ri ght of the radix point in

any coefficient of the ith .o* of the quantized matrix A' Hence ' for

xj(k + 1)we allot mi + N non-overflow bits; only the first mi + Ni of

these bits may be non-zero' as seen from the definition of Nt ' The

non-zero bits beyond the fi rst m, bits are underflow bits'

hle allot an additional P, overflow bits to the left of the

mi + N non-overf'low bits in x.i, i = 1,2, '"r rl' Pt is chosen to

accomodate the maximum (scaled) value that can occur at xi' Ri
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denotes this maximum possible value at x.i ; for zero-input

R.i 2N

n
-rl¿ la. .I

rJ

m.
(z J - 1). (4.1 )

In view of the above, we define the fol lowing sets of

integers:

a) xi is the set of al1 possible Pi * *i + N-bit integers' j = ì'

2, ..., n, such that the last N - Ni bits are zero' (The sign

bit ìs not counted here.)

b) i, i, tf,. subset of Xi consisting of those members of Xi where the

first P. bits are zero, i = 1,2,...' n. This js the "non-over-
¡

fl ow" . set .

i. ir. t¡. subset of X. consistìng of those members of X, where the
"l - |

last N bits are zero' i = 1,2,...' n' This is the "non-overflow=

non- unde rfl ow" set.

r,.le denote the members of the sets, Xi , Xì , and Xj bJ x, ' xj ' and xt '

respective1Y. Th us

x., e Xi'

a nd

c)

Exi

xi

xi

(4.2)

l¿ ?l

(4.4)' ^i'

for i = 1,2, ..., n. Note that (4.2) and (4'4) are consistent t,.lith

our prevìous definitions of x', and it '

In lexicographìc notation, *i'ii' and i, will have the

forms
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X.l
+ zz ... z

Pi bi ts mi bits Ni bits

22...722...7 Oo ... 0a (4.5)

xi !oo ... o 22... zzz... z 00 ... 0a

Pi bi ts

bìts

N bits

mi bi ts I'li b i ts

(4.6)

0^ (4.7)

( 4.8)

and

xi + 00 ... 0 zz ... z 00

m. + N N - N.
21 -z I

+N N

Pi bi ts mt bits N bits

HereZdenotesabitwhìchmaybe0orlandAdenotestheradixpoint

Note that rj it tft. mr-significant-bit integer which will replace x-'

ñ.t ano n., vlill denote the range of magnitucle in i.' and

ii, resPectivelJ. A simple calculation gives

and

i.l

*, (4.e)

for i = 1, 2, ..., n. R., , whìch denotes the range of magnitudes

actual ly !¡eÉ in X* has already been gìven in (4'l)' Thus we have

Ilì

2

l*iì j Ri'

l*il : Ri'

(4.10)

(4.r1)
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and

(4.r2)

Ñ, (xt ) wit I denote the non-linear function which approxi-

nates a computed variable xi ly x1 ¡ i'á.,

ii = Ñ,(xi) ' i = 1' 2" "' n' (4'13)

lJe regard Nr(x1 ), i = 1,2, '.., ñ, as the composite of two functions '

the overflow function e¡ (x¡ ) and the underflow functjon Ui (xi ):

ii = tl,(x') = ui'oi(xi). (4.14)

This allows us to treat the overflol/ll and underflow cases separately

and introduces no loss of generality' l"le characterize the overflot,l

function by its domain Xì and its range X.t :

ii = e.,(xi) , i = 1,2,...,n: (4'15)

i.e.,0i must produce a non-overflow result for any argument xi; we

also req ui re

' ri.
-lI xi 

I

xi = ot(xi) ' i=1'2'.'"n'

i.e., si does not alter any non-overflow vari able ii'

It is clear from (4.14) and (4.15) that

(4. i6)

(4.17)xi = ut (x.¡ ) 1' 2,' ...¡ rl ,

!\lhich characterizes the underflow function ui by its domain xi and its

t.unga ir. Parti cular underflow and overflow characteristics are

dìscussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respecti vely'
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The extension of the prev'ious notation to vectors is c'ìear

*z

. (4.18)

xl xl

,.n

;r

*z
X

x

;n
X

n

x, i, ana i are the sets of all possible x' x' and x' respectively

Also

ñ(x)

u(;)

ñ., ( x., )

ñ, (x2)

ñ (x )n'n'

e (x)

e., (x1 )

or(xr)

on (xn )

u., (x1 )

u2ú2)

un(xn)

(4.1e)

(4.20)

(4.21)

Thus

whe re

X ñ(x)

e(x)

u. s(x),

X u(x)

and

(4.22)



The desiqnation of a variable bJ x.t i Ï., , ot *, will serve a

dual purpose: (1) ìt !.iill restrict the domajn of the variable' as

gìven by (4.2), (4.3), or (4.4); (2) it will impose the appropriate

function relatìon, (4.14), (4.15), or (4.,l7)! on any two of the

variables ,i, ii, and i, which appear in the same equation' Similar

remarks apply to the vector extensions, *, x, and x, of these variables

and to the vector function relations (4.20), (4'2-l)' and (4'22)' l,Je

will refer to the functions (4'20), (4'21) and (4'22) as the mappings

x to x, x to x, and x to x, resPectivelY'

C; Al ternatj ve Si gna I Representati cns

The preceding notatìon has been defined in terms of the

sign-magnitude sjgnal representation, which will serve as a vehicle to

deri ve the stability results ìn Chapter 6 for systems with finite=

precì si on sì gnaì representatj on. These resul ts wi I I be deri ved under

certain assumpti ons on the overflow and underflow characteristjcs'

'i ,e., certain assumptìons on the mappings v to * una * to t' However'

other signal representatjons are permissible for actual hardware

realìzatjon. ,,,Je may use any nevl.representatì on by which it is possibìe

to preserve the nappings x to i and * to * un¿et a one-to-one

correspondence between elements of the new representation and the

si gn-magnitude representation' In fact, '/'re expect that the two's

complement, rather than the sìgn-magnitude, representatjon will be

used 'i n practice because of its wel l-known hardware advantages '
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4.5 I'lodels of State-SDace Disital Fj lters

A digital filter may now be characterized by the non-linear

state eq ua ti ons

x(k + t) = e x(k) + a u(r)

y(k) = c;(k) +ou(k)

*trl = Ñ(x(t)) G'23)

. k = 0' 1,2,..,,
whi ch i ncl ude the FWLE due to si gnal quanti zat ion. These equati ons

(4.23) follow from the.original system (3.1) by the introduction of

the non-ljnear signal quantization function (4.20) ¡ the notation here

is that given in Section 4.48. The non-linear function Ñ reflects the

elimjnation of overflow and underflow bits in x(t + I), to obtain

;1¡ + l). Coefficient quantìzation is simply reflected by a change

in the entries of A, B' C' and D.

!.le may also model the state-space digital filter by a linear

system llhich is perturbed by a sequence of state-quäntization error

vectors p (k), k = 0, l, 2, ... That is' (4'23) is equivalent to

-1¡+r) = A;(k) +p(k) +su(k)

y (k) = cx(k) +0u(t)
k = 0, l, Z, ... ,

where we de fi ne

p(k) 4 *tL+1)-x(k+1). (4'25)

ThisclearlyeXhibitstheFWLEduetosigna']quantization,because

the system (4.24) is identi cal in form to the original system (3'1)'

( a. 2 â.\



except for the presence of the perturbing vector p (k)' k = 0' 1' 2'

Thus,theFWLEduetosigna.lquantizationjsatime-domainerror

which is the response to the error vector p (k)' k = 0' l' 2' "'

This error response is usuaìly analyzed by a combination of the

principle of linear superposition and probabil ity theory' since the

components of p (k), k = 0, 1,2, '..' are random in nature' The error

responsecanalsobeboundedbythebounded-'input-impljes-bounded=

output property of ìinear systems. In this regard' it is useful to

decompose p (k) into the sum

p (k) = c (k) + d (k) '
(4.26)

(4 .27 )

(4.28)

whe re

c (k) =o x (k + l) - x (k + 1)

ìs the overflow error vector, and

d(k) =^ x(t<+l)-x(k+l)

is the underflow error vector.

Finally, we render certain common notions more precise

by means of the model (4'24), The possible errol' responses may be

cjassified as follows: (1) roundoff noise is the error response

corresponding to random components in p (k), in particular to random

components in d (k); (2) a limit cycle is the error response

corresponding to periodic and self-sustaining components in p (k)'

Lìmit cycles may correspond to underflows, overflolvs' or a combination

of both. Most ID3, D5, D7-D9] of the bounds on limit cycles and
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roundoff noise r,thjch have appeared in the literature are applications

of the bounded-input-impììes-bounded-output property' Ëxampìes of

the ljmit-cycle problem are given in tDl2, Dl 3' Dl 6l' The noticn of

low time-donain sensitivity to signal disturbances is also clafli fied

by examjning (4.24). The approprì ate interpretatjon of low time-domain

sensitivity is that a unit sample disturbance in a component of

p (k) should cause an output response sequence r+tri ch has as small an

effectjveva]ueaspossìbìe.Thiswi.l]leadtoreducedroundoffno'ise

at the output.

4.6 Survev of Recent Rese a rch ìn State -Snace Di o'i tal 'I ters

The initiai application of the state-space approach to

dÍgìtaì fi lters was confi ned to various second-order sectÍons which

urere intended as buiìding blocks. These second-order sections began

toappear'inthe'ìiteratureabout]g6T.RaderandGold[47]proposedthe

coupled- Ioop structure wjth the jtrtentjon of obtaining reduced sensi-

tivity to coeffi cìent quantization. Sandberg tDll, Ebert et al' ID2]'

and l^Jìlson iD4, D6l proposed certain restri cted second-order sections

whichexcludedthepossibiì'ityofzero-jnputcyclesitheLyapunov

approach was used in these cases. It was found [015] much later that

the coupìed-ìoop structure also has a useful relätion to the Lyapunov

theorY.

Fettweis tGl-G6, G8-Gll, Gl3l introduced the wave dìgitaì

filter in ì97.l . It is heìpfu1 to consjder the vlave digìtal fjlter from

the state-space viewpojnt, although the ori gìna'Ì disclosure was given

in terms of bujldjng blocks called adaptors ' The r^¡ave digital fì1ter



derives from the transformation of an analog prototype fi lter'

described by scattering (i'e', wave) variables' to the discrete-time

domain. The transformation (from the s-domain to the z-domain) js

performed by using the bilinear transformatjon' The wave digital

filter has tv,lo si gni ficant features: low sensitivity to coefficient

vari ations ìs implied by its network origini suppression of zero-input

limit cycles follortls from magnitude truncation ' due to the

existence of a di agonal Lyapunov functjon'

Itiswellknownthat]owsensitjvityandìowroundoff

noìse are related IC3, C4, C8, Cll l' For example' expenimental

results confirm that the wave digìtal filter exhibits low roundoff

noi se as wel1 as I oll sensi ti vi ty tG7 ' G]2I '

Mullis and Roberts ICì0] introduced minimum-roundoff-noise

(fixed-point) realizations in 1976' This is a general analysìs=

synthesis result, which uses the Lyapunov matrix equations K - AKAT =

BBT and w - ATM = cTc. For thè opt'imal-word-length case' it is shown

tCl0l that a necessary and sufficient condi tion for minimum roundoff

noise in a realizatìon of any order is that the solutions K and |/J are

both diagonal. The underlying assumption is uniform and uncorrelated

probabi lity distri butions of the roundoff errors at the state variables¡

a dynamìc-rañge constraint, achjeved by scaling' is also included to

limit overflow probabilities' Jackson et aì' IC] l] have applied the

mi n i mum-roun do ff-noi se result to second-order sections'

Various other results based on Lyapunov theory have also

appeared. For exampìe: Barnes and Fam t Dl 4l have j ntroduced mi nimum=

norm digital filters; Mil ls et al ' tDlSl have gi ven realizati ons
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whì ch are free of overflow limit cycles.

As seen from the above survey, the Lyapunov approach, in its

various forms, has led to some success ìn obtainÍng state-space

realizatjons vlith reduced FWLts. For example, it has led to the

suppression of zero-i nput ììmìt cycìes in wave di gitaì fi I ters and to

mi ni mum-roundoff-noi se real i zati ons . The rel ati on betl^een l ow pole-

zero sensiti vity to coefficient variatìons and the Lyapunov approach

requ.i res further investi gation. 0n the other hand, it is di fficult to

find in the literature another approach to reducing Ft¡iLEs which has as

much general ity, or has had as much success, as the Lyapunov approach'

4.7 A Gene ral Ap ach to Reducino Finite-lllo noth Effects

A broad outline of the research ìn this thesis has âlready

been given in Sections l'2 and 1.3 of the Introduction. Here tc

elaborate on that outline to present a more complete overview of the

research which follows in Chapters 6 through 9.

The importance of low pole-zero and low time-domain sensiti-

vities in a prototype state-space realization has been stressed in the

Introduction. Low pole-zero sensitivity makes possible the use of

short coeffic ient word lengths, while maintaìning a toleÈable error

in the frequency response. Low time-domajn sensjtivity makes possible

the use of reduced si gnal word lengths, while maintaining an acceptable

level of roundoff noise¡ the generation of roundoff noise has been

modelled ìn Section 4.5. If tve defjne a suitable cost measure ' such

as the total bit-adder product in a digital realization¡ then low=

sensitivity prototype realizations lead to reduced cost in the



corresponding digìtal realization' It is approPriate to ment'ion that

an additional dynamic-range constrai nt must be imposed on the signais

to Iimit the probabi I ity of overflow tCl0li this effecti vely restricts

the improvement in signal-to-roundoff"noise ratio which can be

obtained by simple scaìing of signal levels' The elimination of limit

cycles is the third important problem mentioned in the Introduction '

in fact, we may assign the greatest priority to the eljminatjon of

overfìow limit cycles, sìnce these may render a digital filter unuse-

able. unless overflo|/ll limit cycles are initially "desìgned outr'' the

only remedy in this event is to shut down the digjtal filter and

"start over". Such a shut down is very undesi rable in terms of signal

loss or if the filter is in a remote location' 0n the other hand' we

rnay aìways resort to the simple, although costìy' remedy of increasìng

coeffi cient and signal word lengths after the initial desìgn' to deal

with the problems of sensitivity' Also' underflow limit cycles are

not nearly as serious a problem as overflow I jrnit cycles' sìnce under-

flow limit cycles resemble roundoff noise¡ however' the effectjve

value of this disturbance may be considerably greater than that of

ro undo ff no i se '
Itwouldbemostdesirab.letofindthat]owpo]e-zerosensi-

tivity, low time-domain sensìtìvity, and eliminatjon of ì imit cycìes

are interrelated, j 'e., to find that these properties occur simul-

taneously in a state-space real ization ' There are some indjcatjons

that this is indeed the case ' Connections between low pole-zero

sensitivity and low time-domaìn sensitivity have been given in the

I iterature¡ as mentioned ìn the survey in Section 4'6' However'
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a completely general di rect anaìytic connection has not yet been

given; hopefully, such a connection wjll eventual1y be found' It js

alsoplausib.lethatsusceptibilitytolimitcyc.lesdecreasesastime=

domainsensitivitydecreases'sincea]imitcycle.isase.lf.sustaining

time-domain di sturbance; this interpretation of a limit cycle was

djscussed in Section 4.5. As described below, this p'l ausibi lity argu-

ment is given substance by means of the Lyapunov approach' where it is

shown that certain real izati ons with low time-domain sensiti vity gi ve

suppression of limit cycles' under conditjons of magnitude truncation

at the si gna l s.

The Lyapunov approach to obtaining realizations uith low

sensitivity and eliminatjon of Iimit cycles is chosen here for various

reasons mentioned in Section ,l.2. If v€ take the Ijterature survey in

Sectjon 4.6 as a point of departure, jt is clear that this approach

holds some promi se' In particular, t r''/o of the more significant

resultsinrecentliterature,i.e',the!{avedigitalfilterandmini-
mum-roundouff-noi se (MRN) r"ealization, have close ties to the Lyapunov

theory.Asdescribedinthelntroductjon,\¡lehaVeconso].idatedthe

Lyapunov theory pertaìnìng to wave-di gital and minimum-roundoff-noise

realizatjons, by showi ng that the solutions K and N to the Lyapunov

matri x equat'i ons are diagonal in both cases' This resuìt and the

appropriate jnterpretation of the wave-digital realization as a tvlo=

input-two-outputÛlRNrea]izationarederivedinsect.ions5.6andS.T.

Since the wave-digi tal real jzation thus fits into the framework of the

lllRN realization, in the sequel the term MRN realìzation will be used

to inciude both types of realizations' Consequently' the reader may
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interpretasapp]ìcab]etothewave.digìtalrealizationtheresults

obtajned in the sequel by extension of the Lyapunov approach in the

lÌ4RNrea]ization.Th'is.inc.ludes.theresultsperta.iningtoroundoff

noise, stability, ând sensjtivjty in Chapters 5,6, and 7' respectìvely

l& also note that the principles involved in the MRN realization are

sufficientlygeneraltoinc]udemostoftheotherresu]tsinthesurvey

in Section 4.6 which pertaìn to the Lyapunov approachi e'9" the

results pertaining to the eliminatjon of zero-input limit cyc'les'

The desi rable consequences of diagonal solutions K and l,'I in

the MRN realìzation have been 1i sted in sectjon .l,2. llowever, only the

case of pure-diagonal solutions K and h has been consìdered in the

ljterature;cf'section4.6.Sincecoefficientquant.izationinthe

state equations wjll normally result in the loss of these pure-diagonal

solutions, because they deri ve from state equations with unrestricted

(real-number)coefficients,thefol.lowìngquestionnaturallyarises.

Isitpossìb]etoeXtendthedes'irab]econsequencesofdiagona]so]u-

tions to near-diagonal (i.e., diagonally dominant) soìutions K and l.l?

ThÍs question is answered in the affirmative in Chapters 5' 6' and 7'

by what amounts to an approxi mation theory' Thjs overcomes the

obstacle posed by coefficient quanti zation '

An arbitrari ly c1 ose approximation to the ori ginal pure=

diagonal solutions can be obtained in K and l,^l by sufficiently fine

coefficient quantizatÍon, because the entries of K and l'l are continu-

ous functìons of the coefficients of the realization; this follows

from the Lyapunov matrix equations' this impìies that an arbitrary

trf t\ 
^NlloftA

degree of di agona I dominance can be obtained in K and l^J' H
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isVerydesirab]ethatKand|.lbere]atiVely.insens.itivetocoeffic.ient

variations in A, B, and C, so that excessive coeffìcient word lengths

can be avoided' For this reason, it is shown by analysis' ìn Chapter

7, that low pole-zero sensjtivity (i 'e" low sensitivity of the

frequency response) in the state-space realizatíon {A' B' C} implìes

low sensitivity of the solutions K and lll to coefficient variations

in {4, B, c}.

It is tempting to coniecture that diagonal K and l.J ìmply

low poìe-zero sensitivìty to coefficient quantization' This would be

very expedient for obtaining diagonally domìnant solutions K and l'l

after coefficient quantization, in view of the di scussion in the pre-

vious paragraph. It is known that iow or minimum time-domain sensi-

tivity and di agonal K and l¡l are equivalent' by the anaìysis of the MRN

real ization ICl0] ' Thus, i f the connection bett'ieen low pole-zero

sensitivity and low time-domain sensìtivity can be establjshed with

sufficient generality' the above conJecture will in fact be valid' The

wave-digital realization is an example where diagonal K anT !¡J' low

time-domain sensitivity, and low pole-zero sensitivity occur

si mul taneouslY.

l¡lenowsummarizetheconceptsinvo]vedinthe'.approximatj0n

theory" which js developed in chapters 5 through 9' This approxima-

tion theory extends the results obtained by diagonal K and l"l in MRN

realizations to the case rÀhere K and lrl are only diagonal ly dominant

due to coeffic.ient quantization. This provides a means of passing

directly from a low-sensjtivity linear state-space MRN realization

containing ideal (i.e., real-number) coeffì cients to a correspondìng
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realization containing quantized (binary) coefficients. The criterion

for the acceptabjlity of the realization wí th quantized coefficients

is the degree of d.i agonal dominance in the solutìons K and |1J; a precise

measure of diagonal dominance is given ìn Chapter 6' If the degree

of diagonaì dominance in K and l''l is sufficient, the properties of

near-minimum roundoff noise' zero-input limì t-cycle suppression, and

stability of the forced response will be retained. The net result is

to relax the inherent restrictions in the l4RN realization, for the

purpose of h ardwa re implementation.

The carry-over of results from the pure-diagonal to the

diagonally dominant case is âchieved in the followìng way' In the

case of, time-domai n sensitivity (i.e., roundoff noise), a relatively

simple extension of the anaìysis tClOl of the MRN realization is

carried out in Sections 5,4 and 5.5. It is shown there that near=

minimum roundoff noise will be maintained if the change in K and l,l is

sufficiently sma1l. In fact, it may be desirable to accept a further

moderate degradation in roundoff-noise performance, in exchange for

simpli.fied coefficients (i.e., in exchange for reduced coefficjent

word lengths). Low coefficient sensitivity, which is desirable at

the outset to facilitate coeffi cìent quantjzation, will be preserved

in so much as it is related to loltl time-domain sensitivity'

The properties of zero-ìnput Iimit cycle suppression and

stabiìityoftheforcedresponseareobtainedìnthedìagonaì'lydomi-

nant case, by carrying over the Lyapunov function lTl,li from the

prototype linear state-space realizat,ion to the corresponding di gita.l

rea]ization.Itisshol^/n'inChapter6thatthiscarry-overofthe
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Lyapunov function iTwi is possìble i f I''i exhibits sufficient diagonal

dominance, under conditi ons of magnitude truncatjon at the state

variables.(Intermsofthenotationofsection4.4,magnitude

truncation is requi red when replacing x (k + l) ¡v x (t + 1) in the

digital realization.) This is a significant generaìization of the

pure-diagonal case, which folìows from the nature of the finite=

precisìon sìgnal roepresentation' In Chapter 6' separate necessary

and suff.i cient diagonal-dominance conditions are given for iTWi to ¡.

a Lyapunov function in the event of signaì overflow and underflow

truncati ons. The resuits pertaining to overflow truncations ' which

'include stability of the forced response, rest primârily on the

nature of the overflow characteristic. The results pertaining to

underf]owtruncationsfo]]owmainlyfromthegranuìar.ityofthe

si gnaì representation'

A state-space digitaì filter is obtained from the coeffi-

cient-quantizecl ljnear state-space roalization by a digital

jmplementation of the required matrix multiplication' This digitaì=

'implementation problem js treated in Chapter 8; ìt completes the

process of state-space digìtal-filter synthesis ' which began t^lith

the determination of a low-sensitivìty ìinear state-space realization

The digital implementation requires a suitable computing algorithm'

ThisisasÍgnìfìcantprobleminìtse]f"sìncethecomputing

algorithm ultimately affects the magnitude of roundoff noise¡ i'e"

it determines the sources of roundoff erro,r' The computing

algori thm used in Chapter 8'i s a distributed-arithmetic structure i

it js based on some prevìous work [H3] by the author' In this
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structure, the next-state varìables are computed exactly (i'e" with

ful l precision) before overflow and underflow truncations to the

al lowed word ìength. This exact computation reduces the number of

signal-quantìzation-error sources to a minimum.

The approach to state-space digital filters described

above is a "global" approachi i.e., the digital filter is realized

and implemented as one complete block. This is ìn contrast to the

buì lding-block approach. It is therefore appropriate to ask if this

global approach offers any particular advantages over the buildin9=

block approach. At the outset, l¡le must confine our attention to

bu.i lding-block realjzations where the individual fi rst- and second=

order sections guarantee stabi lity of the forced response and freedom

fromzero.inputlìmitcycles;Suchsectionshavebeendescrjbedinthe

literature tDll, D] 4, D] 51. Thjs is necessary to obtain these sarlìe

properties l.lhich are already obtained by the above-mentioned global

approach. C1ear1y, the building block reâlizatjon cannot surpass the

MRN gìoba1 realization in terms. of roundoff-noise performance' for a

gìvens'ignaìword]ength;infact,thebu.ildìngblockrea.]izationmay

requi re a significant increase in signal word length to achieve round-

off.noise performance equivalent to that of the l'1RN realization'

(Note that a fair comparison of roundoff noise requi res that exact

next-state vari ables be computed before truncation to the allowed word

length, in either the buiìding-block or global approach') The

'improved roundoff-noise performance of the global realization may be

offset by the increased number of coefficient multipliers that it

requires. However, the question of sensitivity comes into play here;
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i.e., the reduced word lengths in the coefficient multipliers will be

helpful. For a given transfer function and equivalent roundoff=

noiseperformance,it.isthus'lÍkelythatthebujldingbìockapproach

requires a greâter total of signal word lengths and the global approach

requires a greater total of coefficient word iengths' The common

basis of compari son, vlhich includes the effects of these two factors'

is the bit-adder product in the final digìta1 implementation'

(Notethatthetransferfunctionsobtainedaftercoefficìentquantiza-

tions in the t!.lo approaches may be very nearly the same' but not

exactly the same, due to the different effects of the

qua nt i zati on Pro ce ss e s. )

4.8 State-Space Approach to Ì'lave Digital Filters

Here t're will discuss wave digital fi lters from the state=

spaceviewpoìnt,inordertoestablishbackgroundinformationneeded

in Chapters S and 7. The vave digital fììter approximates a proto-

type discrete-time system which imitates the topological structure

of an analog (prototype) filter network' The topoìogical structure

of the analog network is first incorporated into a set of continuous=

time state equations, by the use of the scattering matrix and

scattering variables. The bi linear transformation' from the s-domain

to the z-domain, renders this network-derived continuous-time system

to the above-mentioned prototype discrete-time system' This trans-

formatjon 
.leaves the scatterìng matrix jnvariant, but induces the

foì1owÍng conversion of (continuous-time) network elements t0

discrete-time elements: capacitances to delays; inductances t0
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delays wìth sìgn inversion; and resistive voltage sources to t.lave

sources and wave sinks'

A brief deri vation of the state equations for wave digital

filters is given in tH3l. These state equations dictate ä partition

of the scattering matri x S; this matrix S derives from the topoìogy

of the analog prototype filter. The edges of the network graph are

ordered according to inductive, capacitive, ând resistive elements '

and the matrix S is partjtioned according to energy-storage (i 'e.,

inducti ve and capacìtive) and dissipative (i.e., resistive) elements

l,¡e denote this Partition bY

c l',' I t', 
.]

Iqrr-ÐJ
(L ra\

where the subscripts I and 2 correspond to energy-storage and dissi-

pative eìements, resPectively' As in IH3], we define the "poìarìty"

matri x

-I1
(4.30)

where I., and I, are identity matrices of dimensions equal to the

number of inductive and the number of capaciti ve net!^¡o rk elements '

respectively.AsseenintH3l,thefollowingcorrespondenceexists

between the submatrices of S and the matrices A' B' C' D in the

standard state equati ons (¡.1):

I

2

0
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Dç + A'
' "11

PSI 2 
* B;

ç -f r-' (4' 31)
"21

^->^rzz u'

The discrete-time state equations for the wave digitaì

filter bear an interestjng and useful relation to the two Lyapunov

equations (3.11) and (S.tA¡. That is, for the wave-digital state

equations the solutions to the Lyapunov equatjons are l,¡ = G and

f = G-I , respectively, where G is the dì agonal matrix of port

reference conductances for the scattering matrix' This is shown in

Sectjon 5.6. The Lyapunov equation (3.1ì) guarantees the suppression

ofzero.inputlimitcycìesinthedigita]rea]izationifmagnitude

truncation is used at the state variables. This fol lows since iTWi

is a Lyapunov function for the discrete-time realization' where

ì¡l=Gisdiagonaì.Infact,thisistheLyapunovfunctionwhichis

normally used in the wave digital filter'

The Lyapunov equations (3'11) and (¡'l¡) are instrumental

ìn the minimum-roundoff-noise realizations discussed in section 5.4.

It is mentioned there that necessary and sufficient conditions for

min.i mum roundoff noi se in a sìngle-input-sjngle-output system are

that the solutions K and l,,l be diagonal, However, in the wave-dj gital

case, these Lyapunov equations apply to a t!.lo-input-two-output

system. Although the discrete-time state equations of the wave

digital filter clearly satisfy the formalism of Lyapunov equations

with di agonal solutions K and !.l, one cannot assume that the original

result, i.e., minimum roundoff noise in the single-input-single=
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output case, will be valid in the two-input-two-output case' In

Section 5.7, the orìginal minimum-roundoff-noìse result is extended

inamannerwhjchjsappropriatetothistwo-input.two-outputcase.

This extension is obtained by reÍnterpreting the minimization pr0cess

in tGl0l, for the two-input-two-output case' The extension of the

originalresultcanbestatedasfo.l]owsforthetwo-input-two-output

case: the roundoff-noise minimization applies to a Weighted sum of

roundoff noise variances at both outputs¡ and the dynamic-range

constraint at each state variable applies to a weighted sum of signals

due to each input.

For wave dÍgita1 fjlters, it is well known that we can

obtainbinarycoefficientquantizationinthestateequationsbybinary

multiplierquantizationinFettt../eis,adaptorsIGl3l.However,scaìing

ofstatevariab.lesìsrequìredtogivea]egitimateêValuationof

roundoffnoisebylimitingtheprobabi]ityofoverflowIC2'C]0'Gl2].

Scalingwou]dbeimpìementedbyidealtransformersintheana]og

prototype network, where each requires a multiplicatjon and a di v.ision

by the corresponding scale factor. Hence, the scale factors would be

restrìcted to powers of two, so that it might be difficult to obtain

anovera.llscaìingwhichreaìizesthepotent'ia.lroundoff.noìse

performance, Also, certain more complex networks tGl5 ' Gl 6l ' which

are not representable by combinations of series' parallel' and

lattice adaptors, tend to give fai r1y long coefficjent word lengths'

Thus, for scaling and the more complex networks' the resu'lts mentioned

'i n Section 4.7 q6¡ssrning diagonal ly dominant K and l"l provide a useful

alternative approach to coefficient quantizatjon' That isr we mâ]
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quant.ize the coefficients of the wave-di gital state equations di rectly'

subjecttoadiagonal-dominancecriteriononthesolutionsKandl'J;

this bypasses the preì iminary quantization by adaptors ' 0n the other

hand,itisalsopossiblethatsomereductionincoefficientword

lengthscouldbeobtaìned,bystartingfromrelativelyshortcoeffi-

cient word lengths which have already been determined by adaptors t0

give a diagonal K and W.



5. ROUNDOFF NOISE

5-l Introduction

In thìs Chapter, we outline a general resul t pertaining to

theroundoff-noiseproblem;th'isresu']t'istheminimum-roundoff-noise

(MRN) realization, introduced by MulIis and Roberts ICl0]' A pre-

lìminary discussìon of relevant aspects of underflow and overflow

quantization errors is gìven here ' A logical extensìon of the minimum=

roundoff-noise realization to near-minìmum roundoff noise is obtained

here for the case !,/he re the solutions K and hl to the Lyapunov matrix

equations are onìy diagonal1y dominânt' This extension is necessary

to cover the approximations introducej by coefficient quantization'

sincetheor'iginalminimum-roundoff.noìserealizationIC10]jsbased

on pure-diagonal K and l,'1. It is then shown that the Lyapunov equations

of the wave-di gitaì realizatjon correspond to those of the MRN reali-

zati on for a two-input-two-output system' As a result' the wave

digital realization admits an approprìate interpretation as a two=

i nput-two-output MRN rearli zatjon, by means of the Lyapunov equations '

Thus, the roundoff-noise aspect of the Lyapunov approach ìs suffì-

cientlydeve.Iopedtomeettherequirementsofcoeff.icientquantiza-

ti on.

E1
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5.2 Quantization Errors Due to Underflor^ls

The output error due to underflows js the effect of the

underflow error vector d(k), k = 0, l, 2' "" which was defined in

(4.28). This cìearly follows from_(4.24)' (4'26)' and (4'28) ' Thus'

it is also clear that the mapping xi to xi, j = 1' 2' "" n' should

be chosen to minimize the magnitudes of the components ot d(k)' k =

0,1,2,..., ìn order to minimize the resulting output disturbances '

This is nornally done by rounding *.i to tht nearest mi-bit integer

xi, I = lr Zr ...r ll.

It vlill be necessary to impose magnitude truncation on the

mappi ng *j to *r, i = I , 2' ',., n, in order to suppress zero-input

underflow Iimit cycles, as shown later' That is' we require

l*t l: lt., l. Under this restri ction ' we minìmize the magnitudes of

the components ot O(k), k = 0, 1,2' ".', by "rounding down" to the

nearest mi-bit integer, i havins lesser magnitude'

Theoutputerrorduetounderf]owsisg.ivenaprobabilistjc

analysìs by making certain assumþtions on the error sequence d(k)'

k = 0, I , Z, .,.. Usually, the components of d(k)' j'e.' the

dj sturbances at x., , i = 1, 2, . . ', r'ì ¡ are assumed to have uni form

uncorrelated probabi !ity distributions, although there ìs some

evidence tC7 I that thìs is not always true' The probability distri-

bution]iesw'ithinp.lusandminusone-ha]fthe]east.sìgn'ificantb'it

in x., for the simple rounding characteristic' or between zero and

theleast-significantbitinxrforthemagnitude-truncationcharac-

teristic. |,i'i th magnitude truncation some corre]atjon wi].1 exist

between d(k) and x(t), so it is more accurate to remove the corre-
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lated component of d(k) when using any analysis based on uncorrelated'

uniformly distributed roundoff errors IC6, C9]' It is also well known

that the variance of the components of d(k) jncreases by a factor of

four for magnitude truncat'i on versus rounding' neglecting correlation

with the signal.

l4agnìtude truncation can be used in di gital fi lters possess-

'i ng di agonal Lyapunov functions to suppress zero-input underflow limìt

cycles, e'g', tGlll. However, this increases the variance at d(k) as

mentioned above ' Thus, such suppression of zero-input underflow limìt

cycìes is only worthwh ile if the output error variance due to potential

limit cycles is several times greater than the output error variance

due to simple rounding errors. This last condition may warrant furthen

investigation,sinceroundoffnoiseandunderflowlimitcyclesareboth

excited by the same "bounded input" d(k), k = 0' 1' 2'' "' The

essential difference is that d(k) is sel f-sustaining and periodic in the

limit-cycle case. Thus, any jncrease 'i n the output error variance in a

lirnìt cycle is due only to a change in the probability distribution'

and correlation of the components of d(k) '

5.3 quantization -Lrrors Due to overflovis

The output error due to overflows is the effect of the over-

flow error vector c(k), k = 0, 1,2', " .' which was defined ìn (4'27)'

This is clear from (4.24)' (4.26), and (4'27)' Thus' the function

e(x) in (4.21) should be chosen to minimize the magnitudes of the

components of c(k), k = 0, 1,2, ," This can be done by using the

gatuì.atìon overflow characteri stic, which is defined by
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+ R. if xi

- Ri if *i . - Rì

ñi

(5.I )xi

The reduction of transient output errors due to overflows is

an important consideration in digitaì filters, even if overflow

oscillations have been excluded. .In order to achieve the naximum

improvement in the ratio of signal to (underflow) roundoff noìse' we

must scale signaì levels so that overflows occur with some small, but

non-zero' probabì1ity tCl0l. Thus we should design filters with "high

tolerance" to overflo!\ls, i 'e', with least Lransient disturbances due

to overflows. The saturati on overflow characteristic helps to accom-

plish this by minìmizing the magnitude of the components in c(k)'

k = 0, I " 2, ,.. .,
The elimjnation of overflow osci llat'ions' jn both the force=

free and forced responses ' has utmost prjority, since these di stur-

bances may render a digital filter unuseable. In ChaPter 6, vle

derive conditions for the elimination of such overflow oscillations.

There ìt.i s shown that the saturation overflow characteristic gives

the]east-stringentsufficientconditionofdiagonaldominanceinW

fortheexc]usionofoverflowoscjl.lationsbytheLyapunovfunction

iTl¡i. This is another advantage of the saturation overflow

cha racte ri sti c.

The actual implementation of the saturation overflow

characteristi c for state-space structures of higher order has not

received much attention in the literature' The saturation
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characterìstic is not a natural result of two's complement or sign=

magnitude arithmetic, since these both produce a modul o type of result

A true saturation characterìstic is requi red, j.e,, jnternal overflows

must not lead to false results. The two's complement system may be

more amenable to saturatjon arithmetic, since it is self-correcting

for overflows in a sequence of additions. The inclusjon of shifts

leads to a more di fficult problem' In Chapter 8' a practical and

simple method is deri ved to ìmplement a true saturation overflow

characteri sti c i n the di stri buted-ari thmeti c structure chosen for

implementi ng the state-space reaìizations'

Thereisaddjtiona.levidencethatsupportsthedesireabi]ity

of the saturation overflow characteristic. various conditions have

been derived for the suppression of overflot.t limit cycles in second=

order sectìons tDl , 02, D4l' These results are based on a saturation

overfl ow characteristic' or a generalization which includes it'

A]so,Claasenetal.[0.10]haveshownthat"inarealjzationofany

order, suppression of zero-input limit cycle osiillations implies

suppression of overflow oscillatìons in the forced response' under

certain conditions on the overflow characteristic' These conditions

include the saturation characteristì c.

5.4 Mi ni mum-Ro un do ff- No i se Rea 'lizations

Mul lis and Roberts [Cl0 ] have derived a necessary and

sufficientconditionformjnjmumroundoffnojseinastate-space

dìgita1-filter realization r,,,ith fixed-point arithmetic' Their

result applies to a state-space realization of any order with a
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single input and output. A condensed account of theì r method

follows, for reference jn Sectjons 5'5 and 5'6'

The solutions K and l^i of the Lyapunov matrì x equations

AKAT
T

K

l¡t = ATwn

K

+

+

''j 'j

BB
(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

and

are g i ven

an d

an d

by the serjes

; lnks¡ lnka)T
k=0

Tc

(cAk)T (cAk) ,
k=0

respectìvely. It can therefore be shown that

kij

wij = si gj

where we define the followìng resp0nse sequences:

a) fi(k), k = 0, 1, 2, .',, ìs the response xt(k)

due to a unit Pulse at the 'i nPuti

b) Sj(k), k = 0, ì, 2, ..', is the response at the

output due to a unit Pulse at xt '

In (5.6) and (5.2), kij and w., ,, i, i = 1,2, " " n' denote the ele-

ments of K and l',l, respecti vely, and the dot (') denotes the inner

product of sequences, The djagonal eìements of K and l,l are ' frorn
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(5.6) and (s.7),

kii f. f.ll

and

ll " ll'

ll',ll'.

(5.8)

(5.s)*ii 9i si

It can also be shown that: llt, ll' js the variance at x, due to a

unit-variance uncorrelated jnputi 
lltt ll' 

js the output variance

due to a unit-variance uncorrelated disturbance at xi ' The

disturbances at xi, i = 112,.'.' n' are the roundoff errors p(k)' k =

0,.l,2,

tcl0l .

An underlying assumption in ICl0l is a dynamìc-range

constraint at x' i = 1,2,.'.,n, to l irni t the probabi lity of over-

flow. This constraint is essential ¡ no legitirnate roundoff-noise

comparison between dìfferent real izations can be made without it
m!

lcz, cl21. The constraint is imposed by requiring krt / 2 t' i =

1,2,...,n' to be a particu1 ar constant, í'e" the vari ance lltt ll'
m.

is fixed relative to the unscaled range 2 | of numeri ca1 representa-

tion.Thereisalsoaconstraintonthetotalwordlength'i'e'r
nï r. is a constant. In tcl0l the initial realization is

l
ì=l

:çaled to meet the dynamic-range constraint by a similarity trans-

formation with a diagonal matrix. 
n

The output roundoff-noise variance is given by .,-8., 
*iit

The notation in (5'2) through (5.9) agrees with that in
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as seen from (5.9), assumìng uncorrelated unit-variance disturbances

at xr, í = 1,2,...,n. In ICl0l, it is shown that 
r!., "., 

,, wiì1 be

minjmumìnthesca]edrealizationw.ithoptimaìwordlengthsm'ifand

on.lyifKandt,Jaredìagonaìintheorìg.ina.l,unsca]edrealization.

(tn.i s is the previously mentioned necessary and suffj cient condition")

Th'i s result follows from a comparison of a1 l possible minimal

rea]izationspossessingagiventransferfunctionitheserea.lizations

are generated by arbitrary simi Iarity transformations' Since

determinant (K!ll) is invariant under a similarity transformation' the

proof of the minimum is achieved by applying the Hadamard determinant

inequal ity and the arithmetjc-geometric-mean inequaì íty'

The synthesis of a realization r,tith diagonal K and l,J can

alwaysbeachjeved.Itisequivalenttothesimu]taneousdiagona.I'i-

zation of two positive-definjte matrices (K and !l) by a congruence

transformation, which is a wel]-known c]assicaì prob]em. Due to the

use of the arjthmetic-geometrìc-rnean inequal ity in the mínimization'

aìl wrr will be equal in the scaled reaiization under the optimaì-word=

n

length condition. It appears that this min'imi zation of 
. 
x., w', also

tends to minimize output error due to random overflows' In an

n

arbitrary scaled realization, the ratio of .i1., 
*tt to its theoretical

-2 /n
minimum is gi ven by te(K)e(l,,l)l in the arbitrary realization either

before or after scaling. Here
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n 112
e(P) (det P/.r_Pii)

l-l

(s.10)

for any posìtive-definÍte symmetric matrix P; note that 0:e(P) 'l'
with e (P) = I only when P is diagonal '

5.5 Eff.gt of Coeffi.cient Quanti zation on Minimum-Roundoff-Noise

Re al ization s

!^ie now consi der the effect of coeffi cient quantizati 0n on

minimum-noiserea.lizations,sincethecoefficientsoftheserealiza-

tionsareingeneralrea]numbers.l,leconsidercoefficientquant.iza-

tionofthesca]edminimum.noiserea]ization,sincequantization

before scaling is overly restrictive '

We expect that a near-minimum roundoff-noise property can

beobtainedaftercoefficientquantizationinA'B'andC'since

quantization is an approximatìon process' The new solutions K and

l¡l,i.e.,thesolutionsin(5'2)and(5'3)aftercoefficientquantÍza-

tion, wil1 approximate the ori ginal diagonal K and l'^l respectively'

within an error bound dependent on the coefficient quantization err0r

and the sensiti vity of K and l,l. This fol ìows since the entries of

K and lll are continuous functions of the entries of A' B' and C' by

(5.2) and (5,3). The new K and l4 will exhibit strong diagonal

dominance if they are close approximatÍons to the original K and l''J '

Near-mìnimum roundoff noise can be obtained by quantizing

coefficients so that wii, i = 1' 2" .", n, does not change signi-

ficantly, This follows since the output roundoff noise in the scaled
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n

realization is E w,:. l',Je ultimately deal with signal-to-noise
i=l rl

ratios, so a change of +3 db, i.e', + 30%' may be tolerable in wii'

i = l, 2, ,.., n. By a sensitivity argument, it also follows that

the change ìn w., , is re'lated inversely to the degree of diagonal

dominance in the ner'r sol ution l,l' This is useful because our require-

ments on !/,l for stabìlity, in Chapter 6, wil l be diagonal'dominance

requ i reme nt s .

Dynamic-ra6ge constraints !'lìt ì be maintained very near the

ori ginal constraints if the change ìn kir, i = 1, 2' "" ñ' is not

significant, This fol lots since kr, fives the variance at xi due to

the input. The effect of changes in these constraints is simply that

theoverf'lowprobab.i]itieswiììchange.!'lea.lsomentjonthat

approximating the optimaì word lengths mr' i = 1' 2' ".' n' by

integers after scaling has the same effect; i'e" it changes the over-

flow probabil itjes but does not i ncrease the roundoff noi se '

. Clear'ly; the cruci al issue in the above discussion is the

sensitivity of K and W to the coefficients of A' B' and C' In Chapter

7, it is shown that the sensitivity of K and l^l is directìy related to

thetransfer:functionsensitiVityoftherea]ization{A,B'c}.

Since we are seeking realizations {4, B' C} t.lith 1o\^l transfer-function

sensitivity, this is a fortunate circumstance'

5 .6 Corre dence Between OV E ons of bJave Di

Re al i zations and Minimum-Roundo ff-No ise Rea li zatì ons

Here l',ie shovl that the coeff icient matri ces A' B' and C of

state equations for a wave digital filter gì ve a diagonal K and hJ in

t
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a pair of Lyapunov matri x equations \1hìch are essentiâlly the same as

(5.2) and (5.3). In this case, the form of (5.2) and (5'3) must be

general jzed slightly to include positive diagonal weighting matrices

within the terms BBT and CTC, A'lso, the matrices B and C now consist

of two column vectors and two row vectors, corresponding to tv.to

inputs and two outputs, respectively. The corresponding interpretatjon

of the wave digìtal realization as a two-ìnput-¿wo-output minìmum=

roundoff-nojse realizatìon is derived in Section 5'7' The stabjljty

resultsofChapter6wi]la.lsobeapplicab.letothewave-dígital

realization, since it satisfies a generali zed version of (5'3)'

The Lyapunov equations !'ihich are actual1y satisfied (with

diagonal solutions) by the wave-digital realìzation are consequences

of the properties of pseudoìossìessness and reciprocity in S' These

properti es are given bY

.Tn. _ n (s.tt¡
J I,J - U

and

Gs = (GS)T (5.12)

respectively; they are due to the network origin of S' Here G is the

positive diagonal matrix of Port reference conductances' It fo'l lows'

by substituting (5..l2) in (5.11), that S = S-1' Matrix inversion of

the enti re equation (5.11) and substitution of S for S-l gives

se-lsT = e-r (5.I3)

tle also define the Partition
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(5. r4)
{:

conformable to the partition of S in (4'29)' Further information

concerning S can be found in IGl5] '

Thedes.iredLyapunovequationsfollowsimp'lybypartjtioning

(5.1.l) and (5'13) to conform to (4'29) and (5'14)' Thìs gives four

separate matri x equations in each case; the equations corresponding to

1

G., ., and G., 

'-' 
are

''T 
n,' s'.' * slr GzzSzl = Gll ' (s'ls)

and

. "-l .T + e n-l "T = ^-l (5.16 )sll Gli tll ' tlz o22 "12 - "l 1

from (5,11) and (5'13), respectively' !.le may insert the matrix P'

defined ìn (4.30), into (5.15) and (5'i6) to obtain

(PSt1)TG'PSlt * sll Gzz szl = Gll (5"17)

and

ps'cìl (PS')T + PsvcàL (PsT2)T = ni] ' (5'18)

respectively, since P = PT = P-l and P commutes with Gl1 ana eil' rn

view of (4.31), it is clear that (5'17) and (s'14) have the form of

the Lyapunov equations (5.¡) and (5'2), respecti vely' if we take

¡,1 = Gl1 (5 

"1e)

K

and

Gl
(5.20)
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and i f \.le admit the generalì zâtions

(5.2r)

and
T -ì f

se' * se2i B' ß '22)

Note that the generalizations (5,21 ) ând (5.22) meet the requirements

of the Lyapunov theory in sectjon 3.5, since cTGrrc and uei) aT are

sti l1 positive semi-definite.

cTc * cTGz2c

5"7 Inte ti on of l¡Jave-Di oi t Rpalization as T nnrf=

Two-0utput ni mum-Roundoff-Noi se Realization

lrJe now interpret the roundoff-noise minimization process in

tCl0l for the generalization of (5.2) and (5.3) bv (5.21 ) and (5.22)

in the tl,lo-input-two-output case; i.e., we consider the Lyapunov equa-

tions (5.18) and (5'17) '¿¿hich derive from the state equations of the

wave d.igital fjlter. As we wil I show: the roundoff-noise minimiza-

tion in [Cl0] now applies to the lveighted sum of roundoff-noìse

variances due to both outputs; the dynamic range constraint at each

state variable now applìes to a weighted sum of the variances due to

each .i nput. This is the result of the formal sjmilarity between this

two-input-two-output case and the single-input-single-output case

treated in tC10l, In the above sense, the (scaled) two-input-two=

outputwavedigitalfiiterisoptimal.TheresultsofSectionS'5'

concerning devi ation from this optimality due to coefficient quanti-

zation, can also be applied to the wave-di gìta1 realization'



The exposition here lvill paraìlel that jn Section 5'4' ln

pl ace of (s, z ) an¿ (5 .3 ) , v¿e have

K = AKAT + aeiloT (5'23)

and

rnJ=RTwn+

respecti vely, !\jhere

cr e ,rc
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lÊ 2L\

(5.25)

(5.27)

(s . 28)

)

cl

c2

and

B = tB.' Br1 ß.26)

consist of the row vectors Cl , CZ and the column vectors Bt' B,

respecti velyt also we define

c
"zz

v2

l

)

u1

0

It can be shown that

k
!j'l i (cnk ) 

To,o (cnk ) ,
=0

whi ch' gi ves

i 1nk¡TcTerrcqnk¡ = . i^ (nk)Tru.,clc,*"rclcrt nk

k=0 K=u
t^J

(5.2e)
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by substituting (5.25) and (5.27). Sjnce the necessary convergences

can be shown, i t fol lows by (5.29) that

utWl + u2t^12 (s.30)

l/,¡he re

t^l

À i (c',Rk)r (c.,nk)
k=0 I ¡

(5.3r)

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

(5.35)

l{1

and

Simil arly,

which gives

whe re

and

,,lo o= i (c"nk)t(rroo)
' k=o

i tnkal o;l tnkelT
k=0

r (AkBr ¡ qnke., )T
k=0

A
K

K

Kr

= oi*.r *4*,

A

Av
''2

E (AoBo) (A"8,)'
k=0

(5.36)

l,.le interpret the elements of l'Jl , l¡12 ' K,' and K2 as the

innêr products of certain response sequences, anaìogous to those in

Section 5.4. l^le define the response sequences:
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a) t1t) {t) (tÍ2) rtl)' k = 0, 1,2, .'., is the response

xr(k) due to a unit pulse at input I (2), i.e., at the

input corresPondi ng to a'' (Br) I

b) s{l) ttl ts{2) trl), k = 0, 1, z, .'., is the response

at output I (2), i.e., at the output corresponding to

C1 (C2), due to a unit Pulse at x.' '

These definitions correspond to those in Section 5.4¡ we have added

the superscripts to distjnguish fr(k) due to ìnput I or 2 and to

distinguish si(k) at output 1or 2. Note that W, and t,¡2' bv (5'31) and

(5.32), and K, and Kr, by (5.35) and (5.36)' have the same form as K

and !.l in (5.4) and (5.5). Thus, t'J., , Hz'Kl , and K, are also the solu-

tions of appropriate Lyapunov equations. l/le have the following rela-

tions' analogous to Section 5.4:

,,{l) = s{')'n5tl ' 
(5'37) 

.

o(z)
J

(,
is

(5 .38)

'.Íl) 
= r{r). r(r) . (s.3e)

oÍ3) = r(2). r(2). (s.40)

H"* *11), 
"13', 

r{]), .'a oÍ3), , i = I ' 2, '.., n, denote the

elements of W1 , l,lr K, , and K2, respecti ve1y. By (5.30) with (5'37)

and (5.38), and by (5.34) l¡tith (5.39) and (5.40), !.Je obtain
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(5.4r)

(5.42)

and

kij

res pectì ve ly

(5.42),

,(r)*lf.(2).|Q)'J rt2 I J=lt
u1

r)

The diagonal elements of K and !'.l are, by (5'41 ) and

wii = ur nÍt)'nÍt) + uz s{2) ' s(2)

=,' IlnÍ"ll'- -, ll'1"11' (5'43)

and

, = 1f(l) .f(l)+,1 f(2). f(2)*ii-{'i I -Z I ,

= + ll'1" 11' 
- d ll'{" ll' (5 44)

Nore: llr{t'llt tllrÍt' ll'l t, tn" variance at output 1 (2) due to an

uncorretated unit-variance disturbance ut *.,; lltlt'll' t llt{'z) ll'l it

the variance at x.i due to an uncorrelated unit-variance sìgnal at input

1 (z).

The inteìfpretation of the roundoff-noise minimization

process in [Cl0] folìor^rs from (5.43) and (5'44) jn the two-input-tw0=

ouiput case. The original dynamic-range constraint in Section 5'4

consists of requirins krr/2 i, i = I ,2, "., n, to be a particular

m.

constant, sjnce 2 ì it th. unscaled range of numerical representation

for xi. In Section 5'4, kii gave the variance at xi due to a single

input, whereas kr¡ now gives a weighted sum of variances at xj due to
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both inputs' as seen from (5'44), t,lhere the ìnputs are unit variance

and uncorrelated, fþus, the dynamìc-range constraint carries over in

a reasonable r,tay to the t!'¡o-input case. For example, if the

uncorrelated inputs are weighted by the factors ì/u, and l/u2, then

k., ., in (5.44) accurately expresses the variance at xi due to unit

variance at the inputs. The roundoff-noise mjnimization in section

5.4 consists of mìnìmizing
n
t

i =1

n

t,l. . . There E w,. gave the vari ance'll j=l rr

n

at the single output, whereas .E- *jj now gives a wei ghted sum of
r=l

variance at both outputs, due to unit-variance and uncorrelated

disturbances at x-, i = 1,2, '.', ñr as seen from (5'43)' Thus '
n

minimization of r il.. gi ves a minimum wei ghted sum of roundoff-noise
: -1 I It-l

variances due to both outputs in the two-output case.

It js not clear if a subsystem in the wave dígital filter

can satisfy the minimurn roundoff noise condi tion simultaneously with

the overall tv,io-input-t!,',0-output system. in particular' ''.je mean a

subsystem consisting of a sìng1e input and single output corresponding

to a transfer function ' such as input ì and output 2' This would

require a diagonal Kt and Wr which would also give a diagonaì K2 and

l,,¡l by (5.34) and (5.30)' since K ând l'l are already diagonal ' This

possìbility is u¡der investìgation.



6. STABILITY

6,1 In!roduction

The stabiìity problem has two distinct aspects which are

relevant to a (state-space) digìtal filter. First' the prototype

linear discrete-time system mustrbe stable; i.e., the system eigen-

values must lie within the unit circle. This is closely linked to the

approximation problem in the frequency domain. It js also necessary

to ensure that stability of the linear system is retained after

coefficient quantization. At this stage we do not distinguish between

stability under zero-input conditions and stabiìity under non-zero=

ìnput condit.ions, since these stabilities are equi valent in a linear

system. In this Chapter, we will take a stable coeffì cient-quantized

iinear system as the starting point.

The second aspect of the stabi lity problem is related to

the signal quantization which is jnherent in a digital fi'l ter'

Although the digitaì fi lter approximates the prototype linear discrete=

time system, it is â non-linear system due to signal quantization'

Hence, the digital filter may exhibit ìimit-cycle oscillations' It

i.s customary to consider the zero-ìnput and non:zero-input cases

separately with regard to stability agajnst limit cycles '. since these

cases are not necessarily equivaìent in a non-linear system' The

conventional term for stabi lity against limit cycìes under non-zero=

input condi tíons is "stabi lity of the forced response'l '

69
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Stabi lity against limit cycles in the zero-input case

consists of tuo categories I (l) stabi I ity against underflow limit

cycles; (2) stabi lity against overflow limit cycies. l¡le will refer to

these categories as zero-input underf lo!'r stabil ity and zero-input

overflow stabi li ty, respecti vely ¡ they are treated separately in

Secti ons 6.5 through 6.7.

Stabì1ìty of the forced response of a digital filter is

relevant only with regard to possible overflow ljmit cycles. This

follows because normal operation of a digital filter under non-zer0=

input conditions generates a continuous sequence of underflow errors.

consequently, it is dj fficult to distinguish between underflow limit

cycles and underflow roundoff noise 'in the forced response, especially

'i f the ìnput signal is non-repetitive in nature. (A possible excep-

tion is the constant-input case, but this quaìifies as a "repetitive"

input.) Therefore, it is customâry to restrict the meaning of the

term "stabilìty of the forced response" to stability against overflow

lìmit cycles. In Section 6.8, we give a detaìled interpretation of

stability of the forced resPonse"

In this Chapter, the Lyapunov approach to l imit-cycle

suppression in digital fi lters is extended to include the case where

W, the solution of the Lyapunov matri x equation (5'3)' is diagonally

dominant. In particular, separate necessary and sufficient condi -

tions of diagonal domìnance in l,,l are given for iTWi to be a Lyapunov

function of the state-space digital filter, under conditions of

magnitude truncation at the state variâbles. These diagonaì=

domi nance condi t ions are deri ved for the fol l owi ng separate cases :
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(1) zero-input underflow stabi'ì ity¡ (2) zero-input overflow

stabjlity; and (3) stabìììty of the forced response.

The same underlyìng formulatjon is used to deal with all

three of the above-mentioned cases¡ it is given jn Sections 6.2

through 6.4. The specifìcs pertajning to zero-input overflow stabil-

ity are deveìoped in Section 6.5. The speci fics pertaining to

zero-input underflow stabì lity are developed in Sections 6.6 and 6.7.

Stabiìity of the forced response is treated jn Sections 6.8 through

6.13. This case requi res: â detailed analysis of the forced response

(Section 6.9); the application of Lyapunov stability theory to the

error jn the forced response (section 6.10)¡ a dynamic-range constraint

(Secti on 6.ll ); and an extension of the magni tude-truncation require-

ment to an approprìate time-varyìng non-ìinearity (Section 6' 12)'

The actual di agonal-dominance condi tions for this case are givón in

Section 6.13. Section 6.14 gives an overview of the enti re approach

in terms of a vector norm' In Sectjon 6.15, some consideration is

given to the asymptotic behaviour of underflow roundoff noise in the

fo rced response.

Some further comments regarding stability of the forced

response are appropriate here. The approach taken in Sectìons 6'9

through 6.ll abstracts some basìc prìnciples given by Cìaasen et al'

tD10I, In their analysis tDl0l, the dìgital-filter model includes

overflow non-ljnearities at the delays, and possible overflow non=

linearities internal to the structure as well ' but jt does not

include underflow errors. Here we wil i assume overflow non-lineari-

ties only at the delays (i.e., only at the state variables), since
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we jntend to ìmplement the state equations by the structure descri bed

in Chapter 8. (This structure computes exact next-state variables'

ì.e., excess dìgìts are eliminated only at the delays before feed-

back.) l,.]e will later specialize to the saturatìon overflow

characteri stic for reasons given in Sectjons 5'3' 6'4' 6'5' and 6''ì3'

However, the anaìysìs given here wììl ìncìude underfl ow errors at the

deì ays .

The minimum-roundóff-noise realization provides the basic

ì ngredient for zero-ìnput underflow and overflow stabjljty and

stability of the forced response by the Lyapunov approach' before

coeffìcìent ouantization' That is, the solut'ion l'l ìn (5'3) js

diagonal. Since iTwi is a Lyapunov function ìn the lìnear realization'

the approprìate magnitude truncati ons in the corresponding digital

realjzation wiì1 guarantee the afore-mentioned stabilities' as

explaìned jn thìs Chapter. Ho\'rever, this aspect of the minimum-round-

off-nojse realization 14as not mentioned by l'lul lis and Roberts Ic10]'

Perhaps this omission was due to the practìcal difficulties assocjated

with coefficient quantization; these difficulties are surmounted by

the dìagonal-dominance condjtjons developed in this Chapter'

6.2 Theo nded

A nonl i near di gi tal f il teli s model l ed by (4 '23)

The quadrati. torn' *T(L) r'lx(r<) is by definition a Lyapunov function

for (4.23) if and only if !'l is positive defjnite and

*T(r.) wi(k) -iT(t *l)fI i(k+l) >0' (6'l)
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Here we use the same |/1¡ asin (3"1 l) or (5'3)' i'e" the ttl which

derives from the system (4.23) if the non-lineari ty Ñ(x(k)) js

replaced by a di rect feedthrough. Hence, W is positive definite'

l,Je also have, for the linear part of (4.23) under zero-input'

iT(t) w i trl - *T1k * 1) l'1 x (k + 1) ¿0' rc'z)

since (3..l1) implies (3.7). it thus remains to establ ish

*t(o l t) 
r,t x (k + l) - iT(t< + l) r,i; (k + l):0' (6'3)

which corresponds to the non-linear part of (4'23)' The combination

of (6.2) and (6.3) wilI give (6.1) bv simple addition'

!,,1e will establish (6.3) by deriving necessary and sufficient

conditions of di agonal dominance in the matrix l'l' l'le assume magnìtude

truncation in the mapping x to x, since we wilI show that it is a

necessary condi tion for (6.3). It will be possible to obtain the

necessary and sufficient di agonaì-dominance conditions on !'j due to the

finite-precision signal representation' We may regard these diagonal=

dominance conditions as a generalization of a welI -known method'

This well-known method obtains (6,3) by requiri ng a diagonal w and

magnitude truncat ion in the mappìng * to * tGll' Dl1l'

The suppression of zero-input limit cycles will fol'low from

(6.3) . However, we requi re asymptoti c stabi ì i ty to guarantee the

suppression of linrit cycles. This means that the glr'þf inequality

in (6.1) must hold for g[ ]sq! 9!g state in any potential limit

cycle. In that case l4e can exclude the existence of Iimit cycles'

since the Lyapunov function iT W i tnutt uìtimately decrease to zero in
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any potenti al limit cycìe. That js, we ultimateiy ontain x = 0, since

it is the only state that gives tT W t = O.

There are trvo distinct possibilities to obtain strict

inequality in (6,1) for at least one state in any potential Iimit

cycle. Clearly, these possibilities are to obtain a strict inequalìty

ìn either (6.2) or (6.3). The fi rst possibilitv' (6.2)' is linked to

the linear part of the digital filter. The second possibility'

(6,3), js linked to the occurrence of a strict magnitude truncation

in the mapping x to x. l,.le will discuss these possibilities in some

detail, s.ince they have been a source of mild confusion in the litera-

ture,

!,le consider the possibiljty of a strict inequalìty in (6'2)

by temporariìy replacing the non-linearity Ñ(x(k)) in (4.2¡) uy a

di rect feedthrough. In this Iinear system, a strict inequality will

occur in (6.2) whenever the output y(k) is non-zero' as seen from

(3..l2). This ìmpìies asymptotic stabiìitv at the gqlgl' i'e' ' no

oscillation which contains observable states can exist. Further' if

the ìinear system is completely observable, then no osci llatjon can

exist at the state variables. Unfortunately, the property of

obser.v'abil ity in the linear system does not necessarily carry over

to the digìtal filter which results by restoring the non-linearity

Ñ(x(k)) in (4.23). Hence, from the linear system, i.e', from (3"12)'

we can only infer asymptotic stability at the output of the digital

filter, i.e,, suppression of output-observàbie Iimit cycìes ' This

sjtuation occurs because we are using Lyapunov equations r]llhich have

the form of (3.11) where the rj ght hand side is positive semì-

defìnite,
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Strict jnequality in (O.g) can aìways be obtained for at

least one state in any potentia.l ì,imit cycle ' as follows. Fjrst' we

assume (non-strìct) magnitude truncation is imposed on the mapping

x to x. Next, !.le note that x (k + l) * i (t + l) for at least one k

ìn any potenti al ìimit cyc1e. 0therlxise, there are no overflow or

underflow errors to excite a limit cycìe; i.e., the system operates

the same as its Iinear part. By the nature of the mapping x to i'

composed of the overflow mapping x to i and the underflow mapping

* to *, strict magnitude truncation takes pìace whenever x (k + 1) É

* (t * l); this is based on the assumptions in Section 5'2 Stri ct

magnitude truncation in the mapping * to * gìves str'i ct inequality

in (6,3). This is al ready clear if r"l js diagonal' It will also hold

under the diagonaì-dominance conditions which we deri ve for l,l' if in

the domi nance condi ti on i tsel f we repl ace the nonstrì ct ì nequa lj ty by

strictjnequality.Theabovemethodofobtainìngstrict'inequa.lity

in (6.3) when l,,,l is diagonal ' in order to guarantee a strict

ìnequality in (6.:li), has been used by Fettweis and Mêerkötter

tcl 1, Dl 1l.

l,1le mention in passing that Mills et al' tDl5l have taken

an approach which gives a strict inequality in (6'2) for any poten-

tial limit cycle. They synthesìze a real ization where a positive=

definite matri x replaces CTC in the right-hand side of the Lyapunov

equation (3.11) and l,.l is diagonaì. Thjs is advântageous for the

second-order systems which they consider, but sâcrifices some

generality in (3.11) for higher-order systems' Perhaps this method

ensures a greater decay rate under overflow conditions' 0n the
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other hand, strict ìnequality in (6.3) is always available' as dis-

cussed ìn the previous paragrâph. l.^le also note that the extension

fromadiagonall,Jtoadiagonaìlydominantl¡l,whichwegiveinthis

Chapter, may be apptìcable to the approach in tDl5l' Fìnally' we

note a mìnor error in [D'15], which is more in the nature of a

conjecture. In the case of wave digital fi iters it is inferred that

one obtains str.i ct inequality jn (6.1) due to a positive-definite

matrix in the ri ght-hand side of the Lyapunov equatìon (3'll)¡ this

positive-defi nite matrix would give stni ct inequal ity in (6'2)'

However, in wave digital filters, as shown in Section 5'6' the right=

handsideof(3.1.1)ispositivesemi-definite.Thestrictinequality

in (6.1) is actuaily obtained by a strict inequality in (6'3)' as

shown in tGl1l and di scussed in the previous paragraph '

lie will find di agonal-doninance conditions on t,l for (6'3)

by giving individual consideratjon to the overflow mapping x to i and

the underflow mappìng x to x. Thêt is, we wiì1 break (6'3) into tl.lo

separate relations, since we have chosen to decompose the mappjng

x to x into x to x and I to Î. These separate relations are

*T 1k * l) l¡lx (k * l) - iT (k +l) l^l i (k+ l) :0' (6'4)

which corresponds to the overflow mapping x to l' and

iT (t * 1) lli (k+ t) - ÎT (k + l) l,rl (k+ l) > 0' (6'5)

whi ch corresponds to the underflot^r mapping I'to Î' clear]y' (6'4)

and (6.5) are sufficient condi tions for (6'3), as seen by simple

addition. l^Je will fi nd diagonal-dominance conditions on l¡l
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for (6.4) and (6.5) indìvidual lv.

The underflow relation (6.5) is a special case of (6.3)

which results when x, " i* i = 1,2,...¡ rì. Thus, (6.5) is also

a necessarY condi tion for (6.3).

The overflow relation (6.a) is a ìimìtìng case of (6.3)'

which results as the signal granularity becomes increasingìy fine'

It is useful jf we choose to neglect signal granularity' It ìs also

applicable if we are dealing wjth a sampled-data system where the

only non-ìinearity is due to magnitude limits.

As it turns out' the dìagonal-dominance requirement on l¡l is

much greater for (6.5) than for (6.4). If we attain (6.5) bv the

greater diagonal-dominance condition, then (6.4) wiI I be included as

wel l. This gives the suppression of all zero-input limit cycles,

since (6.3) follows. 0n the other hand, we may choose (6.4) alone'

Clearly, (6.4) would be a sufficjent condition for suppressìon of

overflow lìmit cycles if the signal granularity were infiniteiy fine'

e.9., if mi + -, i = ì, 2, ..., rì. (lnfinitely-fine signal granulafity

is tacitly assumed, e-g., in tDl 5l.) ln that case' (6'5) would be

identically zero, so that (6.3) would follow immediately, This 'implìes

that the rêsponse to an overflow under zero-input conditions is a

transìent which decays to zero in finite time. However' the

introduction of non-zero underflow errors, due to fini te word lengths

rni, is akin to introducing an "input". Under this condition ' the

only i mmed.i ate observation js that overflow errors cannot increase the

energy function jn a potential limit cycle, in view of (6'4)' It

remains to show that the response to an overflow in the presence of
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underfiow errors rlill sti lI be a transjent which decays to zero in

finite tìme. That is, potentjal limit cycles would be the response

to underflow errors alone. This is actually shown in the analysis in

Sections 6.8 through 6.13, related to stabjlity of the forced response.

Stability of the forced response is obtaìned by applying the same

T
Lyapunov function x'l,.lx to the error due to signaì overflows ' This

more generaì analysis is postponed to Sections 6'8 through 6.13' in

order to concentrate on the basic principles in Sections 6.2 through

6.7 .

6.3 Maqnitude-Truncation Requirement

Here we show that (non-strict) magnitude truncation is a

necessary condition on the mapping x to Î for (6'3) to hold in

general . 1t then follows that (non-stri ct) magnitude truncation is

necessary in the mapping i to i for (6.5) to hold, since this is a

special case of (6.3). (Non-strjct) magnitude truncatìon ìs also

necessary in the mapping x to i for (6'4) to hold. This last state'

ment follows by exactly the same technique as in the proof beìow;

thus we omit its seParate Proof.

The proof for x to * i' u' follows' !'Je take the case

xtl0,

*j=o,ili,i=1,2,...,ñ, (6.6)

for some i. In this case, t^le have, from (6.3)'

*Tr,l* - îrwî = *.i1(*! - lfl :o , (6.7)



where vliì t 0 since l,,J ìs positive definite'

!,Jhether l,l ìs diagonal or not' Now' for the

hold, we must have lx', I'li, l' Taking each i

,.,, h, we have

l*. '' 1"., , ì = l, 2' "', n'
't-

The correspondìng r"esuìts for x to

res pecti ve 1Y '

lx1 'Ìlx1 l' ì = l' 2""' n'

and
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Note that (6.7 ) hol ds

ri ght hal f of (6.7) to

jn turn, for i = l' 2'

(6.8)

and x to x are,

(6.e)

-rr^l
x. l>lx, L l't- ì

1.) (6.r0)

6.4 a 0ns

Here we give the basjc formulation by which we will obtain

diagonal-dominance conditions on 14 for the overflow relatìon (6'4)

and the underflow relation (6.5)' The onìy underlyjng assumptions

are: (l)the mappìngs x to i and i to i, which compose the non-linear

functjon Ñ in (q.zo), satisfy the magni tude-truncatj on requì re-

ments (6.9) and (6'']0); (2) magnjtude truncation is ìmplemented in

the underflovr mappì ng i to i ¡y rounding down in magnitude from it to

the nearest mi-bit jnteger i i = 1,2, "" n' This second assump-

tjon is in agreement with the djscussion of Section 5'2; we may

summarize it by setting each of the mi non-zero bits in (4'7) equal

to the bit occupyjng the corresponding place in (a'6)'

0n m] nance : Bas i I at ion
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l^/e do not, at thìs moment, ìmpose requìrements other than

(4.15) and (4.16) on the overflow mapping x to i. Cìearly' bv the

defjnitjons of x and i, any overflow characterjstjc satisfying (4..15)

and (4.'16) will meet the magnìtude-truncatìon requìrement (6'9)'

However, in derivìng a necessary conditjon for the overflow relatjon

(6.4), we wjll fi nd that the saturation overflow characteristic g'j ves

the least-severe dìagonal-dominance requjrement on l,I' Hence, we will

base our final result on the saturation characteristic'

The prelimìnary step in the deri vatjon consists of showìng

that

*Tt^l, - iTr¡i = 1¡ + i¡Tw (x - i) (6.11)

and that

iTwi - ÍTwî = 1i + Í)T,,^t (i - î) (6.r2)

Here we nean that (6"1 l) and (6.12) are algebraìc identities indepen-

dent of the mappìngs x to i and i to i' Sìnce (6'll) and (6'12) are

formally the same, we need only prove one of them' l'le demonstrate

(6..l'l) by expandìng ìts right-hand sjde:

(x+i)Tw(x- i) =xTt,lx- *Tl,li*iTw*- iTwi. (5.13)

All the terms jn (6.']3) are "one-by-one" matrices, in particular

iTl,,J*, so

XX
Ttu TT

WxX
(6.r4)

ilT l,l

Also

*Tl,,lTi

(6.r5)
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j.e., t,l is symmetric because it is the solution of the "symmetni c"

Lyapunov matni x equation (3.9)- Thus, substituting (6'15) in (6'la)'

we h ave

iTw* = "Ttli, 
(6.16)

which means that the mjddle two terms jn (6..l3) cancel. This gi ves

the desi red result (6.'l1).

We now rewrite the overflow relation (6'4) as

(x + x)Tt¡ (x - i) ' o (6'17)

and the underflow relation (6'5) as

1i+Í)Tw(i-i) :o, (6'18)

by substituting (6.11) and (6.12) in (6.4) an¿ (6'5), respectively'

Theadvantageof(6']7)and(6.18)ìsthatthedesiredconditionis

expressed in terms of the error vector' x - i or i - i' and the

vector x + i or i + i which varies roughly with the signal' This

simpl i fies the problem of boundÍng terms to obtain diagonal-dominance

condi ti ons on lj.

l.le expand (6.17) and (6.18) around the columns of l'l ¡ the

manipulation is the same for (6.17) and (6.18)' so here r^le treat only

(6.17) in detajl. We begin,by pre-multiplying the row vector

(x+i)T ìnto t^l, i.e., into the columns of t'J' The product þT is a 
'0"

vector

ËT = 1¡ + i)Tt^i; (6'1s)



and the ith component of Þ has the form

n, = {* + x)'w.,, + (x+x),*2j* "' + (x + i)nwni (6'20)

for j = 1,2, ,.., n, where (x + i), denotes the ith component of

(x + i), i.e., (x + i).i = xi * lì, i = 1,2' "" n' The elements of

l{ are denoted bJ wi¡' i, i = I ,2, "" rì' in the usual wayi note

that Ëj contains all the elements jn the ith column of t''l' but no

other''s. l,le complete the expansìon of (6"1 7) by post-muìtiplying

ÞT uy (* - i),

(x+i)Ttr(x- l) =ÞT(*- o) =,!.,nr(x- *1, = 
r!' 

ð, (6'21)

J=l

OL

(6.22)

(6.23)

(6 .24)

where we de fi ne

õ., Ê Ërl* - l)¡ = t(x + i)i',r'i + (x + i)rwt¡ +

+ (x + i)nwn. 1(x - r)¡.

l,\Je nor.l rewrite the overflot.^l rel ation (6'17) as

n-
¿ L.

.r-1 J
J- |

0

by substituting (6.21) in (6'17)¡ i'e', (6'23) is equivalent to

(6.17). The correspondìng expansion of (6'18) is

_n
(i + i)rw(i - i) = .x- ci

j=l

where we de fi ne



ô, A t(* + î)rwl. + (i + î)z"zj *
J I ¡J

l¡le rewrite the underflow relation (6.'l 8) as
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+ (i + f)n\^lnjl(i - Î)j

(6.25)

(6.26)>0
n^

¡=t J

by substituting (6.24) in (6.18); i.e.' (6.26) is equivalent to

(6.r8).

6.5 Di aoonal - Domi nance Condi ì ons on lrl: Zero-I nDut overfl ot.l abilitv

l,^le wil I deri ve a necessary and a suffi cient diagonal=

dominance condition on l'J for the overflow reìatìon (6'4) to hold' l,^le

will do this by using (6.23) and the definition (6'22)' which are

together equi valent to (6.4) .

A necessary conditìon fol ior,.ts by noting that the varìables

x.' are indePendent for different indices, i'e', x, ìs indePendent of

x.,, i I j, i = 1,2, ..., rì, for any given i' i = 1' 2'
J

regardless of xj' we may have

*.. i.. i I j, i = lr 2¡ ,;.r nr'll

whi ch gi ves

(x - i)i = 0' i I j' i = ì,2' "', n'

by the overflo!.J mapping x, to ij in (4'15) and (4'16)'

(6.27) states that an overflow does not exist at the variable xi '

i I j, ì = 1,2,..., n. From (6'28) and (6'22) we have

n. Th us ,

(6 .27 )

(6.28)

Note th at

Ci = 0, i f i, i = 1,2, ...' tr, (6.2e)
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vlhich, by (6.23), gives the necessarv conditìon

cj r 0, j = 1,2, ..., n. (6.30)

> 0, j = l, 2, ..., n, (6.31 )

*i " xi

j f j, i = l, 2, ..., n

The s uffici ent condi ti on

cj

xreX.'

i = l,2, ,.., n

fol lows simply by noting that (6.31 ) makes (6.23) a valid statement'

Here xi.e X i = 1,2,..., h, means that the variables xi are

unrestricted, i.e., overflows may exist at any varìable' The useful-

ness of this sufficient condition, which may be overly demanding in

some cases, wì1ì depend on the degree of d.i agonal dominance whjch it

imposes on l,.l.

l¡le now obtain di agonal-dominance conditions on the columns

of l,^J from (6.30) and (6'31 )¡ these dominance conditions also apply to

the rows of l,l, since t'l is symmetric. l'^le will convert (e 'S1 ) into a

form which sho!\¡s the dominance conditions explicitly¡ this form wi'ì l

aìso appìy to (6.30), since (6.30) is the special case of (6'31) where

the domain of the variable x, is restricted to the subset Xi ' rather

than Xi' i I i' i = I' 2' ...' n'

There are two possibilities in (6'31):

I. An overflow error does not occur at x¡' i 'e' '

*j
J

(6.32)
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X *j
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(6.33)

(6 . 34)

(6.35)

j

or

(x - x)j = 0i

II. An overflow error does occur at x¡' i.e.'

*j . Xj' É Xj'

whi ch mean s

xj I xi (6'36)

or

(x - i)¡ f o. (6'37)

In the first possibìì itv.we have, by (6.34) and (6'22)'

(6 . 38)cj = o'

regardless of the val ues of (x + i)i' i = 1' 2' "., n' since (6'38)

satisfies (6.3'l ) with equal'i ty, we need only consjder the second

possìbilìty. In the second possibì1ity rlle rewrite õ¡ as

c, = {* + i)r (x - i)rw.', + (x + i)r (x - i)rwrt

+... + (x +;)n (x - i)rwn, > o, (6.39)

from (6.22). Since xr, i I j, is independent of x¡' the terms

(x + i)., (x - i)rw.,r, j I i, i = 1,2,..., rì, in (6'39) mav be
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negative by appropriate choi ces of sign for x., e Xt ' i I j' i =

'I ,2, ..., n. Thus llle must have {x + x¡, {x - x)rwr, > 0 to guarantee

(6. 39 ) , whi ch imPl i es

*? - ,2. > o, (6'40)
JJ

sìnce wr, > 0. l,ie have already established the non-strict magnitude

truncation (6.9) as a necessary condi tion' The strict magnìtude

truncation(6.40)jsequ.iVa]entto(6.9)withtwoadditionalrequire-

ments: x, I i' which is already guaranteed by (6'36); and
J.J

*j I -i¡. (6'41)

However, our previous requi rements (4.15) and (4'16) on the overfl ow

mapping guarantee 5t¡jç! ma$nitude truncation, and hence (6'41 )' due

to our definitions of X, and lr¡ i.e', we have l*, Itl*, I for any

*i ' Xi' l X, and anJ ij e i,. l-,le have mentioned the requirement

(6.41 ) for the fo1ìowing reason: The use of two's complement

arithmeti c and its natural overflow characteri sti c |.lould produce a

slight modification in Xi and ii' ì = 1,2, " ', n, such that (6'41)

is violated when x, exceeds the maximum positi ve value by one' This

is not necessarì 1y a drawback of two's complement arithmetic' since

Wewillprefertomod.ifythenatura]overf]owcharacterjsticjnany

representation to obtajn the saturation overflow characteristic'

We have reduced (6.31 ) to the only non-triviaì possibil ity

(6,37), where (6.41 ) must hold. In this case we may rewrìte (6'31 )

as



(6 .42)

by factoring out (x + i).j in (0.22), sjnce

(x+i), f o (6'43)

by _(6.41). Since (x + i)¡(x - i)¡ o bv (6.40), vie recognize that

= (x + i)r(x - i), tw'õ

JJ

JJ -

xj

n
+E

j=l
iti

(x + i).'

(x + i).
J

"ijio
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(6.44)

(6.45)

(6.46)

is equivalent to (6.42)' hence equivalent to (6'31 )' Finally' we

rewrite (6,44) jn the form

n (x + i)t
j=l (x + i),r
ìli

wjj

which we interpret as a dìagonal-dominance condition on the ith

column of l,^l, equivalent to (6'3.l). It now remains to establish

suitable magnitude bounds on the terms (x + i)r/(x + i)j in (6'45)'

The two different sets of conditions under which we bound

the terms. of (6.45) correspond to the necessary conditìon (6'30)

and the sufficient condition (6.31 ). These sets of conditions are'

respectivelY:

i i, i I i' i = l' 2' ...' n;

¡, e X,, i I i,1 = 1' 2'
ll

rfl

and

(6.47)
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The additional restriction (6.35) applies to both (6.a6) and (6'a7)

We will also assume t,he desjrable case t4here the overflow mappìng

x to i has odd symmetry¡ this is true in the sì gn-magnitude

representation and very nearly true in the tl,,lo's 'complement repre-

sentation. lJe denote the right-hand side of (6.45) by the function

fr(x., , x¡ .a I

' XnJ - 
,- .rjL

(x + i).,w,r.; (6.48)

here f, is the product of t!.lo independent functions

s¡
(6.4e)

(x + x)¡

and

n
L

=l
ti

A

hj .r.(x + i)i wtj ,
l-l

A n
(6.50)

ili
i.e. 

'
f . a= 

o.i' .. (6'51)
J -JJ

(Note that the symbols f and g used in thìs Chapter are not related

to the f and g used in Chapter 5.) The function gj is bounded due

to (6,43), sìnce x¡ and l, are both restrjcted to integers ' The

function hj is bounded due to (6'46) or (6'47)' The functions 9¡

and hj both have odd symmetry t^lith respect to their independent

variables, i.e', with respect to x, and the set x,' i I j' ì =

1,2, ..., n, respecti vely. Therefore, the positive and negative

extremes of g¡ have the same magnitude ¡ likewise' the positive and

negati ve extrenes of hj have the same magnitude' The maxjmum of
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f, in (6,51 ) is the product of either the positi ve extremes of 9, and

hj or the negative extremes of 9, and h' dePendins on which gives

the ìarger result. l,.le will evaluate the maximum of f, as the product

of the positi ve extremes of 9, and h' since here it is clear that

either of the above choices gives the maximum.

l',le first consider (6.46)' j.e., the case where an overflow

occurs only at xj. Then (6'50) becomes

hj
n
¡

'i=l
ili

ü, rJ
(6.s2)

The posì tì ve extreme

max h, R,lw.,rl (6. s3)

occurs in (6.52) when

Ï.' = scN(w.ir') Ri' i I j' i = l ' 2' "" n' (6'54)

This extreme is independent of the overflow characteristic. However,

due to (6.35), the extremes of gj in (6.a9) are dependent on the

mapping x, to ir; i.e" (x + i), is a function of x, which changes

by changing the mapping x, to i,. lle desire the least max 9, over the

choices for x, to i¡, because' by (6.51 ), this will gi ve the least

max f. and hence minimize the diagonal-domjnance requirement in
J

(6.45). Since gj(x¡) tras odd svmmetrv, s¡(x¡) and -s¡ (-xr) are the

same. Therefore, we will deal with -9¡, i'e., 'ì /(x + x)r,

to avoid confusion with the negative sign in (6'49)'

2

n
E

i=
il

1

j
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Clearly, max l/(x + i)j occurs at the posìtive minimum of (x + i),

The least max l/(x + i)j occurs for that mappìng xj to ij t,lhich

gives the greatest positive minimum for (x + i),,. Since (6'35)

holds, x¡ > Rr'i s necessary and sufficient to obtain (x + x), > 0'

i.e., we need not consider *j '-ñj. The saturation overflow

characteristic for x to i gives *¡ * ñ¡ for the function (x + i)r'

which is a pointwise upper bound on any other possibilìty for

(x + i)r, Thìs last statement fol lows because

^j 
* ñj ì *j * ij (6.55)

in any case, due to the requirement ñr t i''-ñ.. Thus, the satura-. J- J_ J

ti on overfl ow characteri sti c g'i ves the greatest positi ve mì nimum for

(x + i)r. For this reason, we will assume the use of the saturation

characteristic¡ the resulting minimum of (x + i), is Zñ, + l, whìch

occurs at xj = R.' + l. This gives
JJ

max q',-J

Now, combining (6.a5) with (6.48), (6'51), (6'53) ' and (6'56)' we

have the diagonaì -domì nance requì rement

I

2R.+l
J

(6 .56 )

JJ
(6.57)

since (6.57) is based on (0.+0), it is a !9 !s!!Â!y condition on l^l

for (6.23) or (6.'l7), i.e., for (6.4). Bv (6.30)' (6.57) must hold

for each column of l¡J, i.e., for i = 1,2,...' n. Since normally

D

''jo .I
J¿

n
t

j =l
t t'J



=DLn'

ol

(6.58)

(6.5e)

(6.60)

(6.6r )

'jj ¿

In the equal-word-length case, i.e., where Rl = RZ =

( 6.58 ) becomes

n
r¡,r.. > E lw.,l.'ii - ¡=1 '"t':'

ili

t-
K,

J

n
t

i =l
ili

Ri j

!.le now consider (6.47), i.e., the case where an overflow

may occur at any variable x* i = 1,2,.." n' Our method here

is i dentical to that in the previous paragraph, except that the

boundonh,becomes.larger.l,.leagaÍnassumethesaturationoverflow

characteristi c, so (6.50) becomes

hj
n

E

=1

fi
(x.' + R., ) wt¡

The maximum of (6.60) is

ili

whi ch occurs when

max h, .1. to, * n.')lw.,rl
t=t

xi = sGN(wr¡) Ri'i I i' i = l ' 2' "" tt' (6'62)

Notethatmaxh,isnowdependentontheoverf]owcharacteristic'

since (6.47) permits overflows at xi, i I i, i = 1,2, "', n' The
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maxìmum of Sj is the same as that found in the previous paragraph'

since the conditions on x, and i, have not been changed' Thus we use

(6.56) for max sj. Combinìns (6.45) with (6'48)' (6'51 )' (6'61)' and

(6.56), as before, we have the dìagonal-dominance condition

*¡¡:å t1\- l
R. +*

JA

n_
) .t. (Ri + Ri)l 

'^tij 
I

(6.63)

ili

since (6.63) is based on (6.47), (6.63) js a lll!ËìjgÉ 99!$!e-!- 0n

l¡l for (6.23) or (6'17), i.ê', for (6'4)' Bv (6'31 )' (6'63) must hold

for each column of !J, i.e., for j = 1,2, .'.' n' Since normally

*¡ tr å , we safely rePlace (6.63) bY

*¡¡ jå
n
x

i =t
ili

R. + R.
I I ì)lw..l,

J

(6.64)

(6.65 )

whi ch becomes

wi
"¡¡ 1å

nr (t +
R.ll
D

J
i =1
l rÈJ

ìn the equal-word-length case, i'e', the case R, = R2 "'= ñn'

l4e conclude this section with a few remarks concerning the

results. First, we oble"ve that the ìth coeffjcient in the sufficient

cond.ition (6,64) exceeds the ith coefficient in the necessary condi-

tion (6.58) by the factor (t + nr/ñ,) / 2, i = 1' 2' "" n' In some

realizations, Rì/ñi may be 2 or less; this gi ves a value of 3/2 for the

factor, which is quìte tolerable' Secondly' from previous discussion'

we have seen that overflow characteri stics which reduce the error
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between xj and ij tend to gìve lesser maximums for gj; hence we have

chosen the saturation characteristic, which gi ves the minimum error

between x, and ir. 0n the other hand, those overflow characteri stjcs

which a] low i, to approach -xj, such as the two's complement

characteristic, would yìe1d smal I values for (x + i)r' I.lhich greatly

increasemaxgj'Hencethecoefficients.inthediagona.l.dominance

requi rement (6.58) or (6.64) would increase greatly' For this reason'

wehaveassumedthatsuchunfavorab.lecharacteristicswouldbemodi-

fied to the saturation characteristic'

6.6 Diaoonal-Dominance conditions on l,¡: zero-Input underflovr stability

tJe will derive a necessary and a sufficient diagonal=

dominance condition on lJ¡ for the underflow relation (6.5) to hold. l4e

wilI do this by using (6.26) and the definition'(6'25)' which are

together equivalent to (6.5). The line of reasoning will be quite

sìmilar to that for the overflow relation in Section 6'5' Some of

theforma]manìpulationswi].ìbeidenticaltothoseinSection6'5'

except for a relabelìing from xi, ii, X' and X., to it' xi' Xi' and

i' respectiveìy. Thus we will occasjonal iy refer to Section 6'5 and

as surÌe the appropriate relabelling'

A necessary condition follows by noting that the variables

i., are independent for different indices, ì'e" i., is ìndependent of

i,, i ¡ j, i = I ,2, ..', n, for any gìven i' i = 1,2, "" n'
J

Ìhus, regardless of i' we may have

ii " xi, i I i, i = 1,2, ' ñ' (6 .66 )
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whi ch gi ves

(i-i)t=0,iIi,i=t'2'""n' (6'67)

due to the underflow mapping ij to ir¡ this mappìng is completely

defined in the fi rst paragraph of Section 6'4' (6'66) states that an

underflow does not exist at the variable ii'i I j' i = l'2' "" rì'

From (6.67) and (6.25) we have

ôi = 0, i I i, i = 1,2, .'., n, (6'68)

which, by (6.26), gives the necessarv condition

I ^ 
t0, i=1'2'...'n.

xi-ni
i I j, i = l, 2, ...' n

The suffi cient condi t i on

(6.6e)

(6.70)

j

t_0, j = l,2, ."' n,j
X.

1

E

1

I ?, ,.., î

follows simply by noting that (6'70) makes (6'26) a valid statement'

Here i, e Xi, i = 1,2,...' 11 ' means that the varìables xt are

unrestricted, i 'e., underflows may exist at any variable' As it

turns out, this suffi cient condition can be attained by just slightly

more diagona'l dominance in lrlJ than the necessary condition (6'69)

req ui res .

!'le now obtain di agonaì -domi nance condi.tions on the columns

of l,.l from (6.69) and (6.70), analogous to Section 6'5i likewise'

these dominance conditions also apply to the rows of l,l' t'le will



conVert(6.70)intoaformwhichsho!.isthedominancecondìtìons

explìcitlyi this form wilI also applv to (6'69)' since (6'69) is the

special case of (6.70) where the domain of the varìab1e it is

restricted to the subset Î., , rather than ir, ì I i, i = 1,2' "" n'

There are two possibilities in (6'70):

I. An underflow emor does not occur at i' i'e"

- ^Y (o'zt1
JJ

whi ch means

(6.72)

0r

0; (6.73)

rj

95

( 6. 74)

(6.75)

(6.76)

II

whi ch me ans

An underflow error does occun at x' i 'e',

-.ï, -¡ 'îxj " 
^j, 

r- ^j

X

(i - i)j

i)j

rj*Í¡

or

(x l0

In the first possibilitv '¡le have, bv (6.73) and (6'25 )'

cj = o'

regardless of the values of (i + i)r, i = t, e' n. Si nce

(6 .77 )
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(6.77) satisfies (6.70) with equality, we need only consider the

secondpossibi.lity.Inthesecondposs'ib.i.lìty'weconc.ludethatwe

require the strict magnitude truncation

* - ì1 > o, (6.78)
JJ

by exactly the same argument which proceeds from (6'39) to (6'40) in

Section 6.5. |rl¡e have already established the non-strict magnitude

truncation (6..l0) as a necessary condition. The strict magnitude

truncation (6.i8) is equi valent to (6.10) with tl/llo addjtional require-

ments: ij I Îr, which is already guaranteed bv (6'75); and

ij I -i¡. (6.7e)

The requirement (6.79) is guaranteed by the previousìy mentioned

definition of the underflou1 characteristic i to Ì, as follows. First,

by (6.74), i¡ I 0. Thus (6'79) holds if Î, = 6. If ìi I O, then

(6.7g) must again hoìd because the underflow characteristic produces

the sarne sign for 1, and Î¡. Hence, (6.78) is satisfied, as required'

lrle have reduced (6.70) to the only non-trivial possibil íty

(6.76), where (6.79) must hold. In this case we rewrite (6'70) as

ô, = tl + î), (i - î)i t*ii *
,l - l,t w..,r , o (6.80)
(x * x)j ¡J

n
t

i=l
ili

by factoring out (i + i¡, in 1e.Zs¡, which is permissible since

¡i+Î)¡ l o (6'81)
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by (6.79) . By (6.78) , we obtai n

(6.82)

which js equìvalent to (6.80), hence equivalent to (6'70). (See

Section 6.5, (6.44) - (6.45) for more detail.) t,Je interpret (6'82)

as a dìagona'l-dominance condition on the ¡th column of l,l. It remajns

to establjsh suitable magnìtude bounds on the terms (i + Î)- I (Î'+ Î),

jn (6.82).

The two different sets of conditions under which we bound

the terms of (6.82) correspond to the necessary condition (6.69) and

the sufficient condìtion (6.70). These sets of condjtions are,

respectively:

l
n
Ð

i =1ìli

(r + i).. ,']
--;-_---;--
(x + x).

J
JJ

X. c X,, I I J,1 = l, ¿,
l¡ ' ll' (6.83)

and

i., ' ii, i I i, i = l, 2, ..., n. (6'84)

The additional restri ction (6'74) applies to both (6.83) and (6'84) '

Note that the underflow mappìng i to i has odd symmetry' Simjlar to

Section 6.5, (6.48) - (6.5']), we denote the right-hand síde of (6'82)

by the fun ctì on

î, ti., , i,, -^l..,x-i=--=---
" (x + x).-

¿ (i + i). w..
i=l ¡ ¡J

n

and define the tllo ìndependent functions

jli
(6.85 )
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max lî *i jl

( 6.86 )

(6 .87 )

(6.er)

A -1
s¡ 1¡+f),.J

and

hj
n
¡

i=1
trJ

A (i + î)., w., , ;

hence

r. A ô.n. (6.88)'J -J J

By the same argument as that following (6.5.l ) in Section 6'5' we find

the maxi mum of î., as
J

rax î, ' (max ôr) {*u* rîr). (6'8e)

lr,le first consider (6.83), i.e.' the case where an underflow

occurs only at xr' Then (6.87) becomes

(6. e0)h j
n¡ zî. w

-1 1

li
Thi s gi ves

n
¿t'

i =l
ili

Ri

whi ch o cc ur^s when

ii = seru (w',r) n.,, i I i, i = l, 2, ..', n' (6.92)

The maximum ot i, in (6'86) occurs at the negative value ot (i + i),

which has minimum magnitude under the restrjction (6'74)' It is not

di fficult to show that this negative val ue is -2 (N-Ni), 
which



occurs at l¡ = -r{t't-tt, ) , i, = o. Thus ,

" ^(Nj-N). (6.e3)max gj = ¿'

Combining (6.82) with (6.85), (6.89)' (6.91 )' and (6'93), rle have the

di agonal -dominance requi rement

Â., lw,r l
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JJ

whi ch is equivaìent to

JJ
(o.g¿)

by using (4.9) and canceìling the scale factor 2N' Since (6'94) is

based on (6.83), it is a necessarv conditjon on t,I for (6'26) or

(6.18), i.e., for (6.5). Bv (6.69)' (6.94) must hold for everv

column of t.l, i.e., for i = 1,2, '..' n. In the equal-word-length

case, i.e., tn = ml = m2 mn, (6.94) specìâ1ìzes to

,(N, - tl + t¡ n

t
'i =l
ili

,(rur+r¡ ! (2mi-l)1w..
'i =1 I J

ili

w.., e(Nj+1) 12m_t)
JJ

n

i =1
ili

(6. e5 )

|.le now consider (6'84), j.e., the case where an overflow

may occur at any variable x¡, ì = 1, 2, .'., n' The method is

ìdentical to that in the previous paragraph, except for a small

increase in max ô¡. The magnitude bound on (x + x), unaer (6'84) is

ñ. * n.. This qives
lì
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n

E

-l
fJ

(Ri1Ri)l"t¡l
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(6.e6)

(6. e7 )

(6. ee )

in (6,87) which occurs t'rhen

w,, ' 2 (N, - tl)
JJ

whi ch is equivalent to

ii = SeN (rij) Ri, i I i' i = 1,2, ...' n

The maximum of ô., is stiI1 given by (6.93), since the conditions on
-J

i. have not changed. In the same way as before, we have the
J

diagonal -domi nance requi rement

n

i=l
ili

n
rl

j =l
lÍJ

1n.' + n,)lw,rl

2^, _r- 2-Ni 
- t) I"j I (o.se)

by usìng (4.8) and (4.9) and cancell ing the scaie factor 2N' Since

(6.98) is based on (6.84), it is a sufficient conditjon on l,J for

(6.26) or (6.18), i.e., for (6.5). Bv (6'70)' (6'98) must hold for

every coìumn of t,.J, 'i .e. , for j = 1 , e, ... ' n. In the equat-word-length

case , (6.98) sPeci al i zes to

w;i ' z(Ni + l) 
1zm - }-)JJ

where we have discarded the relatively smal l term -2

coe ffi cient.

n
t

fJ

-N.-1
' in each
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The coefficients for the sufficient condition (6'98) and the

necessary conditjon (6.94) are very neariy the same on a fractional

basis. The ratio of the ith coefficients is 1 + (l - 2 
-Nj 

) 12 (2 i-1)t

this is Lower bounded by one and upper bounded by

m.

1 + 1/2 (2 r - l), which is very close to one. For example' jf mi =

8 (bits), i = l, 2, ",, n, then the ratio of coefficients exceeds one

I
by ìess than fr. Since the sufficient condition exceeds the necessary

condition by so f .ittle in the underflow case, jt would be pointless to

search for a less-stringent sufficient condition'

The reason for this close agreement between sufficient and

necessary conditions in the underflow case lies in the respective

restrictions of the variable ir, i I i, i = 1, 2' " ', n, to the do-

mains i.' ana Xr. That is, the ìnteger elements of X, are closely

ìnterspersed throughout the integer elements ot Îr, i = 1,2, "', rì'

so that the magnitude bounds on the sets i., ana Î., are nearly the

same. 0n the other hand, in the overflow case there is a marked

difference between the sufficient and necessary conditions, which

follows similar'1y from the restrictions of the variable x, ' i f i'

i = 1, 2,..., rì, to the respective donains X.i and iil Unlike l.i

and i' there js a certain region of X, which lies outside i., in

magnitude by a signì ficant amount.

The coefficients in the necessary conditjon (6'94) and

sufficient conditìon (6.98) for the underflow relation (6'5) are
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N. + m- + l
quite Iarge. They are roughly 2 J ' i e.'g., if m, = I (bìts)

and N, = 4, corresponding to 4-bit coefficients in the state equa-

tions, then the coefficients are 213, or 8l92, which gi ves a very

severe diagonal -dominance requirement. !,^le obtain this severe

diagonal-dominance requirement because we have required the under-

flow relation (6.5) to hold over the enti re domain i' i = t, z'

...¡ n, in (6.84). In Section 6.7, we wi'll show that it is suffi-

cient for the underflow relation (6.5) to hold over a greatly

restricted subset of Xi'i = 1' 2, ..., n, in order to suppress zero=

input únderflow oscillations. This wiìl greatly reduce the coeffi-

cients in the corresponding diagonaì-dominance conditions.

6.7 Reducti on of Di aqonal -Domi nance Con di ti ons on l,l:

Zero-Inout Under fl ow Stabi 1 i tv

Here we wilì show that to suppress zero-input underflow

limit cycles, it is sufficient that (6.5) holds over a much smaller

domain of i' than in (6.84). This suffi cient snaller domain is any

hypercube in i whjch bounds all zero-input underfl ow 1ìmit cycles '

By the same method as in Section 6.6, we wili obtain a suffjcient

diagonal-dom.inance condition on w. for (6.5) to hold ih this smaller

domajn. This dominance condition has the form of (6.98), but greatly

reduced coe ffi ci ents .

A hypercube H boundìng al1 zero-input underflow limit

cycles can be found by several methods ìn the I iterature lD3' D5'

D7-09 l. These methods utilize either the "bounded-input-impì ìes=

bounded-output" property of lìnea¡" systems or the Lyapunov approach'

In the bounded-input-bounded-output method, the jnputs are considered
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to be worst case roundoff or truncation errors, so the principle is

very similar to that used for bounds on roundoff noise. The Lyapunov

approach has not produced very tight bounds, but may admit further

development. Here lve require a boundìng hypercube based on the use of

magnitude truncation at the state variables. The specific method of

obtaining the hypercube is not important ' except that we desj re the

tightest possible bounds. t^le define the hypercube in the fo1 1owìng

way. Let Hi be the set of aìì i.' e i, such that

liil :2NLt,i=1,2,.",tt. (6'100)

Here zNL, is a magnìtude bound on scaled zero-input underflow limit

cycìes which may appear in xr, i = 1,2,...' n. Then the hypercube

H consists of alt i such that

ii " Hi , i = 1,2, .'., n' (6'10l)

Thus, if an underflow lìmit cycle exists, then for all i (k)' i trtl,

x (k), k = 0, l, 2, ..., in the limit cycle we have

î, i, x e H
(6.r02)

t^le now show that (6.5) is sufficient with the domain (6"1 02)

to suppress zero-input underflow 1ìmit cycles' First, if (6'5) holds

under condition (6.102)' then (6.1) holds under condition (6'102)'

since we already have (6.2) which we may specialìze to x e i' That

ìs, (6.1) follows by additìon of (6.5) and (6.2)' Consider a poten-

tia1 zero-input.underflow limit cycle. By (6'1) under condition

(6..l02), the energy function ÎTl¡lÎ decreases; in fact, it decreases
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strictly for at least one state in a potential limit cycle' as dís-

cussed in Section 6'2. Thus, for any such state traiectory' we

^T ^ultimately attain irwi = 0, i.e., i = o. This ruìes out the existence

of a limit cycle.

l,,le now fjnd a sufficient diagonal-dominance condition for

(6.5) to hold jn the domain (6.102). As in section 6'6, (6'5) leads

to the sufficient condition (6.70) and its equi vaìent condition

(6.82). Sìnce the domain in (6'102) is contained in (6'84)' we use

the same argument as in section 6,6 to obtain sufficient conditions.

In this case we have

mux ñ 2 | *i j (6.r03)

mux ô, is the same as (6.93)' This gives the sufficient diagonal=

domi nance condi ti on

n
E

=l
ti

t* t,

u,,,= ' t (t,'tr - t't+ì ¡
JJ - i

n
E

li

which is equivalent to the unscaled conditjon

w.. ' 2(N¡+l) | r. ìw.. I. (6.104)
"ii i=t -1 IJ

iÉi

Anecessarycondjtionjsessentjallythesameasthesufficientcondi-

tion (6.104), analogous to Section 6'6.

eNl., lw'rl
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rlle observe that the coefficients of (6.104) are greatly

reduced by comparison to those in (6.98); (6.104) is a sufficient

diagonal-dominance conditjon for suppressjon of underflow I'imit

cycìes. Signi fìcantly, the coeffi cìents in (6.'ì04) do not ìncrease

with signal word ìength, as the coeffi cients do in (6'98)' Thìs ìs

because zero-input underflow lìmit cycles occupy the first-few least=

sjgnificant bjts in i i = 1, 2, ..', ni they are tota'ì ly unaffected

by an increase in the number of bits to the left, In this sense'

(6.104) is a more satisfactory condjtion than (6'98).

6.8 Stability of the Forced Response

In this Sectìon, we define asymptotic stabì l ity of the

forced response (ASFR) in a digìtal filter. This defr'nition is based

on a standard ìnterpretatìon of stabi lity; j.e., an appropriately

defined error must eventual ly decay to zero' Also, we show that ASFR

impl ies stabiìity of the forced response agaìnst overflow I imjt

cycles. It is not necessary to consjder stabjljty of the forced re-

sponse agaìnst underfl ow limit cycles, as mentjoned jn Section 6'l '

In Sectjons 6.9 through 6.13, we obtajn sufficient condjtions for

ASFR, as follows. In Sectjon 6'9, we analyze the fo'rced response ' to

develop a model of the effects of overflow non-l inearities ' In

section 6.10, we show that the Lyapunov function iTWi will carry over

from the lìnear prototype system (3.1)to the model jn Section 6'9'

jf we resolve the effects of a certajn tìme-varyìng non-linearjty'

This leads to a dynamìc-range constraint and a magnìtude truncation

requìrement, which are gi ven in Sectjons 6'll and 6''l2' respect'i vely'
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In Section 6,13, we then derjve dìagonal -domjnance conditions on the

T
Lyapunov function x'l,lx, to completely resol ve the effects of the

tìme-varyìng non-linearity. Thjs gìves ASFR'

!,le will defi ne ASFR in the digìtal filter (4.23), based on

the fo ll owing as s umpti ons :

(a) the initial state i (o) t i is arbitrarv in (4.23);

(b) the input sequence js the same in systems (3'l)and (4.23)'

ASFR (asymptotic stabi lìty of the forced response) is defined as

follows: the sequence of state vectors i (k)' k = 0' I' 2, '..' in

(4.23) converges to the sequence of state vectors ; (k) ' k = 0' 1' 2'

..., in (3.'l), within a deviatìon.due onlv to the effects of underflow

errors. Here convergence js taken jn the followìng sense :

for any e > 0 which is ìarge enough to accomodate the effects of

underflow errors, there exists some K such thatlli (k) - ; (k)l | ' e

tor t I K. Note that Í(k) is bounded for bounded input in (3'l)'

Clearly, a necessary condjtion for ASFR ìs a dynamìc-range

constraint on i (t), k = 0, 1,2, ...' ìn (3'l). That js' the

nragnitudes of the state variables for k I K must falI within the

magnìtude range of the set of "machine numbers" i ' i. 0therwise the

above-mentioned convergence of i (k) to x (k) is impossìble. |^le

will impose a dynamic-range constraj nt for all k, k 10, without

significant loss of generality. In Sectìon 6'll ' vre define this

dynamic-range constra'int jn terms of a "headroom" parameter'

ú ì = r , in practice, we satìsfy the con-

straint by restricting the ailowable set of initial states x (o) and

jnput sequences u (k), k = 0, 1,2, ,..' jn (3'l). In Sectiori 6''l3'
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the sufficient conditions to obtain the desi red Lyapunov function wi lì

i ncl ude the dynami c-range constrai nt.

A key feature of ASFR is the arbjtrary initial state i (o)

in (4.23), which need not be the same as the initial state i (o) in

(3.1). That ìs , we allow an initial error jn the state vector'

The arbìtrary initial state i (o) ìntroduces the possìbility of over-

fl ows i n (4 .23) , des pi te the above-ment i oned dvnam ic - ranoe constraint

on i (t), t = o, t, e, ..., ln (a.l). However' such overflows would

not truly be driven by the input. ASFR is very useful because it

guarantees that i (k) wi1ì converge to i (k) in the presence of such

overflows, within a devìation due only to underflow errors' That is'

the transient due to an jnjtjal state error, including the overflows

vlhich it may induce, will decay to zero.

We now show that ASFR implies stability of the forced re-

sponse response aga,i nst overflow ljmit cycles. Thìs result is c1 osely

related to the operating conditions under which it is conventional to

define stabil ity against overflow l imit cycies. under these operating

cond.itions, the input sequence causes the state varìables in the

system (3.1)to enter the overflow region of 0 only occasional ly;

otherwise the dig'ital fi lter (4.23) will operate with large errors '

For ânalytic purposes' we may assume an input sequence which drives

the linear system (3..l) into the overflow region onìy prior to a cer-

tain discrete-time instant J. Thereafter, the system (3'1) does not

enter the overflow region¡ i.e., from time J onward we have the

necessary dynamic-range constraint for ASFR. Further' we recognize

that the effect of any possjble sequence of overflows jn (4.23) prjor
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to time J ìs only to generate some (possìbly) incorrect state vector

i (J), ,in.. jn alI events the state vector must lie jn Î' At worst'

this amounts to an arbitrary state vector at time J' l¡¡e may translate

the discrete-tjme axis J units to the left' since the system is tìme=

invarjant, to apply the definition of ASFR' By ASFR' the sequence of

state vectors in (4.23) converges to the sequence of state vectors ìn

(3.1) after time J, within a deviation due only to the effect of under-

flow errors' This nules out the possibility of an overflow limit

cycle, (Note that the type of input sequence used here has also been

used by Claasen et al . ID10] and earlier by t,lilson tD4 l')

l,.le now consider the possibjljty of recurring time ìntervals

durìng which the input dri ves the system (3'1) into the overflow

region, I,Je assume suffìciently ìarge intervening time intervals during

which the system (3..ì) is in the non-overflow region; this is the

normal mode of operation, since overflow conditions must not occur

too frequently. From the discussion in the previous paragraph' ASFR

implies that ihe response of the digìtal filter begins to converge to

the correct response during any one of these intervening non-overflow

time intervals. This ìs sufficient to rule out the possìbility of

sel f-sustaining overflo!''/ limit cycles'

6.9 Anal is of the Fo rce d Re s ponse: E ffect of

Ove rfl ow Non-Linearities.

Vle now analyze the forced response of the digital filter

(4.23)' to obtain a modei of the effects of overflow non-l inearities

l/l|e do this by decomposing the state vector i (k), k = 0, t' 2' '..'
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jn (4.23) jnto three components: (a) s(k), k = 0' 1,2'..., is the

forced response of the prototype linear system (3'l) to the same input

sequence as ìn (4.23); (b) r(k), k = 0 , 1, 2, . '., is the response of

the system (3.'l) to the sequence of underflow errors d(k)' k = 0' l '
2, ..., whjch occurs in (4.23); (c) e (k)' k = 0' 1' 2, "" js the

SequenceofstateerrorVectorswhichcorrespondstothe'injtialstate

error e (o). Thus

Clearly, ASFR is equìvalent to

lim e1 (k) = 0 , i = 1,2, ..', ni (6'106)
k+-

hence, lle wilI investigate the behavior of e (k)' k = 0' 1,2, "'
0ur immediate obiectì ve is to show how e (k+l) evolves

from e (k). To this end, we note from (4'23) that i (k+l)evolves

from i (k) in three stages: (a) i (k) to x (k+l)¡ (b) x (k+] ) to

o(x(k+l)); (c) e (x(k+l))to Î (r+l) =u'e(x(k+l))' In the fi rst stase

we have, from (4.23), (6.'l05), and (3.1)'

x (k+l ) = A I (k) + B u (k)

= A s (k) + B u (k) + A r (k) + A e (k)

= s (k+l) + A r (k) + A e (k); (6.107)

here we have jdenti fied s (k+l)' In the second stage we have

i (k) = s (k) + r (t<) + e (k), k = 0,1,2'

o (¡(k+ì)) =o(s(k+l)*Ar 1t¡ +ne (k))

(6.105)

(6.108)
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Here we ãssign the effects of the overfl ow characteristic 0 only to

the error term A e (k) in (6..l08), since the terms s (k+l) and

A r (k) already represent the response of the Iinear system (3'1)'

In other r^,ords, we set

o (x(k+l)) =s (k+j) +Ar(k)+e(k+1 ); (6.109)

from (6.109) and (6..l08) it fol lows that

e (k+l) =6 (s(k+l )+Ar (k) +Ae (k))

- s (k+l) - A r (k) (6.110)

In the final stage we take

i (r+l) = u"e(¡(k+l)) = s (k+l) + A r (k)

+ d (k) + e (k+l) (6.lll)

where d (k) is the underflow error. Since

Ar(k) +d(k) = r(k+l), (6'112)

we may rewrì te (6.1 I I ) as

Î (k+l) =s (k+l)+r(k+l)+e (k+1 ) , (6'll3)

which is cons istent wjth (6.105). Note that we obtain from (6'.l12)

the following explicit formuìation of underflow error:

nk-i ¿ (i) ,r (k)
k

-L
i=0

(6. il 4)
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!,rhe re d (i), i = 1' 2, ..., k' is the sequence of underflow errors '

The behavìor of the error term e (k), k = 0' 1, 2' "'' js

completely specified by (6.110)' For clarity, we rewrite (6'l10) as

e (k+t) =e (v(k) +le(k)) -v(k) (6.r15)

(6.il6)

where we have set

v (k) a= , 1¡*t1 + n r (k)

The non-linear system (6..l15) has initial state e (o) wìth no forcing

function and consists of two distinct parts: (a) a linear operation on

e (k) by the transition matrix A¡ (b) a time-varying non-linearity in

the feedback path. !]lle will denote the time-varyìng non-linearity by

r (w(k), k), i.e.,

e (k+l) = F (lv(k), k)À=o(v(k) +w (k)) - v (k) (6'll7)

where we set

rl (k) ê ne (k) (6.il8)

note that (6.117) and (6'ìl8) are together equ'i vaìent to (6'll5)' If

r (w(k), k) were replaced by a di rect feed-through' the system (6'117)

and (6.118) would be stable, since A ìs the stability matrix from the

original system (3.1). However, the presence of F (w(k)' k) produces

a more difficuìt problem. (The above formulation of e (k)' k = 0'

1,2, ,.,, which culminates ìn (6.117) and (6'.l18)' ìs essentially

the same in principle as the approach of Claasen et al ' IDl 0] ' As

they mention, the piinciple remains valid if we replace the overflow
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characteristic o by a more general non-linearity¡ hol'Jever, there is

no need to do that here. 0n the other hand, they do not incl ude the

underflow response r (k)' k = 0, l' 2, ..., in their analysis')

Cl aasen et al . tDl 0l consider a stabil ity probiem similar

to that for (6.117) and (6.118), rlith certain slope restnictions on

the overflow characterjstic 0. These slope restrictions give a well=

defined region for the time-varyìng non-l inearity F (w(k), k)' They

mention various methods in the I iterature which are applicable to

the stabiljty analysis of the system (6.117) - (6'll8), assuming these

wel l-defined regions for F (w(k), k). In particular, they emphasize

the Lyapunov approach. They point out that trllilson [D4] has previously

apptied the Lyapunov approach to obtajn sufficient conditions for

stability of the forced re!ponse in certain restrict,ed second-order

sections. They also point out that the Lyapunov approach yìelds a

proof of the stability of the forced response ìn wave digital filters;

however, they do not give a detailed proof.

6.10 Applicati on of Lvapunov Stabì I i ty Theo to the Fo rce d s Don se

l,Je will show that it is possìble to obtain stability of

the system (6.1t7) - (6.118), i.e., to obtain (6'106), bv the Lvapunov

approach, under a certain condition on the linear prototype system

(3,1). This condition on (3.1) is the existence of a Lvapunov

function RT!.II'fo" (3.1)' where the matri x W exhibits a sufficient

degree of diagonal dominance. In particular, we consider l inear

prototyperealjzat.ions(3.1)wherethe(positiVe-defjn'ite)solution

l,l in the Lyapunov matrì x equation (3.11) or (5'3) is d'i agonal 
'
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before coefficient quantization jn A and c. l,le expect that l.l will re-

main diagonaì1y dominant after coefficient quantization' as discussed

inSection4.T.|/'lehaVechosentheparticu.lartyupunoumatriXequation

(3.]])because,asdiscussedinSection5'4,itsso]utionl¡lisdìagonal

fon MRN real izations before coefficient quantization. since we have

shown in section 5.7 that the wave-digital realization fits into the

framework of the two-input-two-output ll4RN reajization, our derivation

wj].ìincludestabiljtyoftheforcedresponseinthewave-dìgital

realization as a special case; stability of the forced response in

thewave-digìtalrealizatjonv,lasprevìousìypoìntedoutbyClaasenet

al . tDl0l , The actual method consists of carrying over the Lyapunov

function -xTWi trom the linear system (3.1). For thjs purpose' it

w'illbenecessarytoìmposecertainmagnìtude-truncationrequirements

on the'time-varying non-linearity r (w(k)' k) which derives from

(4.23 ) .

l^le outline the applicâtion of the Lyapunov approach to the

system (6.1.l7) - (6.118), as follows. From (3'11), it follows that

v (k) = iT (r) hI x (k) (6.11e)

is a Lyapunov function of the l inear system (3'l ); i 'e"

V (k) - v (k+l) > 0, k = o, 1, 2, ." (6'120)

By applyìng this Lyapunov function of the linear system (3'l) to the

linear part (6.1.l8), we have
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ET (k) l,^l e (k) - wT (k) l,.l w (k) ,0, k=0,1,2,..., (6.121 )

If r^le can estabì i sh

*T (t) w w (k) - .T 1k*t) l.,l e (k+l ) ' 0, k=o,l ,2,'..,(6 '12?)

for the non-linear part (6.117), then we will have

.T (r) w e (k) -.T 1k*l) w e (t+l) > 0, k=0,1,2,...,(6.123)

by addìtion of (6.121 )and (6'122). This will establish that V (k)

is also a Lyapunov function of the system (6.117) - (6.118), i.ê.,

(6.120) holds if we take e (k) ìn place of i (k) in (6.119)

In Section 6,.l3, we will establish sufficient conditions

for (6.ì22), hence (6.123) or (6.120). These sufficient conditions

will be the previously mentioned diagonaì-dominance conditions on lr'l

and magnitude-truncation conditions on F (w(k), k). Exceedjng the

sufficient conditions s1ìght1y wi lì guarantee that (6.122)' hence

(6.123) or (6.120), are bounded away from zero whenever v (k) +

w (k) in (6.ìl7) enters the overflow region of0; by "bounded away

from zero " we mean

*T (t )ww (k) -.T 1k*1 )ll e (k+l) >ô (6.124)

or

v (k) - v (k+l) > ô, (6.12s)

where ô is a smalì positive number. The sufficient conditìons will
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also include the necessary dynamic-range constraìnt mentioned in

Sectì on 6.8.

l.,le now outl ine certain results concerning the behavior of

e (k), k = 0, l, 2, ..., in (6.1'l7) - (6.118), whjch wi ìI foìlow

from establìshing (6..122) and (6.124), hence (6'l2O) and (6'.l25)' in

Section 6.13. First, the system (6.117) and (6.1f8) must eventual1y

operate entirely withìn the non-overflow regìon of 0; i.e', for some

K

o (v (k) + w (k)) = v (k) + w (k), k ì K , (6'126)

whi ch gi ves

F (w (k), k) = w (k), I I r' ß.127)

Thus, the system (6.ì17) and (6.1l8) becomes the force-fr€e 'ì inear

system

e (k+l) = A e (k), l. '= r' (6']28)

l,le show (6.'l26) by contradjctìon, as follows. If there is no K such

that v (k) + w (k) lies in the non-overflow region ot o for k ì K'

then (6.i25) wouid hold for an in.finite number of indices k' Thus

V (k) would decrease beìow zero, which is a contradìction' Note

that wT (k) t^J w (k) would likewise decrease below zero, since V (k)

, wT (k) !,J w (k) >- v (k+l). Thus, in actual fact, *T (L) !l w (k)

decreases to the point where v (k) + w (k), k j (, lies in the non=

overflow regìon of e for some K. Thjs is always possible due to

the dynamic-range constraint on v (k)' k = 0, 1,2, "'
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lrle complete the discussion of the behavior of e (k)' ¡ =

O, 1,2, ..., by considerìng (6.128), which is the asymptotic charac-

terization of t,he system (6.117) and (6.118). Since the Lyapunov

matrix equation (3.11) appìies to the 'l inear system (6.128), the

output observed from the sequence e (k), k à K, must converge to zero.

If the system (3..l ) is completely observable, then the sequence

e (k), k ì K, must converge to zero as well. Recalìing that e (o)

represents the error in the state vector, we may summarize our results

as follows: (1) the output error (exc1 usive of underflow effects)

converges to zero i (2) the state error (exclusìve of underflow effects)

converges to zeno if the system (3'1) is observable. That is' we

have output-ASFR and ASFR, respectìveìy'

6.ll Dvnamic-Ranqe Constraint

l,le now set forth the dynamic-range constrajnt at the state

variables; as mentioned in Section 6.8' this constraint is necessary

for ASFR. The dynamic-range constraint is a set of magnitude bounds

which we impose on the components of v (k)' k = 0' 1,2, ,.., defined

in (6.116). t,le have chosen to apply the constrãjnts to v (k), rather

than to s (k) atone, to include the effect of underfl ow errors

represented by r (k). tle will constrain the magnitude of each

component of v (k) to rernain wjthin the non-overflow region of 0'

This guarantees that the digital system (4.23), which incl udes under-

flow errors, wilI not enter 'the overfl ow regìon, if the initial

state error e (o) is zero.
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The dynamic-range constraìnt on v (k) is also a necessary

condition for magnitude truncatìon in the time-varyìng non-lìnearity

F (w (k), k), defined in (6.117)' if we consìder all possible values

for the variables vi (k) and w¡ (k)' i = 1,2' ."' rì' This follows

since the magnitude truncation requìrement is equivalent to

- w., (k) 'oi (ui (k) + w, (k)) - vi (k) 'wr (k),

i = l, 2, ..., n

on

v.' (k) - w.' (k) ' o.' (vr (k) + wt (k) ) i

v, (k)+wj (k), i=1,2,".,n. (6'129)

Recalling the basic requi rement on the set of "non-overflow" numbers

:
Å ' I .ê. ¡

(v, (k) + ¡¡. (k)) < Ri (6.130)

we must have

v.¡ (k) - wi (k) ' ñi (6.13t)

and

v., (k) + wi (k) ' - n., , (6'132)

which follow from (6.129) and (6.130). Since (6"1 3l)and (6'132) must

hold for any wi (k) in the interval

- Ri 1wi (k) ' Ri , (6'133)

- n.i lt.,



in particular for w.i (k) near zero, we obtain the necessary dynamic=

range constrai nt

ll8

(6.r34)

(6.135)

(6.r36)

for j = 1,2, ..., n. As mentioned in Section 6.10' magnitude

truncation in F (w (k), k) wi11 be a necessary condition for (6'l22)'

llle wìll strengthen the dynamìc-range cònstraint by ìntroduc-

ing a parameter H-., i = 1,2,..', rì, in (6.134). That ìs, in place

of (6..l34) we will require

-ñj'ui (k) 'Ri ' k=o'l'2'

- ñi *Ft .vr (k)' Ri - Fi, k = 0, 1,2,,

for i = 1,2, ..,, n, where

o < F, . R.
-l-l

The purpose of thjs parameter is to provìde a margìn for the signal

v, (k), k = 0, 1,2, .,., (j.e., some "headroom") below the overfl ow

regìonof0r.fheseverìtyofthediagonal-dominanceconditionsto

be given in Section 6.13 will be a functìon of the parameter H'

i = l,2, ...' n,

Sufficient magnitude constraints on the components of

s (k), k = 0, I, 2, ..., can be deduced from {6'135), since v (k)'

k = 0, 1,2, .'., is the sum of s (k) and r (k)' This sufficient

constraint on s (k) follows by bounding the components of r (k)

(i.e., the roundoff noìse), which are the effects of underflow

errors. Subtracting these bounds on r (k) from the limits in (6'135)

gi ves the suffi cient magnitude constraj nts on s (k) ' Bounds on
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r (k), k = 0, 1, 2, ..., can be obtained by sevenal methods ìn the

literature. It is shown by (6.1.l4) that r (k) ìs the response of the

system (3.1) to the sequence of underflow error vectors d (k)' k = 0'

1,2, ..., which occurs in (4.23). (See aìso the related discussion

in Sections 4.5 and 5.2.) The bound on r" (t) fol lows by the bounded=

input-'implìes-bounded output property of linear systems. t''le expect

that this bound will be relatively smalI, since the components of

the underflow error vectors are small in magnitude.

The bounds deduced on s (k) can be satisfied by suitable

magnitude bounds on the input sequences in (3.1). However, in

practice, the magnitude restrictions on the input need only be

severe enough to ensure that the bounds on s (k) are satisfied for

suffìcìently long intervals in discrete time' ASFR guarantees that

the dìgìtal-filter response will converge toward the correct response

during these long intervals, as discussed in Section 6.8' The

analysìs of the magnitudes which occur at the state variables, due

to various types of inputs, is well suited to the appìicatìon of

probability theorY.

6,12 l''la qni tude cati on in Time-Varvinq Non-L i neari ty

Magnitude truncatìon in the time-varyìng non-f inearity

F (w (k), k), defined in (6'll7), will be a necessary condition to

establish (6.122) by the diagonal-dominance conditions in Section

6.13. Therefore, we will consider necessary and sufficient condi-

tions on the overflow characteristic o for magnitude truncation in

F (w (k), k). t^le have already shovrn that (non-striit) magnitude
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truncation in F (w (k), k) is equìvaìent to (6.129); from (6.129) we

deduced the dynamic-range constraint (6.134) on vt (k)' i = 1, 2'

l,le now deduce necessary and sufficient conditions on 0t,

i = 1,2,..., t1 , for (6.129), under the dynamìc-range constraint

(6.134). We fix vi (k) at any value in the interval (6.134) and

consider ei as a function of its argument, v1 (k) + wt (k)' in (6.129)'

This defines a wedge-shaped sector encl osed by two line segments'

of slope +l and -l, emanating fnom a vertex at the point (v1 (k)'

v, (k))¡ the sector lies to the right (left) of the vertex if we fix

v¡ (k) as positive (negative)' The only sector for posìtive (nega-

tive) v., (k) whìch lies withìn all the other sectors generated by

positive (negati ve) v1 (k) is that generated by the Iìmiting value

v., (k) = *ñi (vi (k) = -ñi). Hence, the positive (negati ve) segment

of the overflow'characteristic ei must fall within the sector

generated by the positive (negative) limiting value; it must also

satisfy the magnitude constraint (6.130). Thus, it is necessary and

sufficjent that 0j, i =.1 , 2, ..., n, Iie within the hatched regìon

shown in Fig. I (cf. Fig.6 in tDlol ). The corresponding F.' (w1 (k)'

k), I = 1,2,..., rì, will Iie within the hatched region in

Fig. 2 (Cf. Fig. 5 ìn tDlOl), Note that excluding the boundarv

segments of slope -l from the hatched region gì ves strict magnìtude

truncation in F, (wi (k)' k) in the event of an overflow condition'

t^Je will restrict the overflow characteristic e,, ì = 1,

2, ,.,, n, to the saturation characteristic, for various reasons given

in Section 5.3. A more immediate reason for choosing the saturation
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char"acteristìc ìs to obtain the least-severe diagonal -dominance

conditions on !.l for (6.122). l¡Je show this in Section 6.13' The

true saturation characteri stic can be implemented without any dì ffi-

cu1 ty in the distributed-arithmetic structure, as described in Chapter

8. The saturation characteristic corresponds to the upper (lower)

bound on the right-hand (left-hand) hatched re9ìon in Fig. l ' The

corresponding time-varying non-l ìnearity Ft (wt (k)' k) is shown in

Fig. 3¡ here the magni tude-truncated result has the same sìgn as the

argument w., (k). If, in place of (6.134), we use the strengthened

dynamic-range constraìnt (6.135), which includes the mar"gin H., ' the

regìon of f., (w¡ (k), k) is further restricted¡ this js shown in

Fig. 4.

6.13 Diaqonal -Dominance Conditions on t.l: Stabil itv of the

Forced Res Pon se

Here we establish dìagonal-dominance conditions on l^l for

(6.122), hence (6.123) or (6'120). Ïhìs wìllestablisir eT (t<) l/,l e (k)

as a Lyapunov function of the system (6.117) - (6.118) and hence

establ ish ASFR for the system (4.23)' l,.le show separate necessary

conditions and sufficient conditions of diagonal dominance for

(6.122)¡ the sufficient conditions will be somewhat more severe than

the necessary conditions. In many respects, the development in

this section is analogous to that jn sections'6,3 through 6.5¡ thus '

wewil.lrefertothosesectjonsforsubsidjarydetaì.lswherever

pos sì bl e.
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lie will fì rst show that (non-strict) magnitude truncation

in the time-varying non-l inearity F (w (k)' k) is a necessary condi-

tion for (6.122). The proof of this is identical to the proof in

Section 6.3 for the same condition on the mapping x to i. For the

present purpose, ìt is only necessary to replace x and i in the proof

in Section 6.3 by w (k) and e (k+l ), respectively' The diagonal=

dominance conditions which we will deri ve here are based on magnitude

truncation in F (w (k), k).

The preiiminary algebraic formulation, which we require to

obtain the di a gona 1 - domi nance conditions, is analogous to the formula-

tion ih Section 6.4. First' we define

A
w (k) = e (k+l)

strìctly for convenience in notation and rewrite (6'122) as

*T(t )ww(k) -';T(t) r^lütr,l '-0,k=0,1 ,2'..

(6.r37)

(6.r38)

Note that ñ.i (t<) is a (non-strìctly) magni tude-truncated version of

w, (k), i = 1,2,..., ni hereafter we delete the index k wherever

w (k) and fi (k) appear in the same equation' |rle now obtain

*T w* - ñÏ w i = (w +ri) ll (w - ñ) (6.r3e)

from (6..l1) in Section 6.4, by replacìng x and i by w and fi,

respectively, in (6.11). From (6.138) and (6.139), we have

(w + ñ) l,¡ (w - w) Ì o, (6'140)

which is equivalent to (6..l22); this is analogous to (6'17) in
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Sectìon 6,4. Fol lowìng (6.19) to (6.23) ìn Section 6.4, we establish

n
t¡ wi

j=] \',

>0

x (k + i)

xi (k + ì) e xt

(6. r41 )

(6.r43)

as equivalent to (6.140), where we define

a _.
c, 3 t(w+fr),, w., , + (w+fi)2 

"2j 
* ... + (w+fr)n wn, 1 (w-fr),

(6.142)

for ¡ = l, 2, ..., n. Here ( )i means the ith component of the

vector w + ñ or w - ñ which it may enclose. Also' wt,' wZj' ...' wnj

are elements in the matnix l,.l, not to be confused with the vectors w

and ñ.

We will derive separate necessary and sufficient conditions

for (6.122) in terms of C¡, j = 1,2,..', rì, sjnce (6.141) is

equivalent to (6.122). The method which we will use here is analo-

gous to that in Sectjon 6.5. The conditions will follow from the

values which the variables (w t fr)r, i = 1, 2, ""., n, in (6.142),

can assume. Fìrst, we note from (6.107), (6'1.l6), and (6'll8) that

v (k) + w (k)

Recall that v., (k), i = 1,2,..', rì, is subiect to the dvnamic-range

constraint (6.'l35); so the conditìon at x, (k+l)with regard to

overflows is dependent on the value which w¡ (k) assumes ' The

existence of a non-overflow condition in xi (k+] ), \/llhich corresponds

to

(6.r44)
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gi ves

w. = wJ (6.145 )lr

from the time-varying non-linearjty (6.117), in vìew of (6.143) and

(6..ì37). The existence of an overflow condìtion in xt (k + l) means

xi(k+]) exj ,Éi.¡ , (6.146)

where Xi is the set of overflow numbers appropriate to the forced

response under the dynamic-range constrai nt. This gives

from the previously discussed magnitude truncation requirement on

(6.117), in view of (6.143) and (6..l37). (The strict ìnequal itv in

the right-hand sjde of (6.147) follows from the hatched region in

Fig. 1.) Note thát the varjables xi (k + l)' i = 1' ?' "..' n' are

essentía1ly independent for di fferent indices j , so any combination

of overflovl and non-overflow conditions may exist in this set of

va ri abl es.

The necessary condi ti on

cj

(6.147 )

(6.r48)0

x., (k + l) e x.'

i I j, i = l, 2, ...' n

for j = 1,2, ..., n, fol lows bv (6.141 ) and (6.142), since the

conditions on xj (k + 1)ìn (6.148) give (6'145) for i I i" i = I'

2, .,., n, which implies C' = 0 for i I j, i = 1' 2' ...' n. Note

that ìn (6.14S) the variables x.i 'i I j' i = 1,2, ...' n' are
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restricted to the non-overflow region. The suffjcient condi 'I On

c. I ¡ 0, (6.149)
Jl

I xt (t< + 1) e xi
I

I i = l, 2, ..., tl

for ¡ = 1,2, ..., n, fol'lows since (6.149) makes (6.141 ) a valid

statement. In (6.1a9) the variables xi are unrestricted with regard

to the overflow region. Diagonal-dominance conditìons on the columns

of t..l will fol low from (6.149) and (6.148) by converting them to a more

explicit form. lle carry out the development in terms of (6'149)'

since (6.148) is simply a speciai case of (6.149) where additional

restrictions apply to the vari abìes xr. Note that the diagonal=

dominance conditions will also apply to the rows of l^l, since l.l is

symmetri c,

There are two mutually exclusive possibilities in (6'.l49)'

The first possibility is that an overfl ow error does not occur at

xj, i.e., (6.144) holds for i = ¡, whìch gives C¡ = 0 by (6'145) and

(6.142). We need not cons'i der the first possibi lity further' since

C, = 0 satisfies (6.149) with equality. The second possibìlity is

that an overflow error does occur at x¡' i.e.' (6.146) holds for

'i = i, which gi ves (6.147), i.e. '

("-ñ)j I o. (6.150)

l,¡e now establish that under (6.146) strict magnitude truncation '

i.e., (6.147) and

ñ¡ I -wi , (6'15l)
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'is a necessary condition for (6.1a9)' by rewriting Cj as

C, = (w + ri)., (w - *)j *lj + (lx + ';)2 (w - w), wfu

+ ... + (w l ñ)n (* - fr)j *nj > 0 (6.152)

from (6.142). For a gi ven sÍgn of (w - ñ)r' it is possìble to choose

wi, j I i, i = 1,2, ..., n, such that the terms (w + fi¡, (w-*)jwi¡'

I f j, i = 1,2, ..., n, in (6.152)' are all negative. The

remaining term (w + ñ), (w - *)¡ *¡¡ must be greater than zero to

guarantee the inequal ity in (6.ì52). Thus, since *jj t 0'we must

have the strìct magnitude truncation

*2. - í,? > o, (6.153)
JJ

which is equivalent to (6.i47) and (6.151 ). strict magnìtude trunca-

tion in F (w (k), k) can be obtained by a slight additìonal restric-

tion on the overflow characteristic o ' as described in Section 6'12'

We have established that the only non-tri vial possibility

in (6.149) is (6.150), where (6.147) and (6'151) must hold' l^le

rewri te (6.149) as

(w + 'i).,
c, = (w * w)i (w - fr)¡ I *¡¡..'t=, 

1_ -{ 
wi5J ì0(6'154)

ili

by factoring out (w + Ñ),, in (6.142); thìs ìs permìssibìe since

(w+ñ), I o

by (6.151). In view of (6..l53)'

(6.1s5)
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w., + L 

-

JJ i=l (w + ñ)r
i li ../

r,t. . > 0rJ
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(6.156)

(6.1s7)

ìs equivalent to (6.154). l.le re!.lrite (6.156) as

JJ -

n (w + fr).'

i=l (w + ü).,
ili J

which is a di agonal -domì nance condition on the ¡th column of l,l,

equi valent to (6..l49).

It remains to establish suitable rnagnitude bounds on the

terms (w + ñ)r/(w + ñ¡, ln (6.157). l,,le bound these terms under two

different sets of restrictions, which correspond to the necessary

condition (6.148) and the sufficient condition (6..l49). These

restri cti ons are, resPectivelY'

xreX., ,ifi,i=1,2,...,n, (6.158)

and

*i.Xi ,ili,i=1,2,..',n. (6'159)

In both cases (6..l58) and (6.159)' we have tlre additional restriction

x.ex'=,Éx., (6.ì60)"J "J" j'

which was previously established: i^le have stated the above restric-

tions in terms of the vari ables *i, i = 1,2, ..., n, similar to

Section 6.5. However, here the terms to be bounded are functions

of the errors w., and .frr, i = 1, 2' ..., n, in the state variables'
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whereâs in Section 6.5 the terms to be bounded were functions of the

state variables themselves. As in Section 6.5, we assume that the

overflow characteristic ej' i = 1' 2'..., rìr has odd symmetry. This

is a reasonable assumption for two reasons: the region to which et

is restricted in Fig. I exhibits odd symmetry; in any case, the

natural overflow characterjstic of the two's complement or sign=

magnitude representation wi11 require modi fication to conform to

Fig. I. Note that the time-varying non-ìinearity f (w (k)' k) wil1

aìso exhibit odd symmetry, with respect to the variables w (k) and

v (k), jf o has odd symmetrY.

In order to establjsh magnitude bounds for (6'157) ' we

denote its right-hand side by the function

rj (w.,, wr, ..., *n) n - ,+* .'|=, 
(* * ")i *ij, (6.16r)

J ili

where we assume F (w (k), k) in (6.1'l7) ìs fixed for the moment by

fixing v (k). Further, we define the independent functions

and

s¡ (w¡ )
(w + ñ)*

J

h, (w1 ' wZ, ,.. ' w¡-1 
'w¡+l

, ..., 
"n)

(6. r62)

nA.
i =ljli

(w + ñ¡, (6.r 63)
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so th at

fj = sj hj (6.164)

l,le will bound g, and hr' seParately as functions of w, and w¡' i É j' i =

1,2, ..., n, respectjvely, for alI values of the parameter v (k)

which fixes F (w (k), k). This will bound f¡, bv (6.164)' Bv a

symmetry argument simìlar to that in Sectjon 6.5, jt will be suffi-

cient to use the positive extremes of 9¡ and h, for bounds, since

r (w (k), k) has odd sYmmetrY.

l,le first bound 9¡ as a function of w for all possible

parameter val ues v (k) in F (w (k)' k). Due to the odd symmetry ìn

9¡r we mal ignore the negative sìgn in (6.162). Thus, we seek the

minimum positìve value of (w + 'i¡r, which gì ves the maximum val ue for

its reciprocal -g¡. This minimum pos'i tive value of (w + fi¡, ls

dependent on two elements: (1) the parameter F, which speci fies the

headroom in the dynamic range constraint (6.135); (2) the overflow

characteristic g. which determines f, (w, (k)' k)' lle desire to

maximize the minimum posìtive value of (w + w)r, because this mini-

mizes the magnitude bound on gj and hence minimizes the diagonal=

dominance requirement by (6..l57), (6.161), and (6'l64)' For an

overflow to exist, i.e., for (6..l60) to hold, we must have

w. > H. 'JJ

i n view of (6. 135 ) ; thi s gi ves

(w+ñ), > H.+ñ.,..,J J J

(6.16s)

(6.r66)
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The parameter fr.j wìll be chosen ìn practice by compromising between

two con f1 i ct ing requi rements : the need to increase the I ower posi ti ve

bound on (w + w), in (6.166); the need to ìncrease the ratio of signaì

to r oundoff noise. The remaining possìbility forincreasing the

lower bound in (6.166) Iies in the overflow characteristic si' For

a given wj satisfying (6.165) änd a given parameter v (k) in (6'117)'

we desire the overflow characterjstic e- which gìves the greatest

value of i, uv r, (w, (k), k)' It ìs not difficult to show that the

saturation overflow characteristic gives an F, (w¡ (k)' k) which is a

poìntwiseupperboundonallotherpossibilities,regardlessofthe

particular value of the parameter v (k). Thus, we assume the

saturation overflow characteristic. in this case, we have

uuj'Hj'

whì ch gives

(w+'i), 
"Éj

from (6.166); the corresponding bound on 9, is

(6.r67)

q. <
-J

'ì

2 Ã.
J

(6.168)

t,le no,rl bound hj in (6.163) for alI possible values w¡'

j I j, i = 1,2,..', rì, where we assume the saturatìon ovenflow

characteristic. l^le begin by bounding the terms (w + w¡t in (6'163)

under the separate restri ctions on xi in the non-overflow case

(6,168) and the overflow case (6.'159)' which impìy
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(6.169)

(6.r70)

(6.r75)

and

- nl . x= < R]t- |

respectively. R.j is the magnitude bound on the set Xi

cases, by (6.112), (6.113), and (6.116), we have

x (k + 1) = v(k) + d(k) + e(k + l) ,

which implies by (6.135) that

(6.171)

-2R, +H. <e.(k).2R. -H., l=0,1,2,,,., (6.17?)
I I - I -- I 1

for i = 1,2, ..., n, where the relatively smatl overflow term d(k)

has been neglected, From (6..l37) and (6.172) it fol lows that in

both cases

- (2 -o) Ri . ii 1(2 -o) Ri, i = 1,2,.., n, (6.173)

where

(6.r74)0 < o ¡!ì
¡ -n.

=-¿
ñj

q

For the non-overflow case, (6.145) and (6.173) gjve

- 2 (2 -s.) R'i 1(w + ü)t f 2 \?'o') Rr' i=ì,2,...,t1.

In the overflow case, it fol lows from (6.172) and (6.118) that

n-
- 

¡l.,lui¡l 
(zn- - Hr) 1w' '

n
E

-t
a.i.,1 (zn, - Fr), (6.176)

i = 1,2,..., rì, which gives
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- (2 -o) Ri : vli 1 (z -o) nt ß'177)

by (4.1) and (6.174). From (6.173) and (6.177), for the overflow

case

- (2-*) (Rt * ñi) 5 (w+ú)., . (2-o) (Ri * ñi), ì=.t ,2,...,n.
(6.178)

The bounds on hj corresponding to the necessary condition

and the sufficient condition fol low by using (6.175) and (6..l78)'

respectively, in (6.163). For the necessary condition we have

n
(6.r7e)h¡ : z (2-e) 

.t_" Ri lri j I ;
t-l
ili

the bound is achieved when

Ì{i seN (wi¡) (2 - o) Ri

For the sufficient conditìon we have

n
h1 s (2-o) .t. {ñt* n,) lw,rl ;r i =liti

the bound is achìeved when

wi = SGN (w¡¡) (2-o) Rt

The dìagonal-dominance conditions follow from (6'.l57)'

(6.180)

(6.181)

(6.182)

(6.161 ), (6.164), and (6.168), combined wìth (6'179) for necessitv

or (6.ì81 ) for sufficiency. The resulting necessary condition is
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(6.r83)
J

The resulting suffi cient condition js

n R.
-l

i=l R.
ili J

,-^
g jwi

2-a

JJ _ ¿d l*i¡l (6. r84)

Both (6.183) and (6.184) must hold for each i' i = I ' 2, '.., n,

i,e., for each column (or row) of l,l. Note that-the ratio of the ith

coeffjcients in (6.184) and (6..l83) is (l + Ri/Ri)/2. if we take

Ri = 2 Ri (or 'less), wnicn js typical in some realizations, then

this ratio is 3/2. .This is a tolerable r ncrease over the necessary

condi tì on.

t.fe now show that (6.122) will be bounded away from zero'

i.e., (6.124) will hold, jn the event of an overflow condition' if the

dominance condition (6'184) is exceeded by some nrargin. It is suffi-

cient to shor.l that (6.153) and (6.'l56) will be s1ìghtly positjve'

since C, in (6.154) ìs the product of (6.i53) and (6'156)' This wi1l

bound Cj away from zero, and hence bound (6.122) away from zero since

(6.141), (6..l40) , and (6.122) are equi valent. In the event of an

overflow condition at xr, (6.153) will exceed zero by a fixed amount

because F', (w¡ (k), k) is actually granular in nature; i'e', w, wilI
JJ

exceed fr. by some number of quantization steps. The granularity of
J

F (w (k), k) follows from the granularity of the overfl ow

characteristic 0. Replacing the zero in the right-hand side of

(6.156) by a sma11 positive constant gives this same constant in

the right-hand sjde of (6'157), hence (6.184). Thus' (6.156)

n
t

i =l
ili

R. + R.
t 1 lr
[---.-"E-/

o

J
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exceeds zero by a fixed amount jf (6.184) is exceeded by some margin'

l,Je conclude thjs Sectìon with remarks concerning the

specializatìon of (6.183) and (6.134) jn varjous directions' Clearly'

a pure-dìagona'l matnix l.f satìsfies (6'lB3) and (6''l84) with some

margjn, for any allowable d I 0. ln this regard, consìder, e'9" the

wavedigìtaìfììter.Secondly,notethatsomesìmpìjficationofthe

expressions occurs jn (6.'l83) and (6'l84) for the equal-word-length

case, where we take all ñ' as equal and all Rì as equal,

j = 1, Z, .,,, n, Finally, it ìs possìbìe to specialìze

(6.183) and (6.184) to the zero-input case developed in Sect'i on 6'5'

We do this by taking e = l, which constrajns v, to zero bJ

(6,'l35) and (6..l74)¡ this imposes the zero-ìnput condition. For this

partìcular value of a, (6.'l83) and (6.'l84) become identical to

(6.58) and (6.64), respectively, in section 6.5.

6.14 Summarv and conseouences in Te rms o f Vector No rm

The purpose of this Sectjon is to summari ze ASFR and deduce

some of ìts consequences, in terms of the vector n0rn

.-T -.1 t2lrvll = (v ./-v)t/¿. (6'185)

Note that (6.185) satisfìes the mâthematical definition of a norm

for a vector (see, e.S., tlll); here we have used the vector i as a

dummy variable. In Sections 6.9 through 6,13, we have established

diagonal-dominance conditions on W whìch guarantee

t
lim lle (r<)ll¿ = o (6'186)
k-¡-
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Since alI norms are equìvalent in a finite djmensional space, bJ (6.186)

lrm e (K)
k*-

0 (6.187)

this gives ASFR, from which we deduced stability of the forced response

against overflow 1ìmit cycles. As an intermedìate consequence of

(6.186), we showed that the system (4'23) wjll eventually operate

entirely wjthin the non-overflow règjon.

l^Je fi rst app1y the norm (6.'l85) to the asymptotìc comparison

of the response sequences i (L) in (4.23) and s (k) in (3'l)' l,Je

assume the same ìnput sequence in (3.1) and (a.23), but a non-zero

error ìn the jnitial state of (4.23). From (6'113)' we take

lli tl<l - s (r)ll = ll. (t) + e (t<)ll (6'188)

by a sìmple re-arrangement' Appìying the triangle jnequality' we

obta in

llì (k) - s (t)ll jll. (k)ll+lP (k)ll (6'r8e)

from (6..l88). In view of (6.186), for an arbitrari 1y small e > 0

we have , from (6 ' I 89) ,

I li (k) - s (r<)ll I ¡1, {r)¡¡ * ., k'= K, (6'1e0)

for a sufficientìy ìarge K. Thìs sìmply states that the essential

difference between the "djgìta1 " respons. i (t) and the desired

response s (k) is the roundoff noise r (k)'
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lie now apply the norm (6.,ì85) to the asymptotic comparison

of possible respon\ìe sequences in the dj gìtal system (4'23), assuming

di fferent jnitial state errors but the sante ìnput sequence. Here we

mean different jnjtial state errors in (4.23) relative to system (3'l)'

or simply different injtial states in (4'23). For this comparjson,

we denote the djfferent jnitìal state errors ¡y el (o) and "2 
(o)'

Ljkewise, we denote the roundoff error, state error, roundoff noise, and

state-vector sequences which correspond to these jnitial errors by

¿l (r), "l (k), .l (k), il (r,), k = 0, 1' 2, .'., and d2 11.¡,.2 1l¡,

.2 (t), i2 (r,), k = 0, 1 , 2, ..., respecti velv. Bv (6.1ì3), we have

il (t) = s (k) * ,l (t) * .1 (t) (6.rel)

(6.1e2)

and

i2 (l) (1.) + 12 (r) * e2 (r)

k = 0, I ' 2' The di ffe re n ce

ir (r) - i2 (r) = .1 (o) - "2 1t¡ *.1 (t) - .2 (r) (6.1e3)

is dependent only on the roundoff noise and the state error sequences

generated by the inìtial state errors' sjnce s (k) is the same for

(6.191 )and (6.192). Clearìy, bv (6..l87), the dìfference (6'.l93)

is essentially due to differences in roundoff noìse as k becomes

suffjciently large. Note that the roundoff-noise sequenctt tl (tt)

ana 12 (t<), gjv,¿n by (6.'l l4), will di ffer, because the roundoff=

error sequences al (t¡ ana ¿2 (t<) wjll differ due to djfferent

jnitial state errors, In ternls of norms, we have
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I lil (k) - i2 (r)l l='llrl (k) - .2 (t)ll

* ll.l ¡o¡ - .2 {o)ll (6.1e4)

from (6,193) by the trìangìe ìnequaììty. Applying the triangle

inequal ity also to the ri ght-hand terrn in (6"1 94), we obtain

lim llel (k) - e2 (k)ll = o (6.ìe5)
k+*

since (6..l86) holds for both el (k) and.'(o). In view of (6'.l95),

for arbitrarìly small e > O

llil ßl - *' to)ll I ll.l (r.) - "2 
(k)ll+", t I r, (6.1e6)

i f K is chosen sufficiently 1arge. Thjs shows that the "closeness"

^1 ^õof i' (k) and xt (k) is dependent on the difference in the roundoff

noises, where we use the no.* u, the measure of distance.

6.t5 Underfl ow Roundoff Noise

In this Section, we mention certain aspects of underflow

roundoff noise which require further research. This is motìvated by

the fact that we have been able to separate the anaiyses of overflow

and underflow effeòts by the preceeding work. Thus, it only remaìns

to deal with underflow effects if stability of the forced response

has been obtaìned by meeting diagonal-dominance conditions on l''l.

The analysis of underflow roundoff noise has received much

attenti.on in the literature. The generally accepted approach is a

combination of probabiì ity theory and the princìple of linear super-
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positjon; see Section 5.2 lor some remarks pertaining to this

approach. The most questionable area of the analysìs is the assump-

tìons which must be made on the probabi lity distributìons of the

components of the underflow error vector d (k)' k = 0' l, 2' ..'

It is common to assume uni form, uncorrelated probabi lity distributions

in d (k). This assumption is most lìke1y to be vaìid for input

sequences which are suffi ciently dynamic, i.e., rapidly changing and

uncorrelated. 0n the other hand, the assumption may not be valid for

certain types of input sequences (e. g. , periodi c sequences) or for

underflow limit cycles. The probabi lity distri butìon of roundoff

noise, r (k),k = o, l, 2, ..., defined in (6'1'l4)' fo1ìows from the

probabì ljty distribution of d (k), k = 0, l, 2, ...' by lìnear super-

position.

Another aspect of the underflow-roundoff-noise problem

arises from the asymptotic comparison of response sequences in the

digital system (4.23). This comparìson is described in Section 6'.l4,

l.ihere we assume different initial state errors el (o) and.2 (o) ¡ut

the same input sequence. Here it js natural to ask how smalI

ll.l (r.) - 12 (k)ll can ue. Ir llr"1 (t) -.2 (l) ll ls sufficientlv

small for some k, say ko, then we must concl ude by (6..l96) that

*1 lto) = i2 1to), because i] (t ) ana i2 (t) .t. quantìzed

variables. From this, vle would have it (o) = i2 (L), tt ì tto, uv tt''

state-space concept; jt would then follow that dl (k) = d2 (k),

k ì ko. In summary, we are asking ìf the asymptotic part of the

underflow error sequence d (k) is unique. There does not appear to

be any simple reason to assume that it ìs unìque in every case' In
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fact, we may even entertain the possibility of distinct underflow

'I imi t cycì es .

The differenc. .1 1t¡ - "2 
(L) must actually assume dìscrete

values dictated by the possibje quantized values of *l (L) un¿ *2 (t)

'in (6.'l93), if. k is sufficiently large ror el 1k¡ - .2 (k) to ¡.

negligìble. This jndjcates a cross-correl atjon between the sequences

rl 1t<¡ and .2 (t ). Thus, it is well to regard with caution any

sìmpìì fying assumptions on the probability distrjbutions of al 1t¡ ana

¿2(t),k=0,t,2,...
t.Je now show that rl (k) and .2 1k¡ *ill converge to the

same sequence, if dl (k) = d2 (k) for k ì ko, i.e., ir ¿l (t) an¿

a2 (f) ¿iffer only in their leading parts. This is intuitively cl ear,

but we show it more rìgorously by the use of the norm as follows.

By (6.I l4), we have

and

whi ch gi ves

¿2 (i )

(6.1e7)

(6.re8)

(6.ree)

r

r

(k)
k
EA

i=0

k-i ¿l (i )

,2 (k )
k

i¡0
k-i

(k) -.2 (k) =.1^ Rk-i 
1¿r (i) - dz (j))j=0

ko

Si nce

a] (r) - a2 (i) (6 . 200)
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we obtajn from (6.199)

(t) - r2 (t)

dec reas es to zero. Since

r
k

o
t

j=0

t-ì 1 tA'' (d' (i ) - d' (ì ))

k
0k-k

0
k

0 (¿l (i)- ¿2 (i))A A

í=0

k-k
A o ("r 1rn) - r'{tn)) (6.20r)

For sìmpl icity of notation, we define

b (k) 4 'l (r) - 
"2 

(r)

and note th at

k_k
b (k) = A o o (ro) ,

l,Je now show that

k ko^

(6.202)

(6.203)

(6.204)ll¡ frtll2 = bT (k) t^l b (k)

llb (k + I)ll2 = uÏ (L) RT u R ¡ (r) , (6.20s)

we ha ve

I ¡ irlli2 -ll¡ (k + t)ll2 = uT (k)tr^1 - nT w Rl ¡ (t )

= ¡T(r)cTc¡(t<) (6.206)

from (6.204), (6.205), and the Lyapunov matrix equatìon (3..lI )' It

fol ìows by Lyapunov theory lFl 3l that the system (6.203) ìs
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.. .2
lim Il¡ (k)rl' = 0
k-r-

whìch impìies
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(6 .207 )

(6.208)t im b.i (k) 0 , i = \,2,

If the system (3.1) is completely observable, (6.208) will hold for

all sequences b (k)' k = ko, ko + 'l , ko + 2, ... Thìs completes

the demonstratìon that.l (k) und.2 (L) *iiì converge.

6.16 Application of Diagonal-Dominance Conditjons

Necessary diagonal-donìnance condjtions and sufficient

diagonaì -dominance conditions on the matrjx l,J have been given for each

of the fo1ìowìng: zero-ìnput underflow stability; zero-ìnput over-

flow stabjlìty; and stability of the forced response. The necessary

condìtions appear in (6.94), (6.57), and (6.183), respectjvelv; the

sufficjent conditions appear in (6'98), (6.63)' and (6.184)'

respectìve1y. l,,le apply these conditions to specific realjzations by

checkìng ìf l^l , the solutjon of the Lyapunov matrix equatìon, meets

the desired dìagonal dominance condition, after coefficient quanti-

zation in A and C. That is, we begin wjth a linear prototype

realjzation (3.1)where l,l is. purely dìagonal; e'9., mjnimum=

roundoff-noise (MRN) realizations and state-space real izations of

wave digital fììters. l^l will become only approximateìy dÌagonaì

after the coeffìcìents of the realizatìon are quant'i zed. If l'l does
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not then meet the desired diagonal-dominance condìtions ' we correct

this situation by improving the accuracy of coefficient quantization.

It is always poss.ible to meet the dominance conditions by sufficientìy

accurate coefficient quantjzation, because the elements of l,l are

continuous functions of the coefficients in A and C.



7. SENSITIVITY ANO COEFFICIENT QUANTIZATION

7.1 Introducti on

Coefficient quanti zatìon ìs unavoidable in passìng from a

discrete-time state-space real ization to the corresponding digitai

realization, as discussed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. However, it is

desirable to restrict the variation in frequency response and to retai n

the favorable properties of the MRN realization after coefficient

quantization, as expláined in Sections 4.3 and 4.7 These favorable

properties (l imit-cycle suppression and low roundoff noise) were related

to diagonal dominance in K and l.J, in Chapters 5 and 6. Therefore,

coeffici ent quanti zation should be performed under a simultaneous restric-

tion on the degradations in frequency response and diagonal dominance'

In this Chapter, a method of coefficient quanti zation is

developed which is genera¡ ly applicable to state-space real i zations of

any order and well suited to the above-mentioned problem. The central

idea is to restrict the variation of the system eigenval ues and to

compensate for reasonable variations in eigenvectors by adiustì ng the

magnitude of fundamental modes which appear at the output. This adiust-

ment of fundamental nodes is used to restore the origjnal zeroes of the

transfer function. The method is effective because the eigenanalysi s of

the state-space reali zation completeìy determines its frequency response

and the solutions K and W to the Lyapunov equations, as shown in Sect.ions

7.3 through 7.5.

The method developed here leads to the formulation of a con-

strained optimi zation problem. The first set of constraints follows from

145
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the restrictjons on the variation ìn eìgenvalues, as explai ned in Section

7.6. Another constrai nt is a set of "box bounds" which encloses the

infinite precision "center poìnt" provided by the ori gi nal nealization'

for reasons given in Section 7.7. Since quanti zation is equivalent to a

set of i nteger constrai nts, the probìem specjal izes to an integer pro-

gramming problem. The obiective function to be minimized (or at least

reduced) is the cost of the digital realization (e.9.' the total bit'

adder product). However, this "obiective" is jnterpreted rather loosely

in Section 7.7, to expedite matters.

The above-mentioned i ntegen programming problem is formidable¡

it r,ras approached by means of a branch-and-bound al gorithm' after an

extensive survey of integer progranrming methods; the survey is summarized

in Section 7.8, A detailed study of the branch-and-bound algorithm'

summari zed in Section 7.9, leads to an appropriate specìal iTation to fit

the optimi zation method of Section 7.7' The special ization is described

in Section 7.10; it was pnogrammed and successfully applied, as described

in Chapter 9.

It is appropriate to mentìon other attempts at the coefficient

quantization problem before proceeding. Many techniques have appeared

in the I iterature, whìch ane usually restricted to second-order sections

or appear to use integer programming methods Iess powerful than the

branch-and-bound algorìthm. Many combinations of constraints and objec-

tive functions have been used. The reader may consult papers by Suk

and Mitra IJ2], Avenhaus tJll, Brglez IJ5¡, Wegener IJ6], Bandler et al .

tJ3l, and Charal ambous,and Best tJ4l for information on previous opttmi-
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zation techniques. An integer programming problem is inherent in any

optimization technique. The first four papers mentìoned use random

search, modified univariate search, sequential search, and pattern search'

respectively, to approach the integer programming problem. Bandler et

at. IJ3l and Charalambous and Best tJ4l have used the branch-and-bound

atgorithm to approach the i nteger programming problem; their work

involves a very specific formulation for second-order sections. However,

it appears that no other work on coefficient optimi zation using the

branch-and-bound at gori thm has been publ i shed.

The computational procedures which result from the analysis

in this Chapter are programmed and veri fied jn Chapter 9.

7.2 Sens i ti vi tY

The sensitivity of a system to parameter variations is a

sìgn'ificant question in many situations ÍE2-E4). However, there is no

singìe approach to sensitivity analysìs which is appropriate to every

situation. Rather, the accepted phi losophy js to defi ne an error

criter.ion that appears most suitable to the problem at hand, i.e., a

cri teri on that "works".

The two major classificatìons are sensitivity of the time¿

domain trajectory and sensitivity of the frequency-domai n response IE4].

Trajectory sensitìvity is general ly dependent on the particular input'

which is a dìsadvantage for most analysis. However, in the speciaì

case of a unit-sampie input, traiectory sensitivity is directly reìated

to frequency-domai n sensitivity by the Fourier transform. Therefore'

a constraint on the variatìon in frequency response is roughly equivalent
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to a constraint on the variation in the uni t-sample response. (In all

discussìons of coefficient sensitivjty, it ìs assumed that signals are

represented by i nfi ni te prec isi on. ) There are numerous ways to obtai n

a constrajnt on the frequency response. For example, we may impose

bounds on: the variation in nesponse at several discrete poi nts in the

frequency domai n¡ the jntegral-square error ìn the frequency domai n; the

variation jn each component of the unit-sample response¡ or the sum of

squared errors in the unit-sample response. Ultimately, we choose a

bound on the variation in each eigenvalue because ìt is analytically

tractable, very fundamental , and provides the desired constraints on

frequency response and K and l.l.

The folìowing interpretatjon of any set of constraints wil'l be

very helpfuì in the sequel . Consider the coefficient hyperspace obtained

by enumerating all system coefficients (conventionaìly row by row) into

a vector; e.9., if we consider onìy the coefficjents of the A matrix, then

we obtain a vector space of dimension N2. The vector obtained in this

manner from th'e unquantÍzed discrete-time state-space realization wjll be

called the (infinite-precision) center point in coefficient space. If
we define suitable error criteria for system performance, then imposing

bounds on the magnitude variations in these error criteria is equivalent

to defining a "constraint region" R in the hyperspace. That is, any

acceptable vector of continuous coefficients must lie within R. R con-

tains the center point, where al l errors are zero, and it is a continuous

(connected) region iying around the center point if the error criteria

are continuous functions. It will be bounded if a suffici ent number of
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error criteria are used. Finally' the quantization of coefficients

introduces an integer constraint. The problem then specìalizes to

finding one or more all-ìnteger points embedded in the region R origi-

naliy defined on continuous parameter space. (Here all-integer point

means a point such that all components are integers. ) We may also

view the problem in the reverse context if we recognìze that the number

system is constructed by imbedding rational numbers among integers and

then irrational cuts among the rationals, to obtain the continuum.

The constraint region R is a useful abstract concept which

must be given a more concrete meani ng. This may be done by representing

each error function by a multivanìabìe Tayìor series [J7], which has

the general fo rm:

Af = s'a;+¿vTH¿v+..., (7.1)

where g is the gradient vector, H is the Hessian matrix of (mixed)

second-partiai derivatives, and ¡i is the dìsplacement vector in coeffi'

cient space. Bounding each function of the form (7.'l) defines a regìon

'i n coeffjcient space¡ the ìntersection of al'l such regions yìe1 ds R.

However, it is totally impractical to use more than a few terms from

the Tayìor seri es (7.ì), especiaì ly due to the potentially large number

of variables i n ¡v Nevertheless, the Tayìor serìes provides a fìrm

theoretical iustifìcation for usi ng a first- or second-onder approxìmation

to a multivariabìe function; this ìs often done in gradient-derived

continuous optimization al gorithms, where quadratic forms play an

important role tJ7l, Analysis by the Taylor seri es also reveals the

following sìgnificant feature of the constrained optìmr zation problem.
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Namely, if a point P fies within R, it is not necessarily true that

another point closer to the center poìnt than P will also lie in R.

This follows from the observation of first- and second-order terms whose

magnìtude is dependent on "direction", as weil as magnitude, of displace-

ment ¿i in coefficient space. In particuìar, ¿i may be orthogonal to the

gradient vector or it may lie paral lel to the eigenvecton of H which has

a corresponding eìgenval ue of minimum magnitude. In practìcal terms'

this means that the "best" quantized point is not necessarily tne point

nearest to the center poìnt. This nearest point would be obtained simpìy

by roundìng each coefficient from its infinite-precision value. The

constraints actualìy used in this Chapter will be first order (i.e.,

linear); this choice is made because efficient optimjzation algorithms

exist to solve the corresponding Iinear conti nuous subproblems which

occu|i n the branch-and-bound algorithm.

Lol,l sensitivity to coefficient quanti zation is a property

which is investigated after a gìven type of realizatìon has been synthe-

sized. There is no known method of explicitly controll ing sensitivity

during the synthesìs process ¡ indeed, natural tradeoffs which prevent

this may exist. This "existential '' approach to sensitivity means that

it must be investigated by generating nurnerical examples for various

realizations, such as the wave digital and l,4RN reali zations. In

generaì terms, low-sensitivity realizations wi lI allow a greater volume

in the constraint regron R, thus increasing the likelihood that simple

(i.e., low word length) al l-integer points r,^rill lie within R.
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The possible strateg'ies for allocation of bits (i.e.' preci-

sion) to each coefficient are numerous and worthy of a separate

investi gation. However, it has been empiricaì1y observed in computer

examples that the assumption of nearly uniform reìatìve sensitivity works

well. That is, rather than truncate each coefficient to the same abso-

lute precision, we netain a constant number of bits counting to the

right from the most significant bit in each coeffìcjent. This yields a

span of active (i'e., potentiaììy non-zero) bits which is the same for

all coefficients, although the posìtion of the most signficjant bit may

vary. Truncation to uniform absolute precision was observed to produce

general ly poorer results than the method of uni form relative precisìon'

7.3 Uni t-SamÞl e ResDons e

The uni t-sampl e sequence is
(

ô(k) nlt ' k=o
lo , klo
L

For the uni t-sampl e inPut

u(k) = ô(k)

we have the unjt-sample response h(k) = y(k) in the discrete-time

state-space realization (3..l). It is clear from (3.1) that

\7 .2)

(7.3)

(7.4)h(k) =

cAk-l g ¡ k:l

D ¡ k=0.

The eìgenanalysis of matrix A can be used to display the modes

in h(k). l'le assume
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(7.5)

(7.5a)

where

À.
I

r xzo

0 ln

is the diagnonal matrix of eigenval ues À1 , xZ, ..., Àn and T is the

modal matrix (i.e., the columns of T are eigenvectors of A). l¡le assume

the simpler case where the eigenvectors of A are ìinearìy independenti

i.e., T-l existsi otherwi se the Jordan canonical form is required. A

sufficient condition for 'l ìnearly independent eìgenvectors js djstinct

eigenvaluesi distinct eigenvaìues will occur in nearly all cases

encountered in filten design, because nearly all transfer functions. of

interest have disti nct poles. In particular' if we begin with di stinct

poles in the s-domai n, the bilinear transformation yìeìds distinct

pol es i n the z-domai n. From (7, 5) ,

A = rïr-l , (7.6)

whi ch gi ves

k 
--rAk = Tfr r . Q.7)

By (7.a) and (7.7),

cTtk-] T-l B. k

D¡K 0
h(k)

(7.8)



lie view this system as a reduced system by defining the row vector

A7 =r^7uw,t

tutuôu
v.,ith components c., , cr, ..., cn, and the column vecton

tua
B = T-' B

with components T., , Br, ,.., ßn

(7.10),

[r.lr
={

t

Thus, by (7.8), (7.9), and

t,T,o-' *'Èrtrïrk-l + ... + BntnTnk-] ¡ k' I;
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(7.e)

(7.10)

(7.1r)
h(k)

D k=0

A strategy for quanti zìng A, B, C, and D can be deveìoped by

examining (7.11), (7.10), and (7.9). From (7..l1), it is seen that the

eigenvalues of A assume primany importance in h(k). Therefore, we

choose to quantize A first, wit,h the intention of minimizing the varia-

tion in eigenvalues and accepting any reasonable variation jn eigen-

vectors. After this, it is possible to adiust the coefficients B.' t*

i = 1, ..., n, to compensate for variations in eigenvectors (i.e.,

variations in T). This can be done by speci fying the desired l' t'

i = l, ..., n, i.e., the desired l, t, and computing a new B and C from

(7.9) and (7.10), respectively, as follows:

c = r-lt¡ 0.12)

B = Tl (/.t3)

l'.lith regard to the frequency response, a very effective criterion for
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adiustjng t' t.t , i = l, ..., n, is the restoration of the zeroes of

the transfer functions to their original positions¡ other criteria

may be appropriate in other situations. The adiustment procedure ìs

formulated in Section 7.4, After the new (unquanti zed) B and C have

been computed, the fi nal step is to quanti ze B, C, and D' with the

jntention of minimizing the variatjon in the newly restored zeroes.

7 ,4 Frequency-Domai n Analysi s

l.rle now relate the transfer-function matrix (3.3) to the re-

duced form (/.ll ) of the unit-sample response; a singLìe-input-single-

output system is assuned for simplicity. Substituti ng (7.6) into

(3.3), we ha ve

H(z) =s11t.t-ilr-l)-lg*0, (7.14)

which gi ves

H(z) = ç1 (zr-i)-l T-1 B * D (7.15)

Recognizing the i nverse of the diagonal matri x zI-I an¿ substituting

(7.9) and (7.,l0), we arrive at

0

H(z) = 6
I

,-\2 B+D (7.16)

I¡li

0
'I

z- Àn

0r



B, t., È. è" B- t-
H(z)=}I*#+...+l:l*o (7.17).-nl .-"2 . -"n

It should be emphasized that 8', t' u.. the same jn (7.1.l) and (7.17);

the result (7.ì7) can also be obtai ned by applying the z-transform

directly to (/.1.1 ) and using the reiation for the sum of a geometric

series. The expression (7.17) is the partial-fractìon expansion of

(2.1).

The parti al -fracti on expans ion (7.,l7) js most useful for

analyzing or formulating the effects of variation of the eigenvalues

î, .ù
and for computing Ür, ii, i = l, ..., n, to adiust the location of

zeroes. !^le may formulate the variation in H(ejo) at several discrete

frequencies uri by settinE z = eiti and taking partìal derivatives with

respect ¡s Àir 'i = l, ..., n¡ many refinements and variations on this

method are possible. However, in Chapter 9 bounds are chosen on the

variation in eigenvalues simply by examining compute r- gene ra ted data

for the frequency response and corresponding eigenvalue shifts.

The adiustment of t., t',, t = t, ..., n, to obtain specified

zeroes proceeds as follows' Assume ttrat it,;z' -.., in.r. the eigen-

values of A after quantizatjon, that zt , Z?, .'.' zn are the speci fied

zeroes and that H(eio) is the desired zero-frequency gain. Then v'rê

requ i re
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K
n_'-- 4 D,

K (z-z ) (z- ¡ ... (z-zn)
H(z) = å

,-Xz

K,l

+

(z-r.l ) (z-rr) ... 1z-Àn) t-Àl t-Àn

(7.18J



where Ka is the scale factor and we have used the notation

^K̂i n o., .., , i = I¡ ..., rì , (7.t9)

for simpì icity. ttere u., and â., are the new values vlhich wilì repìace

ß., ano t' respectively. It folìorls (by long oivision) that

D = Ku Q.20)

The first step is to determine K., hence D, Þy evaluating the left-hand

expression ìn (7.t8) at z = eJo = l; this gives

{z-i, ) r. tz-zt) (z-

(z-r1) (z-Àz) (z-rn)
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, j=] ,...,n. \7.22)

t=r i

(7.21)

The desired coefficients Ki follow by the well-known classical method:

" _ (r-i'l (r-Îr) ... tl-in) H t.io)ña-1Ï1ffi

\z-z
K. =I

În \7.22), H(z) consìsts of all but the leading factor (z - Àr)' where

(z - Ài)wì11 cancel the same term in the denominator. .Many' 
if not

all, of the zeroes 21, zZ'..., zn will be at -l , because the bilinear

transformation maps each zero at infinity in the s-domain to -l in the

z-doma i n.

It remains to determine the (unquant'i zed) bt and c. from

(7.19); clearly, some latitude exists here because (7.19) specifies

only the nroauct o, ôrJ In onder to avoid excessive varìation in the

response sequences f.' and 9r, i = lr ...r ñ¡ whjch determine K and t,i'

it is desirable that 6., be near to t, and that â' be near to ti '

Ass umi ng th at
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(7.n)

(7 .24)

(7 .28)

represents the coefficients of the original partial fraction expansion

(7.17) after coefficient quantization in A, we may proceed as follows.

Determi ne the nati o

r
K.l
Ki

ì = l, ,.., n

a complex number, which i ndicates the relative change in Ki. Distri bute

the relative change between û., and â', by taking the geometric mean

¡;-
/n., between I and rt; i.e., let

^ r--
" B. \l.zs)bi = úri .r

and

u.
'I

(7 .26)

which ciearly satisfy (7.19). If we define the dìagonal matrix

rr

(7 .27 )r 'z o

n

then we may wri te

CT c r ì1/2

and

T.
1/?11 e,rB (7 .2s)



where T is the modal matrix of the quantized A matrix

and (7.29), we obtain the formuìas

c = CM
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Simpl i fying (7.28)

(7.30)

and

B = MB , (7.31)

which determine the "new" C and B, where

M = T i1/2 T'1 \7.32)

The quantization of ûr, â., , t = l, "'.' and D should be

performed wìth the jntentìon of minimizing the variation in the restored

zeroes and in the zero-frequency gain' The method used in Chapter 9 is

simply to provide a sufficient word ìength for these quantities. How-

ever, it is worth mentionìng that the special ized branch-and-bound

aì gorithm can aiso be applied here because the probìem fits the framework

developed for the eigenvalue problem. It is onìy necessary to derive

an appropriate sensitivity matri x with respect to Ur, âr, i = l, ..., h,

and D, in order to defjne a constraint region. Such a sensitivity matrix

can be found by chain differentiation: first, we determine.the coeffi-

cients of the numerator of H(z), which will be linear combinations of

Kr, ì = l, ..., n¡ then we apply avaìlable resuits for the sensitivity.

of the roots of a poìynomìal to variations in its coefficients'

7 -5 Lyapunov tquati ons

The solutions t.l and K to the Lyapunov matrix equations (3'11)

and (3.13), respectively, are closely related to the unit-sample response
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h(k) of the realization (3.1)and to the eìgenanalysìs of the matrix

A. The response sequences ft and 9.t ' i = l¡ ..', tl , defìned in Section

5.4, determine the elements of K and l'1, respectively' as shown jn

(5.6) and (5.7). It follows from the definitions of these r^esponse

sequences th at

h(k) = cf(k) , k ì t, (7.33)

and

h(k) = s(k-r) B, ¡ ì I i (7.34)

where f and g are the vectons:

fl(k)

f?(k)

sl (k)

s2(k)

t(tl = s(k) (7.35)

fn(k) sn(k)

i{e may aìso arri ve at (7.33) and (7 '34) hy using (7.4,¡ and the explicit

fo rmui ati ons

f(k) = Ak-lB (7.36)

and

s(k) = cAk , (7,37)

which were tacitly assumed in (5.4) through (5.7). It follows from

(7.4) that for a fixed B, C, and D, lve cannot obtain the same h(k)'

k = 0, 1,2, ,.., wjth two different A matrices; j.ê., A must be unique.
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By (7.36) and (7.37)' f(k) and g(k) are aìso unique' If the eigen-

vectors and eigenval ues of A vary Iittle during quantization' then

h(k) varies little by (7.11)and f(k) and g(k) varv Iitt¡e bv (7.36)

and (7.37). A small variation in B and C during the second stage of

quantization will aìso give a smalI variation in f(k) and g(k)' by

(7.36) and (7.37). Thus, ìt follows by (5.6) and (5.7) that the varia-

tion in K and t,i wiII be smalI.

!,le now derìve an explicit formu latìon of K and t'l jn terns

of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A and the vectors B and C.

This formulation confirms the above assertion that the variation in K

and !,I is closeìy related to the variation in the frequency response.

The first step is to substitute the decomposìtion (7.6) jnto (5.2) and

(5.3):

r - (rlr-l) K (tT-ltT ir rT¡ = aeT ; (7.38)

rlt - (T-l)T iT rT w r i'r-l = cTc tl.3e)

Pre-multi plying by T-l and post-multjplying ¡y (fT)-l in (7.38) gives

K-BKö=ããT, (7.40)

where we defi ne,

for si mpl ì cì ty

(7.39 ) gi ves

È t-t * ,--t ,r (7.41 )

Reversing the pre-/post-mul ti pl jcatjon procedure in

l¡l-Dl,lD

K

where we defi ne

c' c (7 .4?)
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t,J = T' l¡.l T

On an element-by-eìement basis in (7'40) and (7.42), we obtain

fìr

l6l

(7.43)

\7 .44)

(i .4s )

and

k..'rJ

1J

b. b.lJ
1 - À. À.''rJ

c. c.rJ
I - À. À.'rJ

i, i = I,

i' i = l, ..., rr

respectjvely, due to the sìmple operations implìed by the diagonal

matrices l. K and hi can be obtained from (7.44) and (7.45),

respectively, by reversing the transformations (7.41 ) and (7.43):

rrrTK (7.46)

(7 .47 )(r-l)T li{ T-l

7 .6 Ei qenva lue Vari ati ons

A compact formulation for the first-order variation ôÀj ln

the eigenvalues Àr, j = t, ..., n, of a matrìx A is derived in tI2l.

For a real matrix A, it specializes to

ôÀ. - ((onl.ui,rd), j=1,...rn; (7.48)

' (u' , tu)

where ôA is the variation in A, ui i, th. eigenvector of A corresponding

iT
to l' tJ is the eigenvector of Ar corresponding to,r¡, and ( , )

indicates the inner product of the vectors separated by the comma. The

relation (7.48) was computer-tested on several examples and found to

be quìte accurate for variations as large ¿5 five to ten percent in the

ll
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real and imagì nary parts of e igenval ues.

It js necessary to convert (7.48) to the standard form of a

gradient (row) vecton gJ, to provi de useable constraints in the coeffi-

cient hyperspace. That is, we require

6Àj = gJ.av (7.49)

where the vector Av contains the elernents of ðA enumerated row by row.

The necessary form is simply obtained by grouping the coefficients which

multipìy each element ôAîk, s, k = l, ..., n, of A in (7.a8). In this

regard, it follows from (7.48) that

1-ui¡* {ti¡u onuo--(,Ïllq-6À túilT onT ti
(uJ , tj)

n

E (7.50)
J k,I,=l

j = I' n. If we defi ne

sÍr.
(új l (tj)r

(7.51)
(u

the sensitivity coefficient which multì p.ì ies ôA**' then the matrix of

these coefficients is
I .1¡ I ^J I tJ l¡Jl'sJ =Lsekl = :.l:-ç. (7.52)

' (u' , t')

The matrix SJ, which is amenable to computer computation, snould be

enumerated row by rolv into gi. Then we obtain

ôÀ = SAv

where row i of the overal l sensitìvity matrix S is

(/.53)

A

'l

9 r J - lr
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, n, and

ôÀl

ôÀ2

ôÀ (7.s4)

Finaliy, for each pair of rows jn S corresponding to complex-coniugate

eigenvalues, the fi rst (second) row of the paìr 'i s replaced by its real

(imaginary) part. This replaces the variations in I by the separate

real- and imaginary-part variations, respectively, which is necessary

to accomodate the real-arithmetic requirement of the continuous linear

optimization program in the branch-and-bound algorithm' However, no

information is lost from S, because the replaced rows are complex

conjugates.

7.7 optimi zati on Me.thod

A general optimization method will now be formulated, based on

the prevìous background material and the limitations of mathematical

programnìng algorithms. The obiect is to fi nd an al l-integer point

wi.thin the constraint region R; if such a point exists, it is said to

be feasi bte. A feasi ble point is necessariìy close to the center poìnt

onìy in the sense that it lies within R. The integer constraint leads

to an integer prográmming problem, which is a very dìfficult class of

mathematical programming problem. It has been said that integer pro-

gramming problems are an order of magnitude more diffjcult than

continuous problems. Ihe main source of difficulty is the discrete
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nature of the problem, which rules out the direct application of the

well-known gt adient methods of continuous opt'imizations. Although the

mathematical programming l iterature ìs extensive, only a few basìc

methods are known for the solution of integer programming problems;

these methods are surveyed in Section 7.8'

A key feature of the present method is the introduction of a

box search region (hypercube) enc'losi ng the center point and having

integer points as its corners. At least some portion of R wilI lie

within the box, since R also includes the center point' fhe box witl

be searched for feasibìe al1-integer points. The introduction of the

box-like search region stems from several pnactical considerations.

The foremost consideration is the need to reduce the number of worth-

while search possibilities' The knowledge of the center point, combined

with the box surrounding it, has this effect. Also, the constrajnt

region R determined by setting bounds on the eigenvalue vaniations

(i.53) is not bounded in every direction. This means that other

unconstrained characteristics, such as eigenvectors, may vary excessìve]y

without some localization of the search region around the center point.

Although there may be points in coefficient space very di stant from the

center poìnt whiih give the same frequency response (e.g., by a

simiianity transformatjon), the region around the center point is the

only locaì ity where all other characteristics (e.g., K and l'rl) wiil meet

the necessary requi rements

The importance of reducing the number of search possibilities

can be seen jmmediately from a medium-size example. Consider a 5 x 5
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matrix vlhere each coefficient is assigned 4 bits. Without localizing

the search region, there are 2100 possibitities due to the 100 zero-one

variables (bits). Exhaustive expììcit enumeration, i.e.' the listing

and comparison of alì possibììities, at the rate of 100 millìon per

second would require c x l0l2 centuriesl Since exhaustìve explicit

enumeration ìs cìearly impossìble, r^le must resort to various forms of

implicit enumeration, i,e., the elimination or "fathoming" of certain

subsets of possibilities"by strjctly logical arguments. The first

step is the impiicit enumeration of possi bilities which are very un-

likely to meet all system performance requirements' by localizing the

search to the box regìon. The next step is the ìmplicit enumeration

of the remaining very ìarge number of possibiIìties within the box,'

because exhaustive expl icit enumeratìon may stiI I be impossi ble. This

wilì be done by means of a special ized integer programming algorithm

descri bed i n Secti ons 7,9 and 7.10.

A corner of the box-like search regìon is determined by

(computerized) truncation of the canonlca I -si gned-di gi t-code (CSDC)

representing each coefficient of the A matrix. These truncations are

all done at a unjform bit span, in accordance with the idea of unìform

relative sensitivity discussed in the last paragraph of Section 7.2.

It is interesting to note that truncation of the CSDC automaticaì1y

produces the closest number to an infinite precision coefficient for a

given bit span¡ this may be helpful in reducing system performance errors

associated with truncation. The domain of each coefficient within the

box lies between its truncated value and its truncated value plus a
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change of posìtive or negative one in its least sjgnificant b'i t (LSB)'

The sign of the change in each coefficient is chosen so that the

ìnfinite precisìon value of the coefficient lies within the tesuíting

domain. The corners of the box correspond to alI possìble combinations

of the extremes of the domains.

The bit-span used to determine the initìal corner of the box

is chosen to be a few bits less than adequate to meet the eigenvalue

constraints, in order to reduce all initiaì coefficient !.Jord lengths.

A (computeri zed) check on eigenvalue variations aids in finding such a

value for the bit span. The bit span also determines the length of

each side of the box, since it (temporarjty) fixes the LSB of each coeffi-

cient. The intention is to avoid a premature assignment of an excessÍve

number of bits, where the addition of a few bits to a limited number of

coefficients may óe adequate to meet the eigenvalue constraints. The

box is then searched by unifornrly appending a specified number of less

significant bits to each truncated coefficient, with a sign which

assures that each coefficient variation falls within ìts previously

defined domain. The effect of these appended bits js to subdivide the

box by a discrete grid. Cìearly, onìy the appended bits may be varied

during a search whìch remains within the box. The corner of the box

determined by the original truncations plays the role of a starting point

in the search. Since the appended bits may be subtracted from a

coefficient in some cases, it is possible that some of the more signi-

ficant bits in the starti ng point may vary.
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It is advantageous here to assign secondary importance to

strìctly definìng an obiectìve functjon of the type usually associated

with an optimization problem. The primary goal of meetlng the eigen-

value constraints is assured if any feasi ble aì1-integer point is

found. In addition, the Iimitations on the bit spans of both the

starting-point coefficjents and the appended bits during

the box search pl aces a limit on the cost of the hardware realization.

A cost definition which fits the role of obiective function is the sum

of nonzero bits in the conventional binary representatjon of all coeffi-

cients. However, for small bit spans' the use of the CSDC guarantees

a relatively small number of non-zero bits, which diminishes the

importance of such a cost function. It turns out that this cost function

is very useful as a projection criterion for partial solutions during

the integer programming algorithm, as described in Section 7.10.

7.8 Survey of Integer Programming

Ali known methods of attacking integer programming problems

amount to either explicit or implicit enumeratìon. For exampìe, random

search, pattern search, and univariate search employ explicit enumera-

tion. Since.exhaustive expìicit enumeration is impossible in large

problems, the above-mentioned methods terminate the search when the

solution found appears to be close to optimal. Here we wilj consider

only the more efficient method of implicit enumeration.

Implicit enumeration may be successful in completely

fathoming a problem where exhaustive explic'it enumeration is out of the

questì on. Fathomi ng may i nvol ve appeal s to vi oì ated constra ints
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(ìnfeasìbiììty), knovln solutions whìch must be more optjmal , etc.,

whjòh can be very effective. For example, jf one fixes a sjngle zero=

one variable in the example in Section 7.7, then 299 possibilitìes

are fathomed. Many implicit enumeration algorithms have been devised

for very specjfic pt"obìems. However, the two methods which have been

most generaìly successfui and widely applìed are the cutting-plane

al gorìthms and the branch-and-bound a'l gorithms. The branch-and-bound

algori thms, descrì bed in Section 7.9, have largely superseded cutting-

pl ane al gori thms for reasons gi ven beì ow.

Cutting-plane algorithms, ìntroduced by Gomory durìng the

1960s tJ8l, have been successful jn certain classes of problems. The

prìncìp1 e of the algorìthm is to el iminate parts of the constraint

regìon R which contajn no integers, by passing "cuttìng" pì anes through

the extreme integer poì nts in R' Each plane generates an addjtional

constrajnt, but does not eliminate any ìntegers because the Þlane5

bound a convex regìon' It is r^tell known that the optimal contjnuous

point lies at some ìntersection of boundary planes (constraints), jf

the objective function is jinear. If a suffjcìent number of planes are

i ntroduced, the jntersectjons wì lI be only ìnteger points, in whìch

case a contjnuous optimizatìon method (e'g', simplex aì gorìthm) wiì l

also arrjve at the integer optimum' Experìence has shown that cuttjng-

pl ane aì gorì thms frequentìy requì re very large convergence times,

'i .e., a great number of cutting pìanes is often requìred; in this

respect the method i s unpredi ctab le '
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7.9 Branch- and- tso und A'ì oori thm

The earliest use (1960) of the branch-and-bound algorithm

jn jnteger programming ìs crediied to Land and Doig IJ9] . Five years

later, Dakin IJlO] made a simple, but fundamental modificatìon jn the

branchìng process to obtâin a more efficient algorithm. Sjnce that

time, numerous workers have refìned and improved the algorithm.

Although the prirìcipìes involved 'i n the branch-and-bound aìgori thm are

not partìcuìa11y profound, ìt works very well ìn practjce. It ìs

signifìcant to note that most computer-software codes available for

large-sca1e mixed-ìnteger-programming problems are based on branch-and =

bound algorithms. Such software codes jnclude APEX by Control Data

Cor.poration, ùlPSX by IBf4, UMPIRE by Scientjfic Control Systems Ltd.,

and LINDO by Linus Schrage (University of Chicago). The commercial

branch-and-bound codes are used mainly for management decisions'

especi al ly by oi I comPani es '

The typical commercial branch-and-bouno code is a general

purpose. package designed to handle problems with several hundred or

thousand variables. Many user options are provided to control or

modify the search strategy. The programming ìnvestment ìs very ìarge:

several thousand FoRTRAN statements are not uncommon; out-of-core

storage is often necessary to satjsfy memory requirements durìng the

search; large probìems may requjre severaì hours of computer time.

Fortunately, the specìalization of the branch-and-bound al gorithm de-

scrìbed in Sectìon 7..]0, to fÍt the optimization method ìn Sectìon 7.7'

leads to many simplificatìons. Thus, it was practjcal to program the
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specjal ized branch-and-bound algorìthm, as descri bed in Chapter 9. The

followìng description of the branch-and-bound aìgorìthm provides back-

ground for the speciâlization; it consolidates material from many

sources, ìncludìng tJ9-Jl4l. The modelling aspect of integer programmìng

probìems is djscussed in IJ l5].

The starting po'i nt jn the branch-and-bound algorithn is a

temporary relaxation of the integer requirement on all jnteger variables,

ì.e., the integer varìables are allo\^/ed to become contjnuous. The

principl idea is to re-ìmpose the ìnteger constrajnts one-by-one' by

means of a decjsion process designed to support a very efficìent implìcit

enumeratjon. The record of decisions js a tree consjstjng of nodes and

branches; some version of thìs tree must be stored ìn computer memory

as ìt develops. Each node represents a certajn set of variables which

has been fixed at definite integer values, while the remaining set of

varj ables js so far free to assume any continuous values within an appro-

prìate set of bounds. Each branch, which emanates from a node and leads

to another node, represents the introductjon of a definite integer-value

constraint on a previousìy free variable. All nodes which can be

reached from a given node by traveììing down branches of the tree (i.e.,

by introducìng more integer constnaìnts) are called descendants of

the given node¡ conversely, the gìven node js called the parent node.

Clearly, the top node of the tree must represent the initial total

relaxatìon of the probìem, i.e., the case where all variables are free;

moving down the tree ìncreases the number of jnteger variables, until

reachìng the terminal nodes where all varjables are integers. l,,le wiI I

consjder only 0-l integer constraìnts, whjch are the common case in
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practice, with very Tittle loss in geneì"4 ljty. In thìs t:ase' each

node has one branch enterìng it and two branches ìeaving it. Also,

the relaxatjon of the jnteger requ'ì rement on a 0-l variabìe means

that it may vary continuously between 0 and L General i nteger pro-

gramming problems are usua'l ly reduced to 0-l programmjng problems

simply by using the bjnary repì"esentation foli ntegerst this approach

is a natural choice for the problem at hand.

Implicit enumeratjon is carrjed out in the branch-and-bound

aìgori thm by applying the "bound principìe" of constnajned optimization.

The pri nci p le states that the introducti on of addi tj onal constraj nts

cannot enlarge the feasjble regìon for: the variables and cannot ìmprove

the optimum value of the obiectjve function. That is, the less con-

strained pnoblem "bounds" the more constraìned problem jn both respects.

To apply the principle, each node is considered to be a continuous

subproblem as it is deveìoped in the tree. Thus, an efficient contjn-

uous linear programmjng (LP) package (e.g., the simplex algorithm) is

used to determìne feasì bi lity and find the optimum value of the obiec-

tjve as a functìon of the free variables assocìated with the nodei the

node is then "tagged" wjth this value.

There are four possible results for the continuous subprobÌem

at a node: ('l )the node is infeasible (i.e,, the original constraint

equations cannot be satisfied wìth the associated combi nation of jnteger

and free variabìes); (2) the optimal obiective at the node is

poorer than a previously determined objectìve at ân all-integer

(terminaì) node¡ (3) the optimaì obiective at the node happens to yieìd

a1l ìnteger variables; (4) the optjmal solut'ion is better than
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any prevjously determjned solutjon at an all-jnteger node' By the

bound principle, it follows in cases (l)or (2), respectively, that aìl

descendants of the node are infeasible or poorer than a previously

determined solution at an alì-ìnteger node. In case (¡), it is un-

necessarytobranchfurtherfromthenode.Thus,inthefjrstthree

cases the node and descendants are eliminated from further con-al l its

sideration; i.e., they are impl icitly enumerated or fathomed' Note

that case (2) requi res a previously determined solution at an all-ìnteger

node for comparì son; thjs is normal ìy found in an earl ier mode of

operatìon whjch js desi gned to proceed napidly to a good, but most-1ikely

notoptimaisolution.Cìearly,abetterknownsolutionallowsnodes

to be.fathomed earlìer in the tree. The user may supply a reasonable

cutoff for the obiective from his specjfic knowledge of the problem or

he may set the cutoff as a certajn percentage of the optimum for the

'initìa1 totally relaxed (i.e., continuous) problem.

In case (4), the node remai ns open for exploratìon of its

descendants. However, even i n thj s case expl orat ion from thi s partì cuì ar

node may be temporari ly suspended in favor of exploring a more

promìsing (unfathomed) node whjch was prevìously developed' If the

more promìsìng node ìeads to a sufficiently good solutjon, the abandoned

node may revert to the fathomed category by the crìterjon used in case

(2). The best projection criterjon, for choosing the most promisìng

node to expl ore, i s descri bed I ater '

The success of the branch-and-bound aìgorithm ìn a gìven

probìem depends crjtical ìy on the effìciency of the ìmpììcit enumeratjon.
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If the ìmpìicit enumeration fai led completely, the result l.lould be a

tree which explicitly enumerates all possibiìitìes. For example, in

the case of'100 0-l variables, the fully enumerated tree would contain
o " 4 ^t00rows of 1,2,2',2u,2', ...,2'-- nodes in progression. This is a

cìear impossibility for storage or time, The possible number of

distinct trees is also enormous, but it is oniy necessary and desirable

to develop one tnee efficiently. Therefore, it is important to deveiop

a tree where only a very small fraction of the potential number of nodes

needs examination. The character of such a tree is as fol lows: a

relatively smal I number of paths extend to all-integer nodes at the fulI

depth of the tree¡ the remaining nodes are successfully terminated at a

much earlier stage, by the criteria in cases (1) and (2). If all out-

standing nodes are brought to such conclusions, then optimal ity is

actual ly established. 0n the other hand, if the computing time becomes

too great, the search may'be terminated and the user may accept the

most optimal solution found thus far. The storage of the partial tree

under development is accomplished by a listing procedure. In particular,

a parent node may be eliminated as its two direct descendants are

added to the list, Also, ail fathomed nodes can be eliminated from

such a list without danger of later redundant search. For reference

purposes, it is necessary to store the most optimal al1-integer node

found so far.

The tree-search strategy js the major consideration in the

branch-and-bound algorithm, since it determines the efficiency of

impl icit enumeratìon. Any strategy consists of an alternating sequence

of two types of decisions: (l) the choice of node or subproblem
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to pursue (sometimes cal led choice of branch)¡ (2) the choice of free

variable on which to branch from the node (j.e., on which to impose an

integer constraint), as well as the choice of direction in which to

arbitrate the free variable. Node selection methods have evolved from

simple last-Ín-first-out (LIF0) procedures to the best-projection (BP)

method, The BP method is an open selection from all outstanding nodes,

which requìres random-access memory, whereas the LIF0 procedure was wel I

adapted to a linear list on tape. In the BP method, the most promising

node is selected on the basis of its (optimal ) objective value and the

expected degradation of the objective due to the sum of integer

infeasibilities at its free variables. (The integer jnfeasibility at

a free variable is its deviation from the nearest integer when the

optimal objective is attained.) This tends to postpone poor nodes until

late in the search. Initially, the choice of branching variable and

its direction of arbitration was made entirely by use of penalties.

(A penalty is an estimate of the degradation of the obiective function

due to the arbitration of a free va'riable; it was usually computed

from information contained in the continuous (LP) optimization performed

at a node.) Later, priority orderings and pseudo-costs (a more

refined version of penalties) superseded penalties, because penalties

were found to be unreliable in large problems, Priority orderings stém

from the idea of branchìng on more important varìables first (e.9.,

a major investment or a more significant bit); they may be user-

initiated, Al I tree-search strategies are basicAlly heuristic, but the

refinements described here have produced dramatic improvements in

practi ce.
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7.10 Specialization of Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

The result of speciaì izing the branch-and-bound al gorithm to

fit the optimization method described in Section 7.7 can be described

as a (truncated) multivariable binary expansion which converges to a

general ized point. The ''generalized point" is the region R which

encloses the center poiñt, The "multivariables" are the set of

coefficients which form the hyperspace. "Binary expansion" refers to

the only sensible priority ordering of the (appended) zero-one variables

(bits); i.e., from most-significant to least-significant bit.

"Truncated" means that the convergence process must be terminated pre-

maturely because of the limitation on bit spans. Lest the reader lose

patience with the Iengthy background discussion ìn the preceeding

Sections, it should be pointed out that this sìmpìe conclusion was

reached only by the tontuous path in the preceeding Sections¡ i.e.' the

abstract follows the concrete, not vice versa. lhe details which lead

to this conclusion follow.

The initial choice of node is obviously restrjcted to only

one possibility, the top node, where ail variables are free. The choice

of branching variable (bit) is subiect to two considerations: the

coefficient to which it belongs¡ the significance of the bit within that

coefficjent. It was found unnecessary to impose a priority ordering on

the coefficients themsell ves, although such an ordering based on some

sensitivity measure might be hetpful . Thus, the ordering of coeffi-

cients is simply fixed as their natural row order jn the matrix A.

However, a strict priority of arbitration is imposed from most-signifi-

cant bit to least-significant bit; also, the most-significant free
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bits are arbitrated in a rotatjonal order through all coefficients before

proceeding to the next-most-significant bìts' The reason for this

procedure is to maximize the volume of the regìon in coefficient hypen-

space which can be fathomed by a result corresponding to case (l) or

case (2) in Section 7.9. This priority orderìng also ìncreases the

chance of success as we proceed deeper into the tree, since the changes

in arbitrated variables become progressìvely smaller' In fact' any

reverse order.i ng (from an LsB to an MSB) js 1ikeìy to lead to a meaning-

ìess s i tuati on.

Returning to the choice of node, we follow a best proiection

(BP) criterion appljed only to the t|,lo nodes generated by the most

recent arbitration of a variable, i.e., the two direct descendants of

the node presently unden consideration, l¡le choose the descendant with

the smaller val ue of the BP cri terion. A BP criterion which was found

to be effective is the sum of integer bits fìxed to one and the obiec-

tive of the continuous LP, at a given node. The first component of

the sum is a measure of ,,known" hardware cost and the second component

indicates the sum of coordinate distances from the nearest point in R.

(Thjs second result is obtained by choosing the (minimized) cost

function of the LP to be the sum of free 0-l vani ables.) This narrow

use of the BP criterion leads to a "same-branch" mode of oPeration that

pursues nodes sequentially toward a solution' This mode of operation

was successful .in reaching all-integer solutions, most likely because

the convergence properties of the probìem increase the iikelihood of

rema.iningwithìnR.Intheeventthatanodeisfathomed,thesearch
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backtracks to the nearest hanging node. The same-branch mode of

operation also mjnimizes node-storage requjrements. However, the

computer program in Chapter 9 can be easì1y modifjed to accomodate

a g1 obal BP mode,

The generaì characterjstics of thjs specializatìon are as

follows. The feasjbílity check by the LP is the maior foì ce in

fathomìng nodes and dìrecting the search; in thjs respect, the

continuous LP is the "heart" of the nrethod. Thìs fathomjng was found

to be so effective that fathomjng by case (2) in Section 7.7 was not

undertaken. The result of the fathoming process is the unj form

tightening of a discrete net around R.

The main theoretical aspects of the required programming are

now summarized. l,,Je assume a sensitivity matrjx is supplied by another

program, from which R is determjned by settjng bounds on real/ìmaginary

eìgenvalue varjations as described jn Section 7.4. A stârting point

(corner of the box search regjon) is also supplied by another program,

l^le speci fy the bit span which subdivides the search regìon. At each

node, a set of algebraic constraints on the free varjables is

computed fron the eìgenvalue constraints and the fixed varìables

assocjated with the node. These algebraic constraints are suppìied to

the LP. Thìs process ìs facjlitated by a compact matrjx notation for

certain required bìnary expansions; detaìls can be obtained from the

program 1ìstìngs in Appendix A, as described in Chapter 9.

Final comments are relevant to the definition of the con-

straint region R and the obiective of the optimization program for the
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continuous subproblems. We have used ljnear equations to define R and

a ìinear objective function. This means that an LP can be used to

solve the continuous subproblem at each node; this same chojce is made

ìn the commercial codes described jn Section 7.9, because of the

obvious desirabi lity of the highly efficient LP. The I jmitations of

linear constraints with respect to defìning a region of arbitrary shape

can be mitigated by an approxìmation process, sjmilar to finding the

area under a curve jn calculus by using a sequence of ljnear approxìma-

tions. l,le may use a sufficient number of line segments, plane segments'

or hyperplane segments, respectively, to enclose a curve' an ellipsoid,

or a hypere ll i psoi d, The si mpl est form of thi s approach is standard

practice among the suppl iers of commercial branch-and-bound codes. 0n

the other hand, nonlinear constraints (e.9., quadratic) and obiective

could be used ìf an approprìate algonithm is avai lable to solve the

resulting nonl inear continuous subproblem. In any event, a finite

algebraic representation for the constra:ilnt region is an approximatìon.

However, the advantages of the constraint region relatìve to some of

the methods menti.oned in Section 7.1 are: it lends ìtseif to rapid

veri fication by computer; ìt may reflect bounds on as many ernor

cri teri a as des ired.



DIGITAL II.IPLEMENTATION OF STATE-SPACE REALIZATIONS:

DISTR IBUTED-ARITHMETI C STRUCTURE

8.'l Introduction

The final stage in the synthesis of a state-space digital

filter is the digital ìmplementation of the discrete-time state

equations which have been subiected to coefficient quantization.

Conceptual ly, this implementation consists of two parts: (l ) a matrjx

multiplicatìon which computes the next state and output from the

present state and input¡ (2) feedback of the next-state variables to

the present state variables through delays' The matrjx multiplicatìon

requires some type of computjng aìgorithm or structure; this structure

js usually expressed by a digital flow graph consìstjng of multipliers'

adders, sign inverters, nodes, etc. Certai n types of state-space

realizatjons have led to speci fically related fìow graphs i e.9.'

consider direct-form realizations, coupled-l oop realizations, and

wave-di gi taì real i zati ons by adâptors .

The author and Prof. G' 0. Martens IH3] have described a

computing aì gorithm which is essentiaì1y numerical in character' for

the matrix multiplication¡ i.e., the aì gorithm is not re:l ated to any

specific type of state-space realization' This numerical algonithm

can always be appl ied to the matrix of finìte-vlord-length binary

(integer) coefficients whjch is obtained by coeffjcìent quantjzation.

l^le wi II use this al gorithm for digital ìmplementatìons in this

thesis; it results in a di stri buted-ari thmeti c structure ' whjch we

wijl call the "shift-add structure" hereafter. In this Chapter, we

I
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present two results of some additional research pertaining to the

shi ft-add structure. The first nesult is a solution to the overflow

probìem, which makes ìt possible to ìmplement a true saturation over-

flow characteristic jn the shi ft-add structure¡ this is exactly what

is required to utilìze the results on stabjlity in Chapter 6. The

other result is a. conceptual comparison wjth a distributed-arithmetic

structure of Peled and Liu IHl].

8.2 Basic Principles in Shi ft-Add Strücture

The shi ft-add structure is bniefly described as follows,

for reference purposes i a complete descriptìon is found in IH3]. A

finite-word-length bì nary (integer) system matri x is obtained by

coefficient quantization; multipl icatìon by this system matrix deter-

mines the next-state and output variables from the present-state and

input variables. Hereafter, we wi ìI use the terms "product variables"

and "multi pl icand variables " to refer to next-state/output and present=

state/input variables, respectively. The integer matrix is decomposed

into a binary power series with matri x coefficjents, i.e., ints a

sequence of shifts and adds applìed to the matrix coefficients ¡ the

canonical-signed-digit code is used to simplify this decomposition'

The matrix coeffjcients contain only I's, -l'S, and 0's' which

indicate simple sums and differences of the state variables; the

above-mentioned sequence of shifts and adds is overlaid on these

simple sums and di fferences.

The shi ft-add structure is shown in Fig.5' where it is

decomposed into two bas ic secti'ons. These sections are: (1 ) Block
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I, which fo rms combinatìons (ì.e., simple sums and dìfferences) of

the multipìicand variables I (2) Block II, which forms a sequence of

partiaì sums,alternating with shift operations. These partial sums

are formed by iterating the process of adding a combination to the

shi fted previous partìal sum; the injtial partìal sum ìs simply one

of the combinations. Note that the structure does not contain any

i ndì vi dual coeffic.ient multìpl iers .

The application of two's compiement (2's C) arithmetic to the

signals within the shi ft-add structure descrìbed in [H3] leads to the

following advantage. The results of the matrix multiplications are

exact, whene the required adder word lengths in the structure are the

same as the multip1 icand word ìengths, if we exclude the possibììity

of adder overflows. That is, all bits (including underflow bits) of

the next-state and output vari ables are correctly computed, but the

word ìengths of the adders ' shifts, and sign inverters are the same

as the word lengths of the multiplicand variables. 0then basic

hardware advantages of two,s complement arithmetjc are already welì

known.

The exact computation of next-state variables is a

signifìcant advantage of the above structure wìth respect to FWLEs'

Th.i s exact computation gives the minimum possible roundoff error at

each state variable; this error ìs onìy that dìctated by the

elimination of underfìow bits to meet the word-length constraint at

the feedback registers, Hence, thìs structure fu11y expìoits state=

space realìzations !,rhich are initial1y desi gned to reduce or

minimize roundoff no.ise by means of low tjme-domaìn sensitivity to
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si gnaì di sturbances. In most other structures there are usual ly

internal underflow roundoffs at coefficient multipl iers ' which increase

the magnitude of roundoff error at the state variables. The jnternal

roundoffs in these structures are performed to avoid the increase in

adder and multiplier word ìengths which would be necessary for exact

computation.

The combinations computed in Block I are m+l-bit 2's C

forms, where m = max mi; mi was defined in Section 4.4. However, the

results computed in Block II are m+N+l-bit 2's C forms, sjnce each

result includes N underflow bits which occupy the far-right positjons;

N was also defined in Section 4.4. lle regard these m+N+l-bit 2's C

forms as integers representìng the actua.i product variables muìtìpl ied

it
by 2't. We wil l use the term "scaled product variables" to refer to the

actual product variables muìtiplied by 2N.

The underflow problem has been adequately resolved in IH3].

The N underflow bits in each scaled product variable must be discarded

to meet the fixed-word-length constraint at the feedback registers.

Normaì 1y, we choose to implement either a true rounding characteristic

or a true magnitude-truncation characterìstic v¡hen the underflow bìts are

discarded. This wjll be done by the use of subsidiary Iogic whìch

generates an appropriate correction bit to be added to the 'least signifj-

cant bjt of the remaining m+l bits. These remaining m+l bits comprise an

m+l-bit 2's C form, which represents.the actual , or "unscaled", product

variable. This m+l-bit 2's C form !,'lill represent the unscaled product

variable with the minimum error possìb1e under the conitraint of either
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magnitude truncation or rounding, This minìmum error follows because

â.l1 bjts r.^tere correctly computed jn the scaled product varìable.

8.3 Statement of rfl ow Probl em

The exact product variables may require overflow as well as

underflow bits,, due to the nature of the system matrix' Thus' adder

overflows within the shi ft-add structure described in IH3] may

introduce errors in the computed values of the scaled product

variables, As we will show in Section 8.4, these errors will consist

of overflow conditions and/or incorrect b'i ts in the scaled product

variables. Adder overflows may occur at any adder in Block I or II.

However, any adder overflows in Block II will be corrected auto-

mat'icaìly by means of sign-bìt correction logic and shifting opera-

tions, as explained in IH3]. Thus ' onl v the overfl condi ti ons i n

Bl ock I will ul timatel v oroduce errors in the scaled o rod uct

variables.

8.4 Anal vsis of Errors Due to overflows

The errors ìn the scaled product variables, produced by

overflow conditions jn Block I, can be analyzed by the prìnciple of

linear superposition. This is possible because the property of

linearìty holds for the enti re network of shj fts and adders which

comprise the shi ft-add structure. Consider the possible set of

overflow errors whjch may be present in the combinations which are

output from Block I in Fig. 5 ' The possìble overflow error in

each combination equals the modulus (zm*l) ot the 2's c representa-
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tion multìplied by a (posìtive.or negative) integer' The ìnteger

multìpììer equals the number of net overflows which occurred in

computing that combination' (The number of net overflows ìs defined

as the number of positive overflows minus the number of negative

overflows. ) ey the Iìnearity property, the set of errors jn the

scaìed product variables is the response of Block II to the partìcular

set of overflow errors in the combinations which are output from Block

I. Thìs error response of Block II is a linear combination of a set

of shi fted overflow errors. Thus, it js clear that the error response

mayinc]udeoverflowconditionsaswe]lasincorrectb'itsinthe

scal ed product vari abl es.

OE Solutio n to Ove rfl ow Pnobl em

The most strajghtforward way to solve the overflow problem

is sìmpìy to "correct'' any possible overflows in Block I ' This

requires the appendage of a small number of front bits to each adder

inBlockl.Thesamenumberoffrontbìtsmusta.lsobeappendedto

each adder in Block II, to carry through the results of Block I' It
.is doubtful that there is any ìess costly method of solving the pro-

blem, since the previous analysis shows that the errors due to over-

flows may be very general in nature' In fact, the separate

calculation of error-correction terms for the scaled product

.variables would requìre a duplication of Block iI' using the over-

f]owerrorsofBlocklasìnputs.Theabove-ment'ionedmethod'

consjsting of appending extra front bits, in effect calculates the

error-correction terms for overflows and simultaneousìy adds them
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to the result. t.Je el aborate on this method below.

The purpose of appending the same number of front bjts to

each adder in the shi ft-add structure is to increase the modulus of

the 2's C representation. t^/e let mo represent the number of bits

appended to each adder. In this case, the modui us of the 2's C

- m +m+l

forms computed in Block I wiII increase from 2n* 
| to 2o It wi1l

also be necessary to append one more front bit to the final adder jn

each sequence of shifts and additions in Block II. This extra front

bit ìs necessary to allow for the possìbility of overflow at each

final adder, since there is no shifting operation fol lot.ting this

adder. The extra front bit is determined by the same sign-bit=

correction ìogic descr ibed in IH3]. Hence, the modulus of each

scaìed product variable computed in Block II wjll increase from

zm+N+l to ,to*t***', (See Section g,6 for more detai l on 2's C

arithmeti c, i ncì udi ng the extra front bi t. )

l,le will use the term "augmented structure" to refer to the

original structure with appended front bits, The key point is to

restrict the multiplicand variabjes in the augrented structure to

the origìnaì set of integers. Here the oni ginal set of integers

means those integers which are representable with modulus

zt*l in 2's C arithmetic; thjs is the set used for the multiplicand

variables in the original structure. t,llith the above-mentioned

restrictíon, it is Bossible to determine mo such that no overflows

can occur in Block I of the augmented structure, as described laten

Consequently, the scaled product variables in the augmented
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structure wìl1 give t,he exact result of the matri x multiplication'

Thatis,nooverf]owconditionswil]existandallbjtswil]becorrect

in the scaled product varjables of the augmented structure ' regardless

of overflow conditions in the orjgìnal structure'

The scaled product variables, computed as mo+m+N+z-bit 2ts

C forms jn the augmented structure, must finally be reduced to

m+l-bit 2's C forms. These m+]-bit forms should be magnitude-truncated

or rounded versions of the unscaled product variables ' This is

necessary to meet the word-length constraìnt at the feedback registers

in the orìginal structure. The reduction of each scaled product

variable (in 2's C form) consists of the fol lorlling steps: (l)

elimination of the mo+l front (i.e., overflow) bitsi (2) elimination

of the N underflow bìts. The procedure for el jmination of the N

underf]owbitswi.llbeexactìythesameasdescribedjnSectionS.2

for the orig.ina.l structure. Thus, it is on]y necessary to cons.i der

here the elimination of the mo+l overflovr bits'

The elimination of the mo+l overfìow bits ìn the 2's c'form

of each scaìed product variable implies that the modulus of the 2's C

form must decrease ,.ot 2to***N*2 ao ,m+N+] . However' the scaled

product variable may or may not lie within the domain which is

representable in 2's C form by using the modulus 2m+N+1 ' If the

scaled product variable does Iie within the domain' the mo+l overflow

bitscanbeelimìnatedwìthout,introducinganyerrorinthe2|sc

representation. This is the non-overflow condition' If the scaled

product variable in the augmented structure does not lie within the
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above-mentioned domain, then a true ovenflow condjtion must exist at

the same scaìed product variable in the origina'l structure. Under

the overflot4 condition, some error will be introduced by eì iminating

the mo+l overflow bits. In Section 8.6, we explain the simpie

procedure for: (l) detecting the true overflow or non-overflow

condition from the mo+m+N+2-bìt 2's C formi (2) eliminatjng the mo+l

overflow bits under the overflow or non-bverflow condit.ion.

In the event of the true overflow condition, the m+N+l -bit

2's C form, which remains after the elimination of the mo+l overflow

bits, should be altered to conform to the desired. overflow

characteristic, for reasons discussed in Section 5,3 and Chapter 6.

The saturatiòn overflow characteristic js obtained by aìtering the

m+N+l-bit 2's C fo rrn to represent the positive (negative) limit of

its domajn in the event. of a positive (negative) overfl ow.

We now determine mo, the number of appended front bits,

sufficient to exclude overflow conditions in Block I of the shi ft-
add structure. Block I computes combinations of the multiplicand

varìables. Each combination is a sum formed from the 4 distinct

multip] icand variables, using only the coefficients tì, -l, and 0.

V{e let q rep¡ésent the maximum number of non-zero coefficients in any

combination in Block I, for a given shi ft-add structure; clearly,

q < &. Then the magnitude of a1ì possible partial and final sums

in Biock I will be bounded by q2m, provided that the mu1 tiplicand

variables are restricted to the original set of integers. Hence,

it is only necessary to determine the number of bits required to
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represent the numbers q2m and -q2m in 2's C form, jn order to excl ude

the possibility of overflow conditions jn Block L l,le set mo+m+ì

equal to the required number of bits, so by the rules of 2's C

m+m
arithmetjc we must have 2 o _ I , q2,". This gives

2o > q+1¡2n (8.1 )

which we may safely approximate by

m

2o > q+1/2 (8.2)

for m = 1, 2, Th us

ro ì losz k+1/2) ¡ (8.3)

mo shouìd be chosen as the smallest ìnteger r'lhich satisfies (8.3),

l,le may also use the more-conservative general result

m^ ' logo (!. + 1/2)u-a
(8.4)

in place of (8.3). The logarithmic variation of mo with s implies

that mo will not be excessi ve for high-order systems. For example,

consider a s.ixth-order system wìth one input¡ here g = 7' In this

case, l,le may use mo = 3 bìts to satisfy the conservative require-

ment (8.4).
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8.6 Subsi di ary Details Pertaininq to Twò's Comolement Arithmeti c

Here we elaborate on some subsìdiary matters, pertaini ng to

2's C arithmetìc, which were deferred in the previous discussions.

l,le consider the operation of changing the modulus, hence the number

of bits, in the 2's C representation of a fixed integer. This change

of modulus ìs required in two plàces in the augmented structure:

(l) for the multìplicand variables, the modulus must be increased from

-m+r m +m+l

r , wnrcn corresponos to the origìnal structure, to 2 o , whjch

corresponds to the augmented structure¡ (2) for the scaled product

m +m+l{+2 ^m+N+l
variables, the modulus must be decreased from 2 o to ¿

to eljminate the mo+ì front bits, prior to the eliminâtion of the N

underflow bits. l^le also discuss the determìnation of the extra front

bit required at each of the final adders in Block II.
tlle will follow t,he summary of 2's C arithmetic given in

Section V of tH3l. The 2's C representatton t(r) (X) of a signed

m-bit integer X is defined by

T1r¡ (x) =

modul us of T¡r¡ (X)

T1,n¡ (x) is:

T1'¡ (x)

ix if 0 < x . 2m

2**l * )( if -2m < x < o

The lexicographic notation for the bits of

(8.5 )

Hence , T 
1r¡

(X) is an m+] -bit positive i nteger; we call 2t*l the

xo Xl X* (8.6)
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m+m +l
20

The rule for jncreasìng the moduì us from 2t*l to

, in the 2's C representation of a fixed integer X, is given

by

T1r**o) (x) xo xo ... )(0

mo ti mes

where T16¡ (x) is given in (8.6). That is, ro T(r) (x) we append mo

front bits which are the same as the sign bjt XO. This rule can be

derived from a sequence of trao operations: (1) scaììnS uP T1r¡ (X)

m lll^

6y 2o, which gìves T1m*mo) (2'X); (2) shjfting (i.e., multiplving
m-m

z 0x by 2 o), which 9ì ves Tlm+mo¡ (x). The scaling and shifting

operations are detailed jn Section V of tH3l .

The decrease of the modulu, f.on' z**to***t ,o ,t*nt*t ,n rn.

2's C representation of a fixed integer Y ìs possÍble if and only if

xo xl xz ... X, , (8.7)

-2t*N 
-.Y.zm+N

we denote by

If -zm+N . Y.2m+N, then Tq¡+N) (Y) exists, which

T(m+t't¡ (Y) = Yo YI Yz "' Ym*l Ym+2 "' Ym+N ' (8'8)

By the previous'ly described rule for ìncreasing the modulus, we also

ha ve

T(mo+m+N+1 , (v) =.Yo Y0..._YorYo Yt

mo + I ti mes

'l2...

Ym+l Ym+2 "' Ym+N (8. e)
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conversely, if Tlmo+m+N+l¡ (Y) has the form gjven by (8.9), then the

corresponding form (8.8) speci fìes the säme integer, as seen from the

rule for increasing the modulus; hence -zt*N . Y f zt*N. In summary,

-zm*N . Y f 2t*N if and only if r(m*mo*N*1 ¡ (Y) has the form given in

(8.9), i.e., the form where the fi rst mo+2 bits are the same. In this

case, we obtaìn T1¡+N) (Y) by dropping the first mo+1 bits; this

decreases the modulus of the 2's c representatìon from zm+mo+N+2 to

2m+N+l ,

Y lies outside the intervul ¡-zt*N, zt*N) if and only if

T1r*ro*N*i¡ (Y) aoes not have the form in (8'9)' In this event' an

overflow condition would exist with respect to T1*+¡¡ (Y). Clearly'

this overflow condition can be detected by checking to see if the

first mo+2 bits of T(m+mo+N+l¡ (Y) are not all alike. The sign of

the overflow would be indicated by the sìgn bit in T1,n**o+*.1 ¡ (Y).

As previously mentioned, the saturation overflow characteristic is

'implemented by using the limit Y = 2m+N - 1 (y = -2**N¡ to determine

Ttr*¡¡ (v) jn the event of a positive (negative) overflow' Thus '
in the event of a posjtìve (negative) overflow, T{r*ru¡ (v) will have

a zero (one) as the sign bìt' followed by an unbroken string of ones

(ze roes ) ,

l,,le summarize the application of the above principles, for

the feedback of scaled next-state (i.e', product) variabìes to

unscaled present-state (ì.e., multiplicand) varjables. Each scaled

next-state variable in the augmented structure is given by a 2's C

representation with modulus zm+mo+N+2. An overfl ow condition, with

respect to the modulus 2n+ll+l ìn the original structure' does not
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exist at a scaled next-state variable if the first mo+z bits are the

same; otherwise, an overflot,l condition does exist. If an overflow

condition does not exist, then it is only necessary to delete the

first mo+l bits before elimination of underflow bits and subsequent

feedback. If an overflow conditìon does exist, then its sign is

determined by the sign bit of the 2's C representation with modulus

2mo+m+N+2. In the 2's c representation with modul us zm+N+l , the limit

with the same sign as the overflow is substituted before elimination

of underflow bits and subsequent feedback. After feedback, in either

case, mo front bits are restored; they are the same as the'ìeading

bit of the m+l bits which have been fedback. Thus, the storage of the

mo+l front bits in the feedbâck regìsters is avoided.

It was mentioned in Section 8.5 that an extra front bit rnust

be appended to each final adder jn Block II, to avoid a possible

overflow. The determination of the extra front bit does not actually

require an extra single-bit adder. It can be determined by the sign=

bit correction logic described in IH3l . l^le demonstrate the principle

involved, as follows. Assume that two ìntegers U and !,l are repre-

sented by P+l-bit 2's C forms, i.e,,

(8. r o)r1p¡ (u)

T1p¡ (tl)

uo u.l uz uP

wr wz wpl¡l^
u

(8.il)

Let

rlp¡ (u) + Tlp¡ (1,{) = To Tl 12 T, (mod zP*l ¡ 1a.tz¡
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If an overflow occurs in (8.12), then the sign bit To is incorrect,

since an overflow is equivalent to Tol Uo = l^loi otherwìse, To is

correct. Now consider the P+2-bit 2's C forms for the same integers

U and lll, obtained by appending an extra sign bit to the front of

(8.10) and (8.11):

T{e*1¡ (u) = uo uo

T{e*t¡ (w) = wo wo

ur

t^J

úz up

l^lP

(8.13)

(8.r4)wz

Then

T1l*t¡ (u) * T(p*l¡ (l/) = T* T0 Tt rz t, (mod zP+z)i
(8.rs)

i.e., TO' T1, fZ' ..., Tp in (8.15) are already correctly computed in

(8.ì2), Also, an overflow cannot occurin (8.15), since T* I Uo = l^lo

cannot occuri i.e., the sign bit T* ìs always correct. Thus, if there

is an (no) overflow in (8.12), then T* = io (T* = TU), since To'i s

incorrect (cprrect). The sign-bit correction ìogic described in

lH3l implements this last-stated ruìe. That is, it will determine the

appended front bit T* followìng the final adder, by inverting (not

invertìng) the output sign Þit To at that adder jf there is (is not)

an ove rfl ow.

8.7 Comparison of Sh i ft-Add Structure to the

Structure gf Pêled/Liu

It is useful to compare the shift-add structure gi ven in

tH3l to the structure given by Peled and Liu in tHll , Hereafter, we
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will nefer to these structures as Structure I and Structure II,
respectively. There are certain sìmilarities between these structures:

(l) both structures are based on the use of distributed arithmetic;

(2) both structures contain a sequence of shj ft-add operations to

determine the final result. The essential distinction between the two

structures is due to different decompositions of the required arìth-

metic operations. In a certain sense, these two different decomposì-

tions of arithmetic operations are complementary. It is also possible

that other decompositions can be deveìoped.

l,,le may regard both structures as digital realizations which

compute the I inear combìnation

y = ar x(l) + a2 x(2) +... + an x(n) (8.16)

Here al , az, .., an and x(l), x(2), ..,, *(n) are finite-word-length

binary fixed coefficients and independent variables, respectively.

In both structures, the 2's C representation is used for the

variables, i,e.,

T (x(k)) = xo(t) xt(k) xz(k) xm(k)

k 1,2, ..., rl ' (8.r7)

in lexicographjc notation. It is well known (see, e.9., tH3l ) that

the actual value x(k) can be computed from the 2's C representatjon

in the following way:

"(k) =_y(k) ,m* | ¡.(k) ,m-i.^ --^o .-.,"=.1 ni .,

k = 1,2,...,n. (8.18)
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It is clear from equation (5) in ¡Hl1 that the basjc function of

Structure II is to compute a form Iike (8.16). That is, equation (5)

in tHl I has the same form as (8.16), except that the number of inde-

pendent variables ìs. fixed at five, because Structure II is applìed

only to second-order digìtal-fìlter sections in IHl]. Holvever' it js

a simple matter to generalize Structure II to allow an arbitrary

number of ìndependent variables. The computatìon of a form like (8.16)

is also the basic function of Structure I, which multiplies a matrix

into a vector. Thìs fol'lows sìnce matrix multipl jcation into a vector

must determine the set of inner products between the matrix row vectors

and the muìtip1ìcand vector. Each inner product has the form (8.16).

In this discussion, we wilI restrjct Structure I to the real ization of

a single ìnner product, which is equivalent to (8.16)' It ìs fairìy

straightforward to develop matrix general izations of (8.16) for both

Structures I and II.
l^le now abstract the prìnciple of Structure II, from lHll'

The basic definition of this structure is contained enti rely within

Section II of tHl 1. speci ficaììy in equations (5) through (9) of

tHl l. The remainder of that paper concerns appl ications and

performance of the new structure. We will use a sornewhat different

notation from [Hl ], since we are not restnicted to second-order

sections. However, the essentiaì content of Section II of tHl l,

concerning arithmetic operations ' will be preserved here.

The principle of Structure iI follows by substitutjng

(8.18) into (8.16), whìch gives
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The central idea is to interchange the order of summations in (8.19)'

as fol'lows:

l. uo (- xo(k) zm * .T. *,(k) ,m-i,
k= | 1= |

- rt 
o!., 

uo *o(o) *.T, z*-i 
olo 

uo t.to' .
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(8.20)

(8.2 r )

(s.22)

v

l,Je may rewrite (8.20), by using (8.21), to obtain

Following IHl], we consol i date matters by defining the function F'

with n binary arguments, B(l), B(2), ..., B(n) , as foìlows:

F (B(l), B(2), ..., B(n)) = 
o!., 

uo rto'

y = - zn t {*o(t ), xo(2) , ..., *o(n))

+
m

t zm-i r {x.,(1), xi(2), ...,t,(n))

which summarizes the concepts of Structure II. Note that F consists

of simple combinations of the coefficients ak, k = 1' 2, '.., n. The

function F can be realized by a combinatorial network or stored in a

ready-only memory, since it can take on only 2n distinct values which

depend on its binary arguments. Such a realizatjon of F offers

advantages with respect to speed and power consumption¡ these advan-

tages are expìoìted in lHll. However, as mentioned ìn tHll, fixing

F sacri fices the flexjbjlity of.changìng the coefficients al ' aZ'

..., âni i.e., a separate realjzation of F is required for each set
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of coefficients. A final sequence of shi ft-add operations is

required to compute y in (8.22) ¡ this sequence of shi ft-add operations

applies to the functions F of the different sets of binary arguments.

l,le now derive Structure I from (8.16), for comparison to

Structure II. The principle of Structure I follows by decomposing

each of the coefficients, al , aZ, ..., an in (8.16), into a binary

series. Here it is practical to use the canonical signed-digit code

(CSDC), rather than the 2's C or si gn-magnitude representation,

because the coefficients are fi xed. The main advantage of the CSDC

is economyi i,e., it requires the minimum number of non-zero bits to

represent a coefficient. lle will denote the CSDC for each coeffi-

cient by

^,- \ - " (N) ^ (N-l) ^ (N-2) ^ 
r^\

C (ak) = Ak\"' Ak\" '' Ak -' ... Ak'"', k = 1,2, ,.., n,

(e.23)

in lexicographic notation. Each bit Ak(i), i = 1,2, .,., N, may

be either l, -l , or 0, but there will be no adjacent non-zero bits in

c (ao). The value of a¡ is sìmply

N i lirul =,1', 2'AOt'i , k = 1,2, ..., n, (8.24)
t-l

where we have scaled the coefficients to integers with no l'oss of

generality. l^le substitute (8.24) in (8.16), which gives

( 8.25 )

The central idea, as jn Structure II, is to interchange the order of

summations ¡ here the interchange is in (8.25), to obtajn

zi Ro(i )¡ *(k)
nN
E (E

k=l i =l
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n ,., ,..
E Ar(t) xtKJ , i = 1,2,

k=l

.n
21 t Ar.

k=1

(j ) x(k)

ÀI

I¡2'D,,
Ir=l

N¡
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( 8.26 )

(8.27 )

To consolidate matters, we define

._À
l

substituting (8.27) into (B'26) gives

v (8.28 )

which summarizes the concepts of Structure I.

Thus, Structure I consists of: (1) computatìon of the

simple combìnations Di, i = ì ,2, .,', N, of the variabies x(l),

*(2), ..., *(n), given by (8.2i)¡ (2) a sequence of shift-add

operations applied to these simple combinations Dt' i = l' 2' ...' N'

given by (8.28). Note that the combinatjons Di' i = 1' 2' ...' N'

have only the coefficients l, -,l, and 0. The oniginal intentjon in

[H3] is to realjze these combinatìons by a simple net!'/ork of inter-

connected adders; no shi fts are requi red here. In sorne cases ' a

reduction in the number of adders in this network can be achieved by

exploitìng the occurrence of common sums in the Di' i = 1,2'..., N.

Also, the network of adders is somewhat flexible' since it can be

re-wired to. accomodate changes in the coefficients. An exact method

of performìng the final sequence of shi ft-add operations in 2's C

form is shown in lH3l, where all adders requìre only the same word

length as the combinations Di, i = 1,2, ...' N. This method is also
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directìy applicable to the sequence of shi ft-add operations requìred

by (8,22) in Structure IIt however, this was not mentioned in tHll .

l,le are now in a position to make some companisons between

Structure I and Structure II. The different arithmetic decomposìtion

used in each of the structures can be summarized as follows:

(t) a binary serìes expansion is used in both structures¡

(2) in Structure I, the expansìon is around the (CSDC)

di gi ts of the coefficients;

(3) in Structure II, the expansìon is around the (2's C)

di gits of the vari ables ¡

(4) sìmple combinations (sums) are formed by grouping

like terms from the expansion, in both structures¡

(5) in Structure I, the simple combinations are sums

of the variables, with fixed coeffjcients I, -'l, 0¡

(6) in Structure II, the simple combinations are sums

of the fixed original coefficients, with coefficients

I and 0 which depend on the digìts of the variables;

(7) a final sequence of shift-add operations on the

simple combinations js requìred in both structures.

The number of elementary shift-add operatìons required in each

structure would be the same, if the decomposition in each structure

were extended as far as products between indivjdual bits of the

original coefficients and signals' However, certain advantages

accrue from the inherent grouping of terms in each structure'

Structure II is well suited to combinatjonal or memory-storage

techni ques fot" "computing" the sìmple combinati ons. Note that the
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CSDC cannot be applied to any particu'l ar advantage in this structure'

since the CSDC does not appeàr to be useful for the representätion

of variables. The oni gìnal intention in Structure I is to compute

the simple combinations by a network of adders. The pioblem of

reducing or mìnimizing the number of adders in this network requires

further investj gation; however, certaìn methods have been found which

t,lork vlelì in practice. The general ization of Structure I to matrix

muìtìplìcatìon may lead to simple combìnations whjch contain additional

common sums¡ this is unlikely ìn Structure II.
!,.Je aìso mentjon that it is possible to apply combinatorial

or memory-storage techniques in Structure I. Here we wiìì only out-

line this approach to structure Ii a more detailed investigation should

be undertaken. The appl Ícation of these techniques rests on decom- '

posing the simple combinations, Di' i = 1' 2, ,.', N' which were

defined in (8.27). That is, we substitute (8.18) into (8'27), which

gi ves

Di
kx.(

J

Di = - z' j., oott) xo(k) * .1., z'-i

n
¡

k=

m

Ak
(i )

(k) 
^m"¿+ 2n- (8.2e)

, N, and interchange the order of summations in (8.29)'

(- xo E

j = I, 2'

to obta i n

n

E

k=l
À (i) v (k)
"k "j

t^le define the functjon Gi, with n binary arguments, B(1)' B(2),

s(n), u, foltows:

(8.30)
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I ^ til "tr.lL^vD'
-l
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(8.31)

i = 1 , 2, ..., N' Then we have

?i = - em el {xo(l ), xo(2), "', *o(n))

(8.32)

i = 
.l,2, ,,., N. The decomposition in (8.32) of the combinations

D.i , i = 1,2, ..., N, is analogous to the decomposition used in

Structure Ii. Howeve¡ , the coefficients AO(i), t = I ,2, ,.., n, in

Di and Gi are only singìe bits; also, many of them wilI be zero due

to the CSDC. Hence, the functions Gi, i = 1,2, ..., N, which are to

be stored in memory or real ized combinatoriaì ìy, will be quite simple¡

only a few bits will be required to represent the outcome of each

Gi. This offsets the fact that N different functions Gt are required.

Various design techniques for logic functions may be used to reduce

the cost of combinatorial realization or memory-storage of the Gi '

i = 1,2,..., N. The shi ft-add sequence in (8.32) may be realì zed

by the same technìque associated with Structure I; note that only a

few bits are required in each adder in thìs sequence.



DESIGN PROCEDURE, COMPUTER PROGRAMS,

AND EXAMPLTS

9.ì Introduction

1n this Chaptet, various results from the previous Chapters are

combined into an overall desi gn procedure for state-space digital

filters. The design procedure and a few subs idiary derivations âre

given in Section 9,2. The entire procedure is implemented by a

battery of interactive computer programs, described in Sections 9.3

and 9.4, and listed in Appendix A. By means of these prograns, it is

possible to design, test, modi.fy, and optimize state-space djgital

filters in a single interactive computer session. A series of examples

(low-pass filters) is presented and interpreted in Sections 9.5 and

9.6. In Section 9.7, hardware considerations related to the implemen-

tation method of Chapter 8 are discussed,

9,2 Des ì sn Procedure

A. Outl i ne

The steps ìeading from an initial approximation ìn the frequency=

domain to the desìred state-space dìgìtal filter may be outlined as

folIóws:

I ) Choose a suitable rational approxìrnation to the desired

characteristic in the s-domain, e.g., Butterlvorth, Chebyshev'

9

203
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etc. for a ìor./-pass characterjstic ; a table of eoeffi -

cients, possibly wjth pole-zero locations, wjll be used.

Apply frequency-scal i ng jn the s-domain, if necessary.

Generate the z-domain transfer function from the s-domain

approximation, by using the bilìnear transformation (2.4);

tabìes or expl icìt formulas for the transformed coefficjents

can be used to reduce the labor here'

Generate the companion-form state-space real'j zation from

the coeffìcients of the z-domain transfer function.

Transform the companìon-form to the MRN state-space realiza-

tion, by using the appropriate simìlarity transformatìon to

di agonal ize K and l'.l.

Scale the signal levels jn the lvlRN realìzation, to meet

constrai nts on overfl ow probabi I i ty.

Quantize the entrjes jn the A matrjx, subiect to constraints

on eigenvalue vari ati on.

Re-compute B, C, and D, to restore the origjnal zeroes and

zero-frequency gain in the tnansfer functjon.

Quantize B, C, and D, subject to constrajnts on variatjon

of zeroes and zero-frequency gain.

Check performance: frequency-response; djagonal dominance

i n K and l,l; and roundof f noi se.

Repeat steps 7) through l0) if necessary,

Determine a hardware impìementation of quantized state

equatìons by usìng the shjft-add structure,

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

o\

lt )

t2)

'l 0)
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Steps I ) througtr 3) are the wel l-known preliminaries to realizing a

direct-form or" bui ldi ng-b1ock-form digitaì filter [46]. l,le now

consider certain details relevant to steps 4) through 12)¡ ìn cases

where tables of appropriate z-domain transfer functions are available,

the design procedure itself may begin at step 4).

B. Transformation of Companion-Form to MRN Realizatìon

The companion form of the state-space real ization (3.1 ) corre-

sponds to

0

U0

0

A

0

àn -an-l -an-z -al

(s.t¡

(e.2)

0

U
Ð

and

D bo
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b., - bo a.,

= br-boa,

(s.s¡

"Z = bn-,' - bo an_l

cl = bn-boan

for the components of C. The coefficients al , a2, ..., an and bo, bl ,

..., bn in (9,.l) through (9.3) are those of the transfer function H(z)

in (2.ì), where it is assumed that ao = ì, The matrix T for the

sìmilarity transformation (3.5) needed jn step 5) is computed as

follows, Þy the straightforwand procedure given in tCl0l . The solutions

of the Lyapunov equations (5.2) and (5,3) corresponding to Ao, Bo, and

Co in (3.5) are

Ko = t-l * ,t-t,r (9'4)

and

wo = lTwt , (9.5)

respectìvely. Dìagonal'i zing the symmetric matrìx l.l gives

t.l = q DutT , (e.6)

where U., ìs a unitary matrix. Assuming a transformation matrix

Tr = u1 õ -1/2 (e'7)

'i n place of T in (3.5) gives

Wo = I (9.8)

by (9.5) and (9.6) and
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/o ot
K

o
rll r trirlr

by (9.a), where I is the jdentity matrix. Computing the diagonal

form of the symmetnic matrix Ko in (9.9) gives

Ko = Ur-orUI, (9.10)

where U, is a unitary matrix' Therefore, the composite transformation

matri x

T = Tl u2 (e.ll)

is chosen i n (3.5) because it produces

Ko = Ùz (9'12)

and

Wo = I (9'13)

by reappìyíng (9.4) and (9.5)' respectively' For wave digital fi lters'

steps 3) through 5) are unnecessary. Instead, the chosen s-domai n

transfer function is real ized by an anaìog prototype network which

ultìmately provides the discrete-time state equations., The diagonal

solutjons K and l,J are inherent in the wave digìtal filter.

C, Scal i ng

It is necessary to develop further certain basic idea.s in tCl0l'

to obtajn a specific procedure for the scaìing required in step 6)'

First, we set down some basic definitions:
-Aoìn = standard deviation of the unquanti zed input

signal; (e. t +¡



A

"i n = j nput quanti zati on step s i ze.

The word length m. assigned to the ith state variable, i = 'l , ...
jn Section 4.44 is assumed to be the optimal word length given by

tcr 0l

'rrn
m- - n = i llosz Kii Wii - i ,1] 

los2 K¡¡ l,ü¡¡J ,
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(e.rs)

' lì'

(e.r6)

where m is the chosen average word length; since (9.16) generally

produces non-ìnteger values, mj wìll eventual ly be rounded to the

nearest integer. The roundoff-noise invariant for a given transfer

functi on is tCt 0l

tn = lder (Kw¡1]/2n , (9.17)

which specializes to

, 'n = trt (Kii l'tii)lilzn 1s'te¡

for diagonal matrices K and t^I. By using. (9.18), we may rewrite (9,16)

as

mi - m = 1/2 1oS, Kii Wii - lo9, l4n (e. re)

mi - m is invariant under a simple scaling transformation if K and [,l

are diagonaì, because Kii Wii will be invariant.

The effect of input quantization may be broken i nto two parts:

scaling by the factor 1/ej n; discretization to integer values. Here

we ignore the discretization, which simply means that i nput-quantiza-

tion noise js set aside. The standard deviation of the scaled input is
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I I ' : (9,20)oin - trin' oin

this scaled input is u(k) in (3.1). We defi ne a parameter ô.n whìch

determines the probability of ampììtude-lìmiting (i.e., overload on

saturation) in the input quantizer:

.a{ôjn=;;, (e.2r)

since 2ú bounds the magnitude of the input representation. The actual

choice of ern ìs a compromise between reducì ng input quantization noise

(smaì1 e¡n) and reducing the probabiìity of amplìtude f imit,ìng (large

e''n; hence large ôin, by (9.20) and (9.21 ))' The standard devjation
+h

dí at the i'" state variable is tCl0l

rÇ)".n , i=1""'n ls'22)\v,.i .i / "i n ,

A parameter ô has been defined tcl0l to determine the probabiììty of

overflow at each state variable:

m.
- 

^ 
2lô = ?-- , i = l¡ "..r rì , (9'23)

i

m. t h
since 2I bounds the magnitude of the itn state-variable representation'

tle now find the sialed Kii'i = l, ..., n' to satìsfv (9'23) for

a given ô and mi. Substituting (9.22) and (9.20) into (9.23) gives

m,
21 e.

ô = ._JL (e.24)
y'Kii oin

and substituting (9.20) into (9'21 ) gives
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(e.25 )

(s.zø1

n
ô_

'I

oin

Solving (9.25) for .ìn/ojn, substjtuting rjn/oin into (9.24), and

solvìng for Kr''9Íves

t-
VNii

ô.
r'lfì.t--T-l'ô

(mi - m)
2

Since mi - m, i = l, ..., n, is fixed by (9.19)' the result (9.26)

indicates that Ki.i ìs dependent only on the ratio ôin/ô. If this

ratio is fixed at the outset, scaììng of the reali zation need be per-

formed only once. A reasonable cboice (used in the exampìes) is

6 = ôin , O.27)

since ô and ôin represent constraints on similar quantitìes. However'

it is stì1.l possible to vary ô and ôin by the common factor ern/otn'

as seen from (y.24) and (9.25). In other words, we adiust the common

probabiI ities of overflow and overload in the fixed real ization by

varyìng the input level tó the quantizer or by varying the quantìzation=

step si ze.

The elements of the requìred scalìng matrix T follow by interpret-

jng (9.4) for diagonaì K and T. Assuming that Kj i, i = l, ..,, n, are

the eìements of a matrix K' resulting from the initial MRN transforma-

tion, we must have

v tlT-'IIß; (e,28)



soìving (9.26) and (9.28) for T.' t gives

. r- (m-'q )
Tii = ,ç,/Kii 2 , i = 1, ..., rì.
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(e.29)

(s. 30 )

(e.31)

Using (9.19) jn (9.29), we have

T

Therefore, for l,l the result of scaling wilI be

rèr M w'.-.1 /2-ô.' 0 tltn

ì,t
1l

-2
=-,ô.tn

M2
s

i = l, ..., n

by (9.5). The fact (9.31 ) that the diagonal elements of t,l are all

equal has a favorable interpretatjon. The sequences 9i, i = l' ".'
n, which determine wij by 'i nner products in (5./), have equal norms by

(5.9) and (9.31 ). Thìs eljminates the following possibrlity: A smaìI

relative variation in a sequence gi vli th large norm produces a large

variation in an off-diagonal inner product 9j'gj relative to a small

ìnner product 9j'9j on the diagonal ' ln other words, it appears that

the di.agonal dominance in lll will general ly suffer less degradation by

coefficient quantization of A and c if the diagonal elements of |¡J are

at least roughly equaì. This hypothesis was confirmed by numerical

examp les .

D, Quantization/Optìmìzation of A, B, C' and D

The quantization of the matrix A in step 7) consists of tr,to parts 
'

as descrjbed in chapter 7: selection of a roughly quantized starting

point; adiustment to meet constraints on ejgenvaìue variations by
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adding a few bits to the starti ng point. The adjustment uses the

branch-and-bound aigorìthm of integer programming. fhe use of a

CSDC truncation program is effective ìn obtaining a simple starting

poìnt. For example, if a bit span of four bits is allowed, then each

coefficient will jnitiaìly be represented by a form 2-P 12-q, where

p I q are ìntegers. 0n the other hand, if too I arge a bit span is

chosen, all performance crjteria will be met immediately at the expense

of increased hardware. The adiustment and quantization of B, C,

and D to reduce the variation of the zeroes of the transfer function

was described in Section 7.4. The simple expedíent of greater word

'lengths in B, C, and D was used where necessary' since this part

of the quantization problem has not yet been ìncorporated ìnto the

integer programming approach. Binary numbers are represented in all

program computations by decimal equivalents wjth very high precisioni

the resulting errors are insignificant.

E. Performance Checks

Frequency response and dìagonal dominance are checked in step

l0) by direct evaluation usìng computer programs' The frequency

response js found from the Fourier transform of the unit-sample re-

sponse. The Lyapunov equations (5.2) and (5.3) are solved by

programmìng the method descri bed in Section 7.5.

The output roundoff noise varianc. o2 i, given by tCl0l

o' = ä ,È) ¡e (K,¡ e (l,l)l-zln Ml , (e'32)
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v.there alI variables except v have been defi ned previously; see (5'10)

for an explanation of e(K) and e(l'J). v is the potential number of

roundoff-noise sources per state vari able. For the shift-add structure

v = I (the m'i nimum), because all roundoff error is concentrated in the

final stage, as explained ìn Chapter 8. Note that l'lulli s and Roberts

ICl0] assume the worst case v = n+l in certain examples. Thus, jt may

be worthwhjle to reassess those examples if the shjft-add structure is

used. For a given transfer function, average word tength, and ovenflow

probabjlity, all variables in (9.32) except e(K) and e(l.J) are deter-

mined, Hence, roundoff noise performance may be assessed by computing

the noi se multiPìication factor

F = Ie(K) e(W) 1-2ln ; (9.33)

the minimum possible value is F = l. This factor can be used to

eval uate any type of state-space realization.

9.3 ComÞuter Lan qu a ge

A1 I programs were written in the Speakeasy computer language' a

software product of Speakeasy Computing Corporatìon, Chicago, Illinois'

This is a hìgher-level language, written on a FORTRAN base' wìth a very

iarge vocabulary providing functions in many areàs of matnematics'

speakeasy has been continuaì1y enlarged and upgraded over about fifteen

years; the user may also add his own function modules. It runs in

either batch or interactive mode on IBM TS0 or CMS operating systems;

it is avilable at many compute|installations.
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Some advantages of Speakeasy for the present application are:

ease of use; extensive error-detection aids; natural notation for

mathematical probìems, sìmpìifjed access to stored i nformation; and

processing of rnatri ces and arrays as entjties. Any need for the user

to think about the computer, rather than his problem' is viev,red as a

failure jn this language. Although 'i t appears to be oriented toward

the novice, Speakeasy incorporates many advanced concepts in computer

usage.

A complqte set of commands and functions is provìded for matrix

algebra. A few sample statements from Speakeasy illustrate ìts

effìciency: A = I4ATRIX (N,N:) defj nes an NxN matri x A (to be subse-

quently loaded with data)t A*B gives the product of two matrìces A and

B; EIGENVALS (A) gjves the set of eigenvalues of A.

9,4 Proqram Descrì pti ons

A complete ìisting of computer programs, which ìmplement the

desì gn procedure of Sect'i on 9.2, appears 'ì n Appendìx A. These programs

are basical1y modular, to clearly exhibit strategy and allow easy

revisions. Speakeasy supports the ¡lodular concept by allowing simple,

dìrect càlls to other programs durìng execr.ttion and by a common name=

referencing of alI data obiects defined durìng an operating sessjon'

The algorithms of particular significance to the design procedure \,,ihich

were mentioned in Sectjon 9.2 are used in the programs.

Two major programs (named FILTER and C00P) are total1y modular.

Each consjsts entirely of GET statements, which retrieve the needed
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programs from disk storage, followed by a call to the program which

functions as the operating system. The operating system coordjnates

the execution of all other retrieved programs and interacts wìth the

user. It allows the user to control the decision process at certain

poìnts during execution. This is essential to avoid inefficient

manuaì transfers during the design and verificatjon process. certain

'I arge data obiects generated durìng execution, such as bjt matrices

for CSDC expansìons, are code-named and stored on the disk for reuse'

The Iisted programs have general ly descriptive names whìch appear

after the word "EDITING". Many detailed comments are included

(foliowing the character $), which explain function, input' and output'

A brief description of each program is given below; additional help is

provided by the Program comments

I ) FILTER (total ly modul an) : runs state-space real i zati on ¡

transforms to MRN realizatjon¡ makes performance checks'

a ) FILOPSYS: operati ng system for FILTER '

b) FILDATA: acquires job specification and system

matri x from user. 
.

c) ITERATE: iterates state equation, generating

sequence of outputs and state vectors'

d ) FoURI ER: computes frequency res ponse by Fouri er

transform of un it-sampl e response.

e) LYAP: sotves Lyapunov matrix equations; checks

di agona l domi nance ¡ checks roundoff noi se mul ti pl ì er;

transforms and scales realìzation for MRN realiza-

ti on, i f requested '
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2) TRUNCZ: computes bit matrices for CSDC expansion of system

matrix; supplies decimal equjvalents to truncated CSDC

e xpans i ons.

3) EIGENAL (partially modular): computes eìgenvalues of A¡

computes variation in eìgenvalues due to truncated CSDC

expansi on; computes sens i ti v ity matri x for e i genval ues .

a) oRDERE IG: reorders/partitions ei genval ues/vectors

i nto reaì /compl ex sets.

b) II4ATCHEIG: reo rders /ma tche s compìex eigenvalues

for two nearly equal matrices.

c) SENSITIV: computes eigenval ue sensitivity matrix.

4) C00P (totally modular): performs coefficient optìmìzation

of quantìzed A by branch-and-bound al gorithm (integer programm-

ing)¡ requires starting point, eigenval ue sensitivìty matrix'

bounds on ei genval ue vari ati on, and mj scel laneous speci fi ca-

ti ons ,

a) OPERATE: operating system for C00P'

b) DATAIN: acquires job specìfication and needed

i nputs from user.

c) NEl,lSPEC: acquires change in iob specification from

user in the event that solution is found or search

exceeds I i mi ts .

d) PRI0RITY: dummy program for future development¡

allows prìonity ordering of coefficients of A'

e) SETSToRE: defines needed storage areas for tree

and computes needed data for search.
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f) NoDESEL: selects node to pursue in tree.

S) NODEARBi: branches both ways from selected node¡

stores new feasible nodes only; stores LP cost.

h) FEASLP: executes LP to detenmine feasibìlity and

cost of new node; computes constraints for LP

based on fixed and free vani ables of new node.

i ) INTERACT: interacts with user regardìng deposition

of solution or change of search limits' in the event

that either is requi red.

i) CoNVERT: convents optimized solution from bjt form

to decimal equì val ent.

5) M0DE0P: adiusts (infinite-precision) B, C, and D to restore

originaì zeroes and zero-frequency gain of transfer function.

6) PARTS (service program): separates (partjtions) A, B, C, and

D from system matrix S.

7) ASSEMBLE (service program): jnserts (new) A' B, C' and D

i nto system matrix S.

A sìmpìe algorithm was developed for the computation of the CSDC

of a real number and used in the program TRUNCz. Thìs algorithm proceeds

directly from the MSB to ihe LSB as it generates the CSDC in a siñgìe

pass. A common and somewhat jnefficient previous approach was:

generate the conventionaì binary code (from the MSB to the LSB)¡ use

a logic tabìe on this code in the reverse direction (from the LSB to

the MSB) to determ'ine the CSDC bit by bit. Prof. G.0. Martens and

M. R. Jarmasz have developed an algorìthm to produce the generalized
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csDC representation of an I nteger in a single pass. However, when

specialized to base two, their algorithm is basically different

from the procedure given below. In particular, their algorìthm pro-

ceeds from the LSB to the NSB and uses modul o

ari thmeti c.

In the following algorithm, X is a real number and A(n) is the

nth bit of jts csDc representation:

1) choose the smallest n such that 4/3 (2n) > lXl.

2) If (4/3)(2n)'lxl ' Q/3)\2n), tnen A(ri ) = sGN X.

0therwise.A(n,¡ = 6.

3) Replace x by x - A(n) (2n).

4) If A(n) I 0, rePlace n bY n - 2.

Otherwise rePìace n bY n - l.

5) Return to step 2).

step 2) .is justified because if A(n) I O, the extreme contri bution of

al1 bits lying to the right is 1(l/s) 2n, under the restriction to no

adjacent non-zero bits. If A(n) 10, the replacement in step 3)

guarantees that the inequal ity in 2) wilI not hold for n - l; this

gìves A(n-l)= 0, i.e., a code with no adjacent non-zero bits' The

algorithm converges since lXl decreases after each replacement in step

3). The resulting code must be the CSDC, because the CSDC has no

adjacent non-zero bits and the CSDC is unìque.
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9.5 Exampl es

Three examples, znd-, 3td-' and 4th-order Butterworth lowpass

filters, were worked by means of the programs described in Section

9.4, to verify the desi gn procedure in Sectìon 9.2' The key results

are tabulated here; much.supportjng data was also generated. Since

the objective was to investigate the FWLES associated with the design

procedure, no preference existed for a particular type of frequency=

domain approximation. The design procedure imposes no restriction in

this respect and types other than Butterworth can be considered.

In fact, the roundoff-noise property of the MRN realization shows to

greater advantage for transfer functions with very sharp cutoff IC]01 .

. The initial designs for the examples are tisted ìn Tables l' 2'

and 3. Although al I coefficients are shown with five significant

digits to avoid clutter, ten significant digits were actually retained

in the transfer-function calculations. Al I matrix coefficients were

computed and stored in double precision, since speakeasy automatical ly

performs al ì calculations in double precision. The off-diagonal terms

in K and !l are shown as zero, because. no such computed term exceeded

2,2 (io-15) in magnitude. The system matrices S give A, B, c, and D

by the standard Parti ti on

S=

r'l,BI
:-----l,Dl
,-j

A

(e.34)



Transfer Fu nct i ons

H(s)
+ I .4l4zl s + l

H(z)

Compani on-Form Real i zati on:

,2g28g +.s85792-l + .29zl9z-2ffi

125

0

¿¿u

0

.125

0

-.17157

.24264

.239r 5

.24758

. 331 95

3.7 321

1

0

58579

-,92399

- .2391 5

.10551

.29289

l .8 t38

-.15447

.29289

0

e

F = 1.414

MRN Realization:

So luti ons to Lyapunov Matri x Equatì ons:

0

K
rn

0 ,26795

optimal Word Lengths:

, m. - m

i .r-tt,
2 - .94988

Ini ti al Desi gn
Butter!.lorth

Tabl,e l znd-order



Transfer Fun ct i ons :

H(s ) ,3rzs?+2s+l

.1666/ + .52-l +,52-2 + .166672'3
:ì -') -?l+02'+.333332-+02-

H(z)

l

0

- . 33333

.44444

221

o-l
,l

05 7 78.]

16667

05778

0

0

Companion Form Reàlization

0

U

0

. t6667

U

0

5

0

S 0

F = 2.781

MRN Reaiization:

c

.37905

.37905

- .01 5878

-.20288

F= I

Solutìons to Lyapunov Matrix Equations

87387

1 3164

I3r64

'10795

- 2L7t1

.8ö975

-.24741

.07 0461

-2.7ð49

.6427 6

.062072

.16667

0

osn8

0

ñ

1 0 .887

0 2.0484

00

0

0

044841

It
I't

optimat hlord Len gths j
1
2
,¡

m. - m
'I

Tffi
.51725

-2.2395

Table 2, Initial Design: 3rd-0rder Butterworth
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Transfer Fu n cti ons

H(s)
s + 2.6 l31 3s

.093980 +

+ 3. 4l 4Zl s + 2.613]3s + I

-1'+ +
-t2 + .U

4

H(z)
+ .48603 z

t5

+ Oz' + .0176652l+02-

Compani on-Form Real i zati on:

0

0

- .0i 7665

,09'¿32t

F = 6.121

MRN Realization:.

I

0

0

0

37592

2.4281
r .5u58

-.31421
-3,6997

0
'I

0

- .48603

.5 r 82.l

-.23232

.867 57

-.18734

.088639

.062397

n

0

'I

E

0

0

0

1

093989z5t

(

.47436 -.81772

.456A7 -.033872

-.0s472 - ,23246

-.003085 -.0039697

- ,12102 -.08455

.21573 -4.0481

-.15482 1 .5773

- .92629 .31 I9l
-. z53l 5 -.0066168

.013833 .093981

F= I

Solutions to Lyapunov Matrix Equations

K

0ptimal t¡lord Lengths:
rn= - fr

I

96528

0

0

0

9

n

0

468

0

0

6

0

01

0

0

0

i
I
2

4

0'¿5ol
0l t,,_0 l"-
0l

.oose23il

:l
0l

025888]

888 00
025888 0

0 .025888

00

;
0

0

0

Table 3. Initìa1 Design: 4th-0rde. Butterworth
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Within the limits of machine accuracy, the matrices S for the MRN

realization in Tables I, 2, and 3 represent the infìnite-precision

center point for the coefficient optimization program.

The fr:equency responses for the exampìes appear jn Tables 4' 5'

and 6: attenuation in dB versus normalized fnequency (i.e., cycles

per sampìe). Attenuation less than ,002 dB in magnitude is listed as

zero. Each table represents the progression (by column) of one example

through the steps of the design process, The center point (column z)

is the target response corresponding to the infinite-precision center=

poìnt realization; jt is the response of either the infinite-precision

companion-form or MRN realization. The starting point (coiumn 3)

is the response corresponding to the roughly quantized S matrìx of the

MRN realization¡ here a coefficient bit-span of four bits was used,

which gìves only two non-zero bits per coeffici ent. The result (column

4) of optimizing A by the branch-and-bound method, to reduce eigenvalue

variation, cannot be interpreted properiy wìthout adjusting B, C, and

D to restore the zeroes of the transfer function and the zero-frequency

gain, This is particularly true because B, C, and D for column 4 have

been quantized roughly and without regard to the optimization of A.

The response (column 5) corresponding to "complete optimization", i.e.,

A optimized and B, C, and D adiusted to infinite precision values as

descrjbed above, is a proper indication of the potential effect of

optìmìzing A. Another indication is the reduction of eigenvalue

variations, discussed in the next paragraph. The response (column 6)

corresponding to the optimization of A and the truncation of the adiusted



ATTENUATION (dB)

Center Startìng A Opti- A 0pt.,
Point Point mized B,C,D

(4-bit) Adi.

0 .366 .313 0

0 .366 .316 0

.00273 .370 .328 0

.0t 44 .383 .35 6 .012

.084t .4l 9 .414 .044

.126 ,502 .525 .120

.283 .670 .729 .276

.573 .980 1.08 .56b

'I .07 t.5z 'l.66 1.06

'I 
. 85 2.39 2.56 1 . 85

3.0 r 3 . 71 3.88 3.0 I

4.59 s.55 5.68 4.61

6.62 7,96 8.03 6.64

9.08 11.0 t0.97 9.12

12.0 14.9 14.68 12.0

15.4 20,2 19.6 15.5

19.58 28.9 27.2 t9.6

24.8 37.7 38.7 24.9

32 .0 27 .4 28.8 3'¿.1

44.2 24.3 25.3 44.2

> 100 23.5 24.5 > 100

Table 4. Frequency ResPonses:

A 0pt.,
B,C'D
Quant.

2)A

Compa ri s on
(8-bi t )

Normal i zed
Freq.

0

.025

.05

.075

.t

.125

.r5

.l 75

t

.2?5

.25

.275

?

.325

.35

.3/ 5

.4

.425

.45

,47 5

.5

U

0

00285

00780

.0403

.r'l 7

.¿ta

.564

1.06

r .85

3.02

4.62

6.66

o ì¿

12.1

.IE Ã

19 .7

25.0

32.5

46.0

59.0

.0082

0082 9

.0106

.02ì8

n6¿0

.132

.288

Ê 1'l

I .07

1.85

3.0r

4.59

6.62

o rìa

12.0

15.4

19.6

24.8

"l 
l)

43.8

72.3

2nd-o.del^ Examp ìe
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Normal i zed
Freq.

Center
Poi nt

0

.025

.05

,075

.1

"125

lÃ

.175

2

.225

"25

"275

?

. 325

.35

1'l Ê

.4

"425

L^

.47s

Ã

Starti.ng
Poi nt
(4-bi t)

-.r14

-.114

-.11r

-.105

..091

- rìÂ 7

.027

.227

.681

I .63

5. J5

6 "02

9.56

13.9

18.9

24.8

3l .4

35.0

34. 4

22 l)

a1 Q

0

0

0

0

0051I

.02t9

.075

.224

Ã oÂ

1 .42

3.0 r

E Ê'¡

aô,

t3.0

17 .6

23. 0

29.3

37 .2

48 .0

66.2

> 100

-. t¿1

-.tz¿

-.1r4

-.101

-.0786

-.0364

. 05.l4

,245

.677

r .58

3.27

5.94

9 .53

13.9

I 9.0

25.2

32,0

3s .6

34 .9

34 .5

7L d.

U

0

0

00228

04794

,0264

.082

.234

.649

1 ,44

3.03

8.93

11.0

29.3

37 "2

48. 0

66.2

> 
.l00

A oDt
B,C,D

Quant

.0421

"0431

^aLo

.0512

.0704

" tlt

.280

.658

1LA

5.08

8. 99

13, 1

23.1

29,4

<'7 A

47.8

55.9

56.3

-.00384

- . 00375

- .00340

-.002.l8

.0027 4

.0203

"07 46

"224

Êo7

'L 43

3. 0l

5.54

8. 94

1 3.0

t7 .7

23.1

29.5

37 ,6

48. 9

66.3

67 "5

ATTENUATION (dB)

A opti - A opt. ,
mi zed B, C, D

Adj.

Compari son
(8-bir)

Table 5 Frequency Responses: 3td-order Exampl e



Norma I i zed
Freq.

U

.025

.05

.075

.1

,125

'lÃ

.1 75

.2

.225

'F

o't É

?

.325

.35

.37 5

,4

.425

.45

L7Ê

Ã

Center
Point

A opt
B,C,D
Quant

.027I

,0275

.0263

.0241

.0207

.0r70

. oào¡

.063 r

.264

.97 4

2.89

6.52

'I L5

17 .2

23.6

30.7

38. 9

48,2

57.4

6r.9

62.3

¿¿o

Comparì son
(8-bit)

- .041 3

-.04ì7

-.0429

- .0448

-.0473

-.0479

- .0369

,0237

t ç,o

1.02

2.96

6.53

11.4

'r 7.1

23,6

3r.0

40.0

54. 0

59. 9

56.2

56.0

ATTENUATION (dB)

Starting AOpti-AOpt,.
Poi nt mi zed B, C, D

(4-bit) Adj.

0

0

0

0

0

.00376

.0197

.0855

.325

I .08

3. 0l

6. 56

il.4
17 .1

23.4

30. 6

39.1

49.6

64. 0

88. 3

> ì00

0

0

-.002

- .005

- .009

- nl ?0

- .01 20

.0291

,228

.936

2.85

6.47

ll.4
17 .2

¿5.O

30. I
39.3

49.8

64. 3

88. 6

> 100

- .666

-.646

- .585

-.4u3

- .338

-. t49

.092

.4ll

.893

| .78

3.62

7.00

rl.9

18. 0

25.2

34. 3

50 .6

48.7

45,4

45.4

45.6

-.279

-.279

-.281

-.285

-.291

- 200

- .301

-,?68

-.082

.606

?.49

6. 05

10.9

r6.4

22.3

28.5

34. s

20 I

4r .9

42.6

42.7

Table 6 Frequency Res ponses : 4th-0rder Example
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i nfì ni te-preci si on B, C, and D represents the compl eted desi gn. Here

B, C, and D have simÞty been truncated to a sufficientìy ìarge bìt-

span (8 bits), because this part of the optimization problem has not

yet been incorporated into the branch-and-bound method. The response

(column 7) corresponding to the di rect truncation of the center point

realization to a bit-span of eìght bits is given for comparison. The

frequency responses (column 6) of the compìeted designs are graphed in

Fi gures 6' 7, and 8. The phase responses and the unit-sample responses

of the completed designs are tabulated in Appendices B and C'

re s pe cti vely.

The eigenanalysis of A, which is relevant to the optimìzation of

A, is given in Table 7 for each example. The eigenvaìues of the

center-point A (column l) are broken into real and imaginary parts '

The varjation in each part is ljsted for the starti ng point A (column

2) and the optimized A (column s). lt is not necessary to ìist this

information for the coniugate of each eigenvalue, since its content

is redundant. It is evident that the optimization has greatly reduced

the variations on an overall basis; we are not concerned with a slight

increase in variation where, by good fortune' one part of an eìgen-

value of the starrting point lies extremeìy close to the corresponding

part of the center-point eigenval ue. The important feature is that

alI variations are sufficiently smal Ì '

The change in A due to optimization is seen jn Tables 8,9, and

.l0, which tist the CSDC bit matrices for the finaì design. A -
below a particular bit indicates that it changed during optimiza-
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E i genval ue VariationEi genva lue

Center
Poi nt A

Real Part t.3s78(10-17)

Imagi nary Part , +1421

Starti ng
Poi nt A 0pti mì zed

.001 9531

.00 r536

.00039581

- .0001 979

- .0007r 833

,4071935

; 00381 38

. ';0006 
1 9

.0087985

A

znd-orde"

Exámpl e

3rd-order
Exampl e

4th-0"d."
txampl e

Real

Real Part

Imagi nary Part

Real Pa rt
Imagì nary Part

Rea I Pa rt
Imaginary Pa rt

-4.4357 (r o-17 )

-4.1633 (t o-17 )

,577 35

-3.3307 (l O-16

.l 9891

9" 7145 (t o- 
l7 

)

.6681 I

0

018799

-.0.I5801

.0079005

- .0077838

.050152

-.037264

- .03648

- .0085301

Table 7. tigenanalysis of A
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- .03b1 56

-.23U7
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- .089844

-.23437
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-.I7969
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- . 9375
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-'t 0?7 Ã
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.5
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-.75
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-.25
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-tq
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-.1875

.09375

21875

15625

-1
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Table 10. (Continued)
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tion¡ the vaì ue corresponding to the starting point is under the -.

Here we should confine our attention to the A portion of the system

matrix S, since the B, C, and D matrices vJere subjected to a totaì ly

different adjustment process, For comparison, the decimal equivalent

to the truncated CSDC expansions for the final desìgn and for the

starting point A js shown in Tàbles 8,9, and 10. The CSDC expansion

follows from the bit matrices ìn the following way:

s = x K.2-i , (9.35)
.t
1

where K, is the ith bit matrix.

The final performance checks jnvolve diagonal dominance in K and

W and roundoff-noise performance. Ihe solutions K, W, and F corre-

sponding to the final designs are listed in Table Il.

9.6 Interpretati on of Examples

We now di scuss the extent to which the design procedure

achieves its orìginal objectives and the possible means of improving

it.
It is evìdent from Tables 4,5, and 6 that the optìmization

process produces the desl red effect v,lith respect to tne frequency

response. The starti ng point (bit-span of 4 bits) represents a l6=

fold decrease in precision from the comparìson realIzation (bjt-span

of 8 bìts). However, the appendage of a limited number of non-zero

bits to the A matrix, fotlowed by the adiustrnent and quantization

(to Lbits) of the B, C, and D matrices, produces a frequency response
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2nd-o"der" E xampl e

K=
3. 8045

029259

12 .443

053132

011902

27 .102

L^ ¿.ñ,,

- . 05454 I

- .0 r6995

Ir .12284

- .0024207

-.s024207

.12471

429259

.27121

F = I .0006

3td-orde. E xamp l e:

K

.053132 -.A119A,

2.2a86 -.aon51sl

- .0072518 .043718-l

F = 1.0014

-.01 6995

.013586

.0037351

.0061 5 27

.050 113

0014123

aa 14193

.a0t4723.aAX4193

.a53138 - .042156

-.002156 .058894

l 0063

4th -o"oe. Exampì e

. 45 404

L 4554

- .061679

;0 r3586

- . 05454 I

- .061679

.62406

.003735.]

l,,l

.027807

-.00019642

.00,ì I 921

.00080074

000] 9642

.028491

00042558

.0024891

.00'l l92l

000425 5I

.028652

-.0016

00080074

. u02489 |

-.0016

.02792

Table ll. K, I'J, and F for Fìna1 Design
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which 'i s close to that of the comparìson realization. For tne 4th=

order example, the fjnal attenuation (62.3 dB) of the optimized

realization is actualìy greater than that (56.0 dB) of the comparìson

realìzation. From Tables B, 9, and 
.l0, it is seen that 2,3' and 8

non-zero bits were appended ìn the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th-order examples,

respectìvely. It appears that appìying the ìnteger programmì ng

algorithm to the B, C, and D matrices, as discussed in Section 7.4,

wi 1ì provì de a further advantage by reducì ng thei r bìt-spans.

Perhaps the most reliable ìndication of the effect of the optìmìza-

tion algorìthm js the extent to which it reduced eigenvalue variations

(Table 7).

The deterjoration of roundoff-nojse performance due to

coefficìent quantization is negligìbìe. From lable I I' it is seen

that the noise multjplicatìon factor F i ncreases from I to I.006,

'1..00']4, and 
.l.0063, for the 2nd, 3td, and 4th-order examples,

respecti ve ly.

A high degree of dìagonaì domi nance is retai ned jn the

matrìx l,l after coefficient quantizatìon, as seen jn Table I I' The

hìghest and lowest magnitude ratios between a dìagonaì element

and an element in the same row were l4l .6 and ll.2l , respectively,

from all three examples. This tlas obtaìned wjthout any specifìc

constraint on the varjatìon in any element of l'l; i'e., it followed

simply from the constrai nt on eigenvalue variatjon and the localized

search region which tends to reduce eigenvector variations. 0n the

other hand, the matrix K must have extreme ly làrge ratjos of magnitudes
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on the diagonal (e.g.,4404,g to I in the 4th-order exampìe) because

of scaììng. The relatively poor diagonal dominance which results for

the K matrices in Table il appears to be related to these large magni-

tude ratios, as explained near the end of Section 9.2C.

The appl ication of the dì agonal -domi nance conditìons on i^l

to obtain stability agadnst overflow ìimit cycles is now considered'

l,le consider the sufficient condition (6.184) for stabrlity of the forced

response, which speciaì izes to the sufficient condition (6.64) for zero=

input overflow stability if a = l. It is clear that the condition (6.184)

can be met by the matrìces l¿J in Table ll for the equal-word-length

case and reasonable values of d (e.g., a = 1/2), However, the examples

in Table ll derive from the assumption of optîmal word lengths, whlch

wil I determine the weightìng factors (ñt * Ri )/ñ, in (6.184).

The weighting factors can be .analyzed by determining

A
R

i
R.

'I

i = 1, 2, ..., rì ,ßi (e.36 )

(e. 37 )

which is an indication of the tendency toward overflow under zero=

input conditions. It follows from (4.1) and (4.8) that

R.l

n

E

j=l lu.,¡l ã¡

and we will use the close approximation
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for (4.8). From (e.36), (9.37), and (9.38), we obtain

_:^,m.
R. = 2" 2'l

"i
(m.t-m'' )

larrl 2 J I ,i=1,2,
n
x

j=l
n

(9.38)

(e.3e)

(s.+o¡

(9.4ì )

(e.42)

which is computed for each example and listed in Table l2; the optimal

word lengths have been approximated by integers in Tabie l2' as

expìai ned beìow. By (9,36) and (9.38), we express the weìghting

factors as

rj-rj=(mi-m)-(mr-m¡ ¡

whi ch gì ves

R- + R. (m. - n.)
(-!''_J) = (l+B{) Z' J

"j

n

x
j =l
iÉi

(m. - m.)
(l+ßi) z r J l*,¡1,jj

,-^
¿d

j = l, 2, ...r rì, in place of the diagonal-dominance conditions

(6.184). The differences mi - m¡ between optimal word lengths fo1 low

from the initial design data in Tables l, 2, and 3, vrhere mt - m is

I i sted . Cl early,

ri - r, i = 1,2, ..., rt, have been nepìaced by ìntegers in Table 12'

with the intention of maintaining the dìfferences mi - mj near their

original values. This tends to maìntain uniform overflow probabilìtìes

at the state vari ab'les.
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The princìpaì difficulty in satìsfyi.ng (9.41 ) is that

certai n differences mi - mj between optimaì word ìengths may be large

enough to produce Iarge weighting factors jn (9.40). If mt - rrì, í =

1,2, ,.., n, ìs listed from greatest to least' as jn Table 12, then

the largest difference *ì - mj occurs at ì = I and i = n and other

'Iange dÍfferences may occur in this vicinity. The other extreme' i =

n and j = l, or vicinity, gives negative vaìues for mi - mj' which

give væìghting factors less than one in (9.40). If we lay out the

factors t(mt - m,) in an array correspondìng to the elements lr^lijl,

then the lower-left-corner region is the area to be examined fÛr

potentì a1 di ffi cu ì ti es.

l.{e now consìder the exampìes ìn vìew of the above discussion'

Cal culations show that the 2nd- and 3rd-order examples will satisfy

(9.4t) with val ues o =.ll and o =.75, respectively' For the 4th-order

example, (9.al ) is sati sfied for ¡ = 1, 2, and 3i but (9'41 ) is not

satisfied for j = 4 (fourth row), even if o = I (zero-input case)'

The multipliers 2(mi - ti) fo¡^ the elements of the fourth row are 26,

25, and 24,. respectively, whìch cause (9.41 ) to be violated by a factor

of 18, However, there are several solutìons to this problem' which is

basically due to the disparity in sìgnal levels at the state variables.

A general remedy for excessive magnitude ot z(mi - *i) i'

either to increase m¡ or decrease wij Increasing m¡ increases

theheadroomforx,,suchthat'itmayalsoencompasstheeffectsof

overflows at other state variables l/Ùhich are input-driven within their

dynamic-range constraints. Under this condition, an increase of 2
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bits in m4 of the 4th-order example prevents overflovls at xO, for

a > .620. (Thìs foliows by usjng (6..l35) and (6..l76) to bound vt

and w respectively; for sufficiently sma1l bounds ' (6'143) indicates

a non-overflow condition at x1 .) The diagonal-dominance condition

(9,41 )on row 4 of l.{ then becomes a matter of indi fference, because the

diagonaì-dominance condition on a row of l,l is active only for an

overfiow in the corresponding state variable. This.is advantageous

because it appears that a 4-bjt increase in mO wouìd otherwìse be

required to meet the dominance condition (9.41 ). oecreasins lw¡¡l

may also be feasible, because ìt is only necessary to concentrate 0n

reducing a few selectea lw.,rls, while the other lwrrls allow

considerable leeway. Thjs could be done by incorporating additional

constraints jn the optimization atgorithm and/oLi ncreasing the bit=

spans of the coefficients. In this regard, it is necessary to determìne

if the additional bits are better ìnvested in the signals (i.e., to

incnease mj) or the coeffi cients. Also, there is a certain amount of

flexibility in the choice ot â, in (7'19)' which may be expìoited to

reauce lw1 ¡1.
The source of the problem' j.e., the small magnìtude of

certai n state variables, may also lead to a partial solution. It

appears that overflow truncations of these smal l variables will cause

on'ly small i ncreases in the Lyapunov function. Thus, a further

analysis by Lyapunov theory mìght show that any possible overfìow

ìimit cycles must be of correspondingly small ampl itude. Hence, such

limit cycles might be confìned to tne smallen state variables
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In the case of the wave-digital realizatjon, the optimal

word lengths are ai1 equaì. This fol lows by (5.19) and (5.20)''which

9ive Kr., Wii = l, i = 1,2, ,,., n¡ inserting this in (9.1.9) verifies

the above clajm. Thus, in general , the above weighting problem wì11

be avoided in wave digìtal filters.

9.7 Hardware Cons i dera]i ons

The. examples in Section 9.5 can be ìmpìemented digitally by

applyi ng the shi ft-add structure descri bed ì n Chapter 8. Certai n

features of the imptementations ane evident from the pertinent bit

matrices in Tables 8, 9, and l0'

The bit matrices are generally sparse 'i n terms of non-zero

coefficjents, This desirable property is partly due to. the reductìon

of bit-spans jn the coefficients of the A-matrices and to the scaling

of state variables. Under the sparse conditions, fewer opportunìties

arise for common sums. lhus, a simple and effective estimate of the

requì red number of adders is the number of non-zero coefficjents' which

is actuaìly an upper bound on the required number of adders, Table 13

summarìzes this; a breakdown is aìso given for the A-matrix versus the

B, C, and D-matrìces. This breakdown is appropriate because it

demonstrates the result of optimizìng the A matrjces and the potential

for improvanent in the unoptìmjzed B, C, and D'matrjces. The listed

numbers of reductions by obvious common sums is very small. It js

expected that the number of sign inversions appearing in the bit

matrices will average at about one-half the number of non-zero
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coefficjents, due to the random nature of the coefficient-signs and

the CSDC, This being the case (cf. Tables 8, 9, and l0), the most

general ly efficient approach is simply to provìde the inverted and

non-inverted forms of each state variable and the input: this requires

only n + I sign inverters. This rule may be violated if the number of

common sums becomes si gnì fi cant.

Normally, a separate real ization of Block II of the shift-add

structure (cf. Fig. 5) is required to real'ize each row of the S matrìx.

The number of corresponding non-zero rows in the bit matrices determines

the total length of the shift-add chain in Block II. Generally' this

numben is somewhat less than the total number of coefficient matrices

needed to represent all rows of S, because of the scaling effect. The

chaìn may be "padded" by shift blocks alone where coefficient rows are

zero, at no expense, Ihe adder word lengths for each Block II should

equal the optimal word length for the partìcular state variable which

it computes. Deviation from these word lengths will alter the assumed

overflow probabititjes. Although this non-uniformity is undesirable

when using pre-packaged TTL arithmetic blocks, it shouid not be a

serious probiern in LSI, where it would amount to changìng the number of

mask repetitìons. The sìmplest approach in BIock I is to use an adder

word length equal to the maximum optimal r,tord length, although various

savings in word length may be possible there.

A few general comments conclude this discussion. It is

probabìy best to avoid a pre-occupation wjth reducing the number of

adders under a given performance constraint, since thene appears to
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be a natural limit on this. Also, adders are relatively inexpensive in

LSL However, since Block II is redundant for each state varjable and

contains the maiority of adders, we may consìder the multipìex operation

of a single BIock II. The maximum repetition rate will decrease by the

factor n + l, but this may be tolerabie because the origìnal shift-add

structure permits high repetitìon rates. Also, the reduced coefficient

and sìgnal word lengths permit higher repetition rates.



IO. CONCLUSION

A viable approach has been given for the design and

'implementation of state-space digital filters. The emphasis has been

on fi lter performance, i.e., reduction of finite-word-iength effects.

Aithough the di rect cost in terms of number of adders cannot be

avoided, these fi lters may be desìrabìe in applìcations requirìng

hi gh qual i ty.

Many opportunities for additional research have been pointed

out, which indicate that the topic lends itself to further growth. The

orìginal objectives of low roundoff noise, limit-cycle suppression' and

neduced variation in the frequency response have been met. As pointed

out in Section 9.6, it is intended to refine the quantization process

to obtain greater diagonal dominance over certain off-diagonal elements

in W. A summary of the work in this thesis can be obtaìned by re-

reading Sections 1.2, i.3, 2.5, and 4'7,
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APPENDIX A

PROGRAM LISTINGS

EDITING FILTER
1 PROGRAM

2 $ ** 3YPO'' GETS, I? DONE IN PREVIOUS ENTRY
5
4
5

6
7

I
9

10
11
r2

T4
15

*16

ONERROR CONTINUE
TERMINAI OFF
IF (FILGOT.EQ.1) GO TO TERMINAI
$ IKt! GET REQUIRED SUBPROGRAMS

GET FI],OPSYS
GET ITERATE
GET FOURTER
GET LYAP
GET PARTS
GET ASSEMBLE
GET I'ÏT,DATA

TERIIINAL: TERMINAI, 0N
EX¡CUTE FÏLOPSYS

EDIT]NG FILOPSYS
1 PROGRAM

2 $ ***'l*****ll* 0PERATING SYSTEM 'k***?k:k**'**'t'k
3 $ **:t QUERY USER I'oR oPERATING CoNDITIONS **:k*
4 cllANS="Y"
5 NEI¡JoB="Y"
6 ASKCHAR ''INITIAL ENTRY (NEW S/JOB SPEC. ) ? 

I' ,'IINJIENT=II
7 IT' ( INITENT. EQ. ''Y" ) GO TO FTLDATA
8 CHANGES:
9 ASKCHAR ''CHANGE S ?'', ''CHANSÈII

10 ASKoHAR "NEw JOB sPEc. ?","!,EI,IJ0B="
11 FILDATA: EIGCUTE FIIDATA
12 SS=S; l= 100
13 E)GCUTE PARTS
14 If' (PRTNSYS . EQ. "Y" ) PRrNT A,B,C,D
15 IT' (PRINOUT . EQ , ''Y'' . OR . PRINTREQ. EQ , ''Y'' ) EÆCUTE ITERATE
16 I¡' (PRINT'RXQ. EQ. "Y" ) EIGCUTE FotRIER
17 IT (PRINKI,T. EQ. ''Y'' ) EXECUTE TYAP
18 ASKCHAR "RX-RUN PROG. W/CHANGES ?'r,"RERUN="

tK19 ltr' (RERUN.EQ. ''Y'') GO TO CHANGES

EDITÏNC FIT,ÐATA
1 PROGRA}Í
2 IT (CHANS.NE."Y") GO T0 JoBSPEC
3 PRINT ''NAME SYSTEM MATRIX''
4 REQUEST S
5 N=NOROIr¡S (S ) - 1
ó JOBSPEC: I¡' (NEWJOB.NE,''Y'') GO TO FTN]SH
7 ASKCHAR "PRINT A,B,C,D ?", "PRTNSYS="

8 ASKCHAR ''PR]NT OUTPI,T SEQUENCE ?'', IIPBTNOUT=II

9 ASK0HAR "PRTNT FRIQ. RESP. ?","PRINT'RIS=''

249
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10 ASKCHAR "PRINT/ANALYZE K,ll¡ ?","?RfNKl^¡="
+I11 FINTSH:

EDITING ITERATE
1 PROGRAM

2 $ **' 11'¡*O'' STATE EQUATIONS FOR SPECII'TED A, B, C, D

3 $ *+I ¿¡¡¡ INPUT U. CREATES: INDEXXD OUTPUTS (Y) AND

4 $ *:r g'¡41't VECT'RS (X).
5 PRINT ''SPECIT'Y NO. OF ITERATTONS (KMAX) ''
6 REQUEST KMAX
7 X = MATRIX (N, KIÍAX + 2:)
I STATINTT=VECToR (N: )
9U=VECTOR(KllAX+1:1)

10 Y=VECTOR (KMAX+I)
11 ASKCHAR ''RETAIN UNIT.SAMPLE INPUT ?II , IICS = II

12 IF (CS .EQ. ''Y'') GO TO CONTINUE
13 REQUEST U

14 GONTINUE: ASKCHAR ''RETAIN ZERO ]NTTIAL STATE ?'', ''CS = ''
15 IF (CS .EQ. "Y") GO TO ITERATE
16 REQUEST STATTNIT
17 X( '1 ) = STATINIT
18 ITERATE: $ TTERATE STATE EQUAT]ONS
19 FoRK= 1, KMAX + 1, 1

20X(, K+1 )=A*X(, K) +B*U(K)
21 Y( K ) = C * X( , K ) + D't U( K )
22 ENDIOOP K
23 K = INTEGERS ( 0, KMAX )

*24 IT (PRINOI]T.EQ. ''Y'') TABULATE K, Y

EDITING FOURIER
1 PROGRAM

2 $ *+. 6gvpu"Es FOURIER TRANSFoRM H(EXP(JI,J)) 0F SEQUENCE

3 $ ** Y(K), K=l,. . . 
'KMAX. 

FREQ': I.=CYCLES / SAMPLE (I'8. ,

4 $ :T:I ¡0R¡IA'IZED RELATIVE TO SAMPÍ,ING TREQ. ) W/ RANGE OT

5 $ :I'T O TO .5 TN NO, OF INCREMEI'T|S SPECIT']ED BY USER.
6 ç *:t ggvtU"tD VARIABLES (W.R.T' H): HR/HI=REAI/ IMAG. PARTS '7 $ *:r RESPEC.; MAG = ABS MAG.; ATTENDB= DB MAG. 0I' RECIPRoCAL;
I g **..PHASE= INV. TAN (HI/HR).
9 PRINT ''SPECIFY NO. OF INCREMENTS ON TREQ. SCALE''

10 REQUEST NI-,'I'IBER

11 INC = NUMBER
12 $ DEFINE TRANSFORM STORAGE ARRAYS
13 HI = VECTOR ( INC + 1: )
14 I'lR = lECT0R ( INC + 1: )
15 MAG = VECTOR ( INC +1: )
16 PHASE = VECToR ( INC + 1: )
17 ATTENÐB = VECToR ( INC + 1: )
18 $ INDEX FREQUENCY
19 FOR ï = 0, INC
20 Pï = 3 .1415926
21 F=t* (.s/rNC )
22 $ DEFINE RADIAN FREQUENCY (PER SAMPLE)
23oMEGA=2r.PI*F
24 9 DEFINE DISCRXTE TIME RANGE
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25 KRANGE = INTEGERS ( 0, KMAX )
26 $ DEFINE BASIS FUNCTIONS ON KRANGE

27 BACoS = CoS ( oMEGA rk KRANGE )
28 BASIN = -SIN ( oMEGA * KRANGE )
29 BACoS=VTAM(BACoS)
30 BASIN=VI'AM (BASIN)
31 $ COMPUTE COMPONENTS OF SEQUENCE Y , IN BASES

32 HR ( I + 1 ) = INNER ( Y, BACoS )
33 HI ( I + 1 ) = INNER ( Y, BASIN )
34 $ COMPUTE MAGNITUDE
35 MAG ( I + I ) = ( (HR(I+1))*tr2 + (HI(I+1))*ìk2 ) *?k .5
36 IF (MAG(I+1).LT. (.00001)) G0 T0 BATIOUT
37 ATTENDB ( I + 1¡ = (-20) ii L0G10 (MAG(I+l))
38 GO TO PHASE
39 BAILOUT: ATTENDB(I+I) = laA
40 PHASE: PHASE ( I + 1 ) = ATAN2 ( HI(I+1),HR(I+l) )
41 $ CONVERT RADIANS TO DEGREES

42 PHASE(I+I) = PHASE(I+1) 1. 57.296
43 IF (PHASE(I+1).GT.0) PHASE(I+1) = PHASE(I+1) - 3ó0
44 ENDIOOP I
4s ¡'REQ = GRID ( 0, .5, .5/INC )
46 TABUIATE FREQ, ATTENDB, PHASE
47 ASKCHAR ''PRINT REAL/TMAG./ABS. FREQ. RESP, ?'"''TÁ3=''

*48 IF (TAB.EQ.''Y'') TABULATE FREQ, HR, HI, MAG

EDTTING IYAP
1 PROGRA}I
2

3

4
5
6

7

I
9

11
T2
_tJ

T4
15
16

$ ** SOLITS T'OR K,W IN LYAPUNOV MATRTX EQUATIONS. PERFORMS

$ *:t ROUNDOF¡' NoISE ANALYSIS. oPTIoN: APPLY SIMII,ARITY TRANS-

$ ",T TORMATION TO SYSTEM TO DIAGONATTZE K,W; SCALE SYSTEM.

DOMAIN COMPLEX

$t,l-A'wA=c'c
$ coMPr,TE W

AA=A

BRANCH = 1

GO TO COMPUÏE
W: W = M

$ COMPUTE K
AA = TRANSPoSE (A)
cC = TRANSPOSE (B)

17 BRANCH = 2

18 GO TO COMPUTE
19 K: K = M

20 PRINT K,W
21 $ COMPUTE STORAGE E¡'FIC]ENCY
zz DK = DET (r()
23 DEK = DIAGELS (K)
24 PDEK = PRoD (DEK)
2s EK = (DK/PDEK)**. s
26 S COMPUTE QUANTTZATION ET'FICIENCY
z7 D\t = DET (l{)
28 DEW = DIAGELS (hI)

$K-AKAi=BB'
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29 PDEl,i = PROD (DEW)
30 El.l = (DW/PDEI'\I)** .5
31 $ COMPUTE NOISE MULTIPT,IER (NM)
32 NM = (ËK*EW)** ( - 2/N)
33 $ COMPUTE ROUNDOFF NOISE INVARTANÎ
34 Mc = (DK*DW)** ( .5/N)
35 $ OUTPUT RESULTS
36 PRINT ''STORAGE EÎ!']CTENCY''
3i PRINT EK
38 PRINT''QUANTIZATION E!'I'ICIENCY''
39 PRINT EW

40 PRTNT ''NOISE MUT,IIPLIER''
41 PRINT NM

42 PR]NT ''ROUNDOFF -NO I SE INVARIANT''
43 PRINT MG

44 ASKCHAR .'DIAGONAI,IZE K ANÐ K¡ ?.' , ''CS=''
45 rF (CS.EQ."N") GO T0 RETURN
46 $ SYSTE}Í TRANSFORMATIONS
47 EIGII = E IGENSYSTEM (W, EVECW)
48 TTRMINAL OFF
49 EIGIIRooT = SQRT(EIGW)
50 TERMINAL ON

51 $ CONVERT VECTOR EIGWROOT TO DIAGONAL MAÎRIX DD

52 DD = ¡IATRIX (N,N:)
53 DD = DD + EIGhIRooT
54 DD = INVERSE (DD)
55 $ COMPUTE FIRST TRANSTORMATION MATRIX (T)
56 T = EVECW tr DD

57 $ ENCUTE FIRST TRANSI'ORMATION (MATRIX T)
58 \,III\I = (TRANSPoSE (T) ) :r' h¡ * T
s9 KK = (INVERSE(T) )* K rk TRANSPoSE (INWRSE(T) )
60 $ COMPUTE COMPOSITE TRANSFORMATION (MATRIX TT)
61 EIGK = EIGENSYSTEM (KK, EVECKK)
62 TT = T 'k EVECKK
63 $ CHECK TRANST'ORMATION
54 ç = (INVERSE(TI)) ?k K * TzuNSP0SE(IN!TRSE(TT))
65 W = TRANSPOSE (T'f) * !/ * TT
66 $ SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION
67 A = (IN\ERSE(TT)) t A * TT
693=(INVERSE(TT))*B
69C=C*TT
70 D = D

71 $ oUTPUT
72 PRINT ''TRANS¡ORMEÐ SYSTEM''
73 PRrltT A,B,C,D
74 PRINT K,W
75 PRINT ''DEVIATION BETI{EEN OPT]MAL AÌ\Ð AVERAGE WORDLENGTH''
76 PR]NT ''!TSTED (IN ORDER) FOR STATE VARIABLES 1 TI{ROUGH N''
77 ÐEV = VECToR (N:)
78FoRI=1,N
79 DEV(r) = (-roG10 (MG) +.s 'tLoG10(K(r,r);;1,f (l,l)))/T,oG10(2)
80 ENDLOOP I
81 TABUIATE DEV
82 $ COMPUTE SCALTNG TRANST'ORMATION (MATRIX SS)



83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
oe

94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
1.0 8
109
110
111
t12
113
114
115
116
LL7
118
119
L20
L2L
r2z

sss = DIAGELS (W)

sss = MFAil ( sss )
SS = ìIATRIX(N,N: )
SS=SS+SSS
SS = INVERSE (SS)
TERMINAL OFT
SS = SQRT(SS)
TERMINAL ON

SS=MG*SS
$ SCALE: SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION
A = (INVERSE(sS)) ,', A J., 

SS

B = (INVERSE(SS)) ìK B
c=c:!ss
K = (IWERSE(SS)) ,k K rr TRANSPOSE ( TNVERSE ( SS ) )
l¡/ = TRANSPoSE(SS) :k W tr SS

$ OUTPUT
PRTNT''SCALED TRANSFORMED SYSTEMII
PRINT A,B,C,D
PRINT K,W
$ RXTOAD S

EXXCUTE ASSEMBLE; S=SS
PRINT '' ''
P¡1¡1' II*:t REMEMBER ** I¡' YOU WANT TO SAVE NEW S: ''
PRINT '' CIVE IT A (CODED) 'NAME' ''
PRINT '' THEN USE CoMMAND KEEP 'NAME' ''
RETURN: RETURN
COMPUîE :

EIGVAL = EIGENVAL (AA, T)
U\JU-UfJ^l

QQ = CCC 'k* CCC

MM = I'IATRIX(N,N: )
FoR I = 1,N
I'OR J = l,N
MÌÎ(I, J) = qq(i, J) / ( t -EIGvAl,(I)*EIGVAL(J) )
ENDLOOP J
ENDLOOP I
M = TRANSPOSE ( INVERSE (T) ) II MM * I}WERSE (T)
M = RIAL (M)
r¡' (BRANCH.EQ.1) G0 T0 W

IT (BRANCH.EQ.2) GO TO K

EDITING TRTNC2
1 PROGRAM

2 ASKCHAR ''ARE DESIRED CSDC BIT MATRICES NOW IN PROGRAM ?'"''REENf=''
3 IT (RXENT.EQ.''Y'') GO TO REENT
4 ASKCHAR ''WIL], YOU SUPPTY CSDC BTT MATRICES DIRECTIY ?'" ''S1IPP=''
5 I¡' (SUPP.NE.''Y.') GO TO REQUESTS
6 REQUEST BITI,IAT
7 N = NORoWS (BITMAT) -1
I Brrs = (NOcorS (BrrMAr) ) / (N+1) -3
9 $ GENERATE C-3,.. .,C0,C1,C2,... IRoM B ITMAT

10 INT = TNTEGERS (1,N+1)
11 FoR I=-3,BITS-1



12 0BJECT ("C",I) = B ITMAT (INT,INT+(N+l)*(I+3))
13 ENDLOOP I
14 GO TO REENT
15 REQUESTS: PRINT ''SYSTEM MATRIX?''
16 REQUEST S

17N=NoROlfS(S) -1
18 PRINT ''SPECIÍ'Y MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BITS IN CSDC EXPANSIONII
19 REQUEST BÏTS
,ñ (
21 $ CoMPUTE CSDC BIT-CoETFÌCIENT MATRTCES (C-3,...,C0,C1,C2,
22M=S
23 TERMÏNAL OT'F

24 TEST = ABS(M).GE,(32/3)
25 TERMINAL ON

26 IF (MAX(TEST).NE.O) PRINT I'EXCESSIVE TNPUT MAGNITUDE''
27 rF (MAX(TEST).N8.0) G0 T0 r'rNrSH
28 BTTMAT = MATRIX (N+1 ,(N+1)rk(BITS+3))
29 OP = MATRIX(N+1,N+1: 1)
30 0P = CUMSUM (0P)
31 ¡0R I = -3, BITS - 1

32 OBJXCT ("C",I) = MATRIX (N+1 ,N+1:)
33 WHERX ( (M-oP:tzt'rìk ( -I ) . LE. OP¡r2'!rr ( - I ) / 3 ) . AND. (M-0P*2** ( - I ) . GE

-I)/3)) oBJEcT ("c",I)=1
34 WTERE ( (M+oP:r2** ( - I ) . LE . 0P't2*'t I - I ) / 3 ) . AND . (M+oP*2tr* ( - I ) . GE

-I)/3) ) oBJEoT ("c'r,I)=-1
3s M = M - (2**(-I)) r, oBJECT ("C",I)
36 BITMAT (1,1+(N+1),f(I+3)) = 93¡¡ç'¡ ("C",I)
37 ENDIOOP T

JO ù

39 REENT:

2^L

40 $ SPECIFY, BUILD, AND APPIY MASKS AND ASSEMBLE BÏTMAT}4
41 $ GENERATE MATRIX (LSBLOC) OF T.SB ADDRESSES
42 ASKCHAR "CREATE OR MODIFY MASKED CSDC BIT MATRICES ?","¡.,!\SK="
43 Ir (MASK.NE."Y") Go rO COMP

44 PRINT ''SPECITY MASK IENGTH PER COEFFICIENTII
45 RXQUEST LENGTH
46 B TTMATM = ¡IATRIX (N+1,(N+1),i(BrTS+3))
47 OBJECT ( ''MASCUM'', .4)= MATRIX (N+1,N+1: )
48 MSBLoCS=MATRIX (N+1, N+1 : - 1* (BITS+1) )
49 MSBLoCS=CLJMSUM (MSBLoCS )
50 I'oR I =-3, BITS - 1

51 oBJEcT ("cM",I) = 0BJECT ("c",I)
52 $ GENERATE PRESENT AND CUMU].AT]!E MASKS

53 oBJECT ("MASK",I) = MATRIX (N+1,N+1:)
54 WHERE (OBJECT ("C",r)) OBJECT ("MASK",I) = r
55 WHERX (oBJECT ( "MASK", I ) . ANÐ. MSBLOCS . EQ. - 1* (BITS+1) ) MSBLoCS=- I
56 OBJECT (''MASCUM,', I) = oBJEcT ( ''HASCUM'' , T - 1) . OR. OBJECT (''MASK'',I)
57L=I-LENGTII
s8 IF (I.LT. -4) tF-4
59 WHERÎ (OBJECT ( "MASCUM",I) ) OBJECT ("CM",r) = O

60 BITMATM(1,1+(N+1)*(I+3)) = OBJECT ("CM",I)
61 E¡!'DI,OOP I
62 SPANMAT=MATRIX (N+1 , N+1 : I,ENGTH)
63 SPANMAT=0UMSUM (SPANMAT)
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64 LSBLoC=MSBL0CS - SPANMAT

65 ç *rt****tr*tt*****rt****tl:l****rk***?krtt ****rk:Ul*rk*rtrk***rl**:tit*
¿e òoup: ASKCHAR "DESIRE REAL-No. EQUIVS. TO csDc EXPANSIoN ?","coMP="
67 rF (coMP.NE."Y") co ro PRINT
68 ASKCHAR .,oOMPUTE FROM MASKED CSDC MATRICES ?'',''SMASC=''
69 lF (SMASC.NE."Y") co ro rRUNc
70 SIIASK = MATRIX (N+1,N+1 :)
71 FoR I = -3, BITS - 1

72 SMASK =SMASK + (2*:i(-I))toBJECT ("CM",I)
73 ENDIOOP I
74 TRUNC: ASKCHAR ''COMPIJTE FROM UNMASKED CSDC MATRTCES ?'" ''S'UNMAS=''

75 rF (SUNMAS.NE."Y") G0 TO SEIECT
76 SUNMASK = MATRIX (N+1,N+1: )
77 PRINT ''SPECTFY NL'},ÍBER OT BIT MATR]CES TO USE''
78 REQUEST NUMBER

79 FOR I = -3, NUUBER - 1

80 SUNMASK = SUNMASK + (2**(-I))ì,.OBJECT (''C'',I)
81 ENDLOOP ]
82ç
83 SEI,ECT

ttINSERT=t'

S4 TF ( TNSERT. NE , ''Y'' ) GO TO PRINT
8s INT = TNTEGERS (1,N+1)
86 SMASK (N+1,INT) = S(N+l,INT)
87 SMASK (INT, N+1) = S(INT,N+l)
88 SUNMASK (N+1,INT) = S(N+1,INT)
89 SUNHASK (INT,N+1) = S(INI,N+1)
e09
91 PRINT:
92 ASKCHAR ''PRINT UNMASKED CSDC BIT MATRTCES ? '' , ''?BINT].=''
93 rr' (PR]NT1 .NE."Y") GO TO PRTNT2
94 PRINT''SUNMASK=SUMMATION (2T'ITI-1 ¡CI tr'OR 1=-3, . .,,NUMBER- 1I'
95 FoR I = -3, BITS-1
96 PRINT rr********ì!**rktrlk'k**rkt *'k***rl
97 PRITTT OBJECT (''C'" I)
98 ENDLOOP I
99 PRINT2: ASKCHÄR ''PRINT I'IASXED CSDC BIT MATRICES ?'"''PRTNTz=''

100 rF (pRrNT2.NE."y") GO TO MESbAGE

101 PRINT "SMASK=SL'MMATION (2*'T-T)CMI FOR T=-3,,..,BITS.1''
102 ¡'0R ï = -3, BITS-1

ll-Lr¿r-LJ¿¿r-r-r-LIUJ T.KTI\ I
104 PRINT OBJECT ("CM",r)
105 ENDLOOP I
106 $
107 }ÍESSAGE :

108 ASKCHAR ''DO YOU I,IANT OPERAT]ONS }ÍESSAGE ? '' , ''MESS=,'
109 IF (MESS.NE.''Y'') GO TO FTNISH
110 PRTNT ''PROGRAM TRUNC CREATED FOLLOI\IING OBJECTS IN TEMPORARY STORAGE

: ASKCHAR ''INSERT ORIGINA], B,C,D MATRICES IN RXAL.NO. EQUIV ?'"

SMASK/SUNMASK- MAY BE INPUT TO PROGRAMS FIITER/COOP ''
MAY BE (CODE) NAMED AND SAVED (KEPT),.

BTTMAT/BITMATM- MAY BE SAWD (KEPT)''
LSBLOC-LSB ADDRESSES TOR PROGRA}I COOP ''

PRINT ''
PR]NT ''
PRINT II

PR]NT ''
FINISH:

111
L12
I ]J
r 14

*115
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EDITING EIGENAL
1 PROGRAM

2 $ *'t SYPA'' GETS, IF DONE IN PREVIOUS ENTRY *'I
3 ONERROR CONTINUE
4 TERMINAL OFF
5 IF (EIGGOT.EQ.l) GO TO TERMINAL
6 TERMINAL ON

7 GET PARTS
8 GET ORDEREIG
9 GET MATCHEIG

10 GET SENSITIV
11 EIGGoT=l
12 TERMINAL: TERMINAL ON

13 PRINT ''NAME SYSTEM MATRIX (INF. PREC. CENTER POINT).'
14 REQUEST S
15 F0 ; SS=S ; EIGCUIE PARTS

16 PRINT ''NAME SYSTEM MATRTX (FIN. PREC. STARTING POINT)''
17 RXQUEST START
18 L=l i SS=START; EXECUTE PARTS

19 N=NoROWS(s)-1
20 I=INTEGERS ( 1, N)
21 $ ***t ?k**:t CoMPUTE E IGENVALUES /VECToRS **rr*tr**:l*:þ?k**
22 DOMAIN COMPLEX
23 EIGAo=EIGENVALS (40 : U)
24 EIGAT=E IGENVALS (TRANSPOSE (40 ) : V )
25 E IGAI=E IGENVALS (Al : Ul)
26 $ ******** oRDER E IGENVALUES/VECToRS **:l******t'***:t
27 EIG=EIGAo; UU=U
28 EXECUTX ORDEREIG
29 EIGAO=EIG; U=UU i NRAO=NREAL
30 EIG=EIGAT; UU=V
31 EXECUTE ORDEREIG
32 EIGAT=EIG; V=UU; NRAT=NREAI,
33 EIG=EIGAI ; UU=U1
34 EXECUTE ORDEREIG
35 EIGAI=EIG; UI=UU; NRAI=NREAL
36 $ *rl****:l:r MATCH E IGENVALUES /VECToRS t *trtrìk**rr*trt!**
37 EIGI=EIGA0 ; UU1=U; NR1=NRAo
.38 EIG2=EIGAT¡ UU2=V; NR2=NRAT
39 EXECUTE MATCIIÐIG; EIGAT=EIG2; V=UU2
40 EIG2=EIGA1; L1ÌJ2=U1 ; NR2=NRA1
41 EXECUTE MATCHEIG; EIGAI=EIG2; U1=UU2
42 $ ****rr:t*cr COMPUTE CHANGES IN EIGENVALUES :r*r.t *:r***
43 0HANGE= EIGA1 -EIGAo
44 rr' (NRA0.EQ.0) Co ro COMPLEX

45 IREALI=INTEGERS(1,NRAo)
46 CHANGE ( IREAL1 )=R¡AL (CHANGE ( IREAL1) )
47 COMPLEX:
48 IREAL2=INTEGERS (NRA0+1 , N,2 )
49 I IMAG=1+IREA],2
s0 CHANGE ( IREAL2 )=¡¡¡¡1st^NGE ( IREALz) )
51 oHANGE (IIMAG)=- It IMAG(oHANGE (IIMAG) )
52 ONE=WCTOR(N:1)
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s3 oNE=CUMSUM (oNE)
54 TYPE=VECTOR(N: )
55 TYPE (IIMAG)=ONE (IIMAG)
56 PRINT ''CHANGES IN EIGENVA],UESI'
57 PRINT ''FOR COMPLEX EIGVALS: REAI/ IMAG. CHANGES ],ISTED''
58 PRINT ''TYPE O = REAL CHANGE/ TYPE 1 = TMAG, CHANGE'I

59 TABUTATE EIGAO, CHANGE, TYPE

60 ASKCHAR "COMPUTE SENSTTMfi MATRIX ? 
l' , "ANS="

61 IT (ANS.EQ.''N'') GO TO ¡'INISH
62 $ ?'.+!:hk*thl*C0MPUTE SENS ITMTY MATRIX rk?Tr'rìkrk:k*rkrk*:k?k

63 U=U; V=V¡ NREAI=NRAo
64 EXECUTE SENSITIV; SENMÀT=SENMAT

*65 FTNISH:

EDITTNG ORDEREÏG

1 PROGRAM

2 $ INPUTS: ITCTOR 0I' EIGENVALUES (EI6)
3 $ MATRIX OT EIGENVECTORS (UU)
4 $ oUTPUTS:EIG,UU oRDERXD BY REAL/0oMP],EX EIGVALS
5 ç CoMP PAIR: oR¡ER IS +/- IMAG PART
6 $ NREAL= N0. REAL EIGENVALUES
7 $ ÏNTTÏAL]ZE
8 DOMAIN COMPLEX
9 N=NoELS (EIG)

10 I=]NTEGERS(1,N); IR=I; IC=I
11 EIGI=IllAc(EIG)
12 TERMINAL OFF
13 CoNSTRAIN(IR :ABS (EIGI ) . LT. lE-20)
14 coNSTRAIN( Ic:ABS (EIGI ) . GE. lE -20)
15 TERMINAL ON

16 NREAI=NOEIS ( IR)
17 NCOMP=NoELS (Ic)
18 IF (NRXAL.EQ.o) Go T0 CoMPLEXI
19 EIGR=REAL (EIc ( IR) )
20 VECR=UU(I,IR)
21 E IGR=RANKED (EIGR: IR)
22 VE0R=VECR(I,IR)
23 CoMPLEX1: II (N0oMP.EQ.0) G0 T0 REAL
24 EIG0=EIG( Ic )
2s vEcc=w(I,Ic)
26 REAI,: IF (NREAI.EQ.o) G0 T0 COMPLEX2

27 EIG ( 1)=EIGn
28 UU ( 1, 1)=VEÇR
29 COHPIEX2: IF (NCOMP.EQ.0) G0 T0 FINISH
30 rr' (MODUL0 (NCoMP, 2 ) . NE . O ) PRINT "NO CONJ Or COMP EIG!"
31 ALLRo1,ÍS=INTEGERS ( 1,N)
32 ODDINT=INTEGERS ( 1 , NoOMP,2 )
33 PoS IMAG=INTEGERS ( 1, NCoMP)
34 TERMINAT, OTT
3s CoNSTRAIN (PoSIMAG: IMAG(EIGC (POSll'lAc) ) . GE.1E-20)
36 TERMINAL ON

37 EIGC (oDDIM)=EIcC (POSlIrAG)
38 EIcc ( 1+oDDINT) =CoNJUGATE (EIGC (oDDINT) )
39 VEcc (ALLRoWS , ODD INT) =VEcc (ALLRoh¡S, POSIMAG)
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40 VEcc (ALLROWS , l+ODDIffi)=CONJUGATE (VEcc (ALLR0WS ,ODDINI) )
41 E lG (NREA],+1)=EIGC
42 UU( 1, NREAI+1) =VEcc

*43 tr'INISH:

EDITING MATCHEIG
1 PROGRAM

2 g INPUTS: EIGl(VALS)/w1(VEcs)/NR1(N0. REAL) iEIGz/w2/NR2i
3 $ ASSU}ÍED REAL EIGVALS LISTED T'IRST AND MATCT{ED

4 $ ASSUMED COMP PAIR: ORDER IS +/- IMAG PART

5 $ oUTPUTS: SAME EIGSETS; BUT SET 2 HAS COMPLEX PART REoRD-
6 $ RED T0 HAToH SET 1; ERROR MESSAGE lF NRI.NE.NR2
7 N1=N0EÍ,S (EIG1) ¡ N2=NOELS(EIG2)
s IF (NR1.NE.NR2.OR.N1.NE.N2) PRINT "CAN'T MATCH N0. RXAL ErG"
9I=IMEGERS(1,N1)

10 DOMAIN COMPLEX

11 $ 'IT' TEST ONLY COMP. EIGS W/POS. TMAG. PART (USE INDEX IC) **
12 Io=INTEGERS (NR1+1 ,N1,2)
13 Nc=(Nl-NR1)/2
14 IND=INTEGERS(1,NC)
1s EIclc=EIG1( IC) ¡ EIGzc=EIGz(IC)
1ó EIGlcc=EIG1c; EIG2CC=EIG2C
17 MELD (ErGlCC, EIG2CC )
18 TERMINAL OT'F

19 COMP=ABS (EIclCC -EIG2cc)
20 TERHINAÏ. ON

21 CoMP=RANKED (COMP : LoC )
22 L0c=1,0C ( IND)
23 $ ***:r*:þt GET EIG1CC INTo oRIGINAL oRÐER ?k*is'.***
24 LoC=RANKED (Loc )
2s EIGlcc=EIGlcc (LoC)
2ó TERMTNAL OFF

27 DEV=¡IAX (ABS (EIGlcc-EIG1c) ).28 TERHINAL ON

29 I¡' (DEV.GT.1E.12) PRINT 'IPROBI,EM MATCHING COMPLEX ETCSII
30 $ ***'k***?"- ÎIND REoRDERING 0F EIGzCC 'l?k**:"''k''.*rktr*
31 L0C=1+M0Ð (LoC - 1, NC )
32 E IG2C=EIGzc (LOc )
33 LlIJ2c=W2(I,Ic)
34 UU2c=UU2c(I,LOC)
35 EIG2 ( IC )=ElG2c
36 EIG2 ( 1+Ic)=coNJ(ErG2c)
37 UU2(T,Ic)=UU2c

*38 UUz (I, 1+Ic)=coNJ(L]Uzc)

EDITING SENSITIV
1 PROGRA}1

2 $ COMPUTES SENSTTIVITY MATRIX (SENMAT)

3 S INPUTS: EIGENVEC MATRICES U/V FOR A/TRANSP0SE A

4 $ NREAL; NoTE U/v 0RIERED BY REAL/CoMPLEX EIGVALS
s N = NOROWS (U)
6 SENMAT=MATRIX (N, N**2 : )
7 $ :!r'r+r COMPUTE SENS MATRIX FoR EIGENVALUE J *¡'r:'rtrt tr?"1þhki!l'.ìk*

8 I'oR J=1,N
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9 rr' (J. GT. NREAL. AND. MoD (J-NREA],, 2) .EQ. 0) G0 T0 ENDTOoPJ
10 SENS=C0NJ (V ( I, J¡ ¡*'tçe¡¡ (u ( I, J) ) / INNER (u ( I, J), coNJ (V ( I, J) ) )
11 $ IOAD ROW J(J+l)OF SENMAT WITH ALL ROWS OF SENSREAL ( SENS IMAG)
12 SENSR=REAI ( SENS )
13 SENS I=IMAG ( SENS )
14 FoR K=l,N
15 SENMAT (J, 1+(K- 1)i!N)=SENSR (K 

' 
I )

16 TF (J,TE.NREAL) GO TO ENDLOOPK

17 SENMAT(J+1 ,1+(K-1)rkN)=SENSI (K' I)
18 END],OOPK: ENDLOOP K

*19 ENDLOOPJ: ENDLOOP J

EDITING COOP

1 PROGRAM

2 $ ** BYPASS GETS, II'DONE IN PREVIOUS ENTRY **
3 ONERROR CONTINUE
4 TERMINAL OFF
s rF (cooPcor.EQ.1) G0 To TERMTNAL
6

7

I
9

10
11
L2
13
I4
15
I6
t7
18
19
20

TERHINAL ON

GET OPERATE
GET PARTS
GET DATAIN
GET NEh¡SPEC

GET PRIORITY
GET SETSTORE
GET NODESEI,
GET NODEARB I
GET FEASLP
GET INTERACT
GET CONVERT
GET ASSEMBLE
COOPGOT =1
TXRMINAL: TERMINAL ON

EXECUTE OPERATE

EDITING OPERATE

1 PROGRAM

2 S ****it** oPERATING SYSTEM *'li!:r***
3 $ *" QUERY USER T'OR PROGRAM ENTRY CONDITIONS ,t*?T

4 PRINT''SPECIFY PROGRAM-ENîRY CONDITIONS:II
5 PRII'{I ItO: INITIAI ENTRY (ALL-NEW DATA/SPECS)i'
ó PRTNT ''1: RE-ENTRY (SOME NEW SPECS)I'
7 PRINT ''2: RE-ENTRY (NO NEW SPECS)II
8 REQUEST ENTRY
9 $ ,'I** INPUT/STORAGE EXECUTIONS CONDITIONAL ON ENTRY ***

10 IT' (ENTRY,EQ.2) GO TO NODESEL

11 TT (ENTRY.EQ.O) EXECUTE DATAIN
12 rr (ENTRY.EQ.0) EXXCUTE PRIoRTTY
13 IF (ENTRY.EQ.1) EXECUïE NE\4ISPEC

14 $ **ìl:k*:k**** TREE SEARCH **tr*******'!**
15 NODESEL:
16 EXECUTE NODESEL
17 NEWSOIVE=VECTOR ( 2 : )
18 FoR BIT=0,1
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19
20
2T
22
¿)
24
25
26
27
¿ó
29
30
31
3Z
JJ
54
35
36

ENCUTE NODEARB I
ENDLOOP BIT
g *rk*:'r UPDATE DEPTI{/MAXSIZE trir*:r
DEPTH=LOCS (BINSIZE (NOSOL) . GT. O : LAST)
MAXSIZE= MAX(BINSIZE)
LIMIT = ARBS. GT. ARBLIì,.0R. MAXSI ZE. GT. B INLIM
QUIT'T=0
IT' (LIMIT. OR. SUM (NEWSOLIE ) ) EXECUTE INTERACT
I3 (QUIÏT.EQ.1) GO TO EMPTY

GO TO NODESEÏ,
EMPTY:
PRTNT''SOLUTTON BIN CONTAINS'' BINSIZE ( (N**2)IKSSS)''SOLUTIONS''
PRINT I' NUHBER O¡' SOLUTIONS TO BE LABET,LED/OUTPUT? ''
REQUEST NUMBER

IF (NUMBER.EQ.O) GO TO FINISH
FOR PICK=I,NUMBER
EXECUTE CONWRT
ENDLOOP PICK
FÏNTSH:

EDITING DATAIN
1 PROGRAM

2 S 'l*'þkrk**** INPUTS ***?k****rk*
3 PRINT ''TIü FOLLOWTNG DATA INPUTS ARE REQUIRED:'I
4 PRINT ''NAME SYSTEM MATRIX (INT" PREC. CENTER POINT)''
5 REQUEST S

6 PRINT ''SPECITY SENSITIVITY MATRIX'I
7 REQUEST SEN
8 PRINT ''NAUE SYSTEM MATRIX (TTN. PREC. STARTING PO]NT),'
9 REQUEST START

10 PRINT ''MATRIX OF LSB ADDRESSES T'OR START'I
11 REQUEST ADDR
12 PRINT ''VECTOR OF MAG. BOUNDS ON ETGENVALUE VARIATION? II

13 REQUEST BOUND

14 PRINT ''FOLLOWING SPECITICATIONS ARE REQUIRED FOR SEARCH:II
15 PRINT ''NODE SE],ECTION CRITERION?II
16 PRINT '' O=SAME BRANCH/BEST PROJ. 1=G],OBAL BEST PROJ.II
17 REQUEST CRITER
18 PRINT ''BIT SPAN T'OR COEFFICIENT VARIATIONS?''
19 REQUEST SSS

20 PRTNT ''NO. UNDERT],OW BITS FOR COETT'ICIENI VARIATIONS?''
21 REQUEST UUU

22 PRTNT ''],IMIT ON NUMBER OT NODE ARBITRATIONS ? 
II

23 REQUEST ARBLIM
24 PRINT ''LIMTT ON BIN SIZE?''
25 REQUEST BINL]M
26 L=O i SS=S; EXECUTE PARTS

27 T-cL; SS=STARTi EXXCUTE PARTS
*28 EXECUTE SETSTORE

EDITING NEWSPEC

1 PROGRAM

2 $ t r'*r.*rk* CHANGE SEARCH SPECII'ICATINS ?bkì'.rf:'r*:!t

3 $ IUI g'¡g¡* ÐATA (INPUT) CANNOT BE CHANGED
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4 $ ** ç1'¡¡16* CHANGING BASIC PROBTEM

5 PRINT "PRESENT SEARCH LIMIT SPECS. ARE:''
6 PRINT ARBLIM BINLIM
7 PRINT ''ENTER NEW SPECS.:''
8 RXQUEST ARBTIM
9 REQUEST BINLIM

10 PRINT ''CHANGE BIT VARIATION SPECS? (O=No,1=YES)''
11 RXQUEST CHANGE

12 TF (CHANGE,EQ.O) GO TO FINISH
13 PRINT ''PRESENT BIT SPANII SSS

14 REQUEST SSS

15 PRiNT ''PRESENT NO. UNDERFLOW BITS'' UUU

16 REQUEST WU
17 g FUTURE: CHANGE NoDE SEIECTION CRITERIoN ( oRITER )
18'IT' (CHANGE.EQ.1) EXXCUTE SETSTORE

CT 19 FINISH:

EDITING PRIORITY
1 PROGRAM

ìr2 $ *:r?k FIND ARBITRATIoN PRIoRITY: REoRDER SEN/LPVECToR

EDITING SETSTORE
1 PROGR.AM

2 $ *tfik'r*t(t! DEI'INE BINS: NoDE SToRAGE MATRICES **'!ìktr*
3 $ BIN NO, T STORES ALL NODES WITH T FIXED (BINARY) VARIABLES.
4 $ ONE ROW ALLOCATED T0 EACH NODE: N0. COLS.=T i N0. R0WS=NO ' NODES

5 $ CONSIÐER INTERVATS OF N'I*z COLI,JMNS IN A ROl,{.

6 $ INTERVAL NO, K CONTAINS KTH MSB 01 EACH LP VÐCTOR COMPONENT.

7 ç ORDERING WTTHIN INTERVAL IS PRESET ARBITRATION PRIORITY.
8 $ rr***t **?" DEFINE BINRECS: BIN RECoRD MATRICES **,'r****
9 $ BINREC NO. T CONTATNS INDIVIDUAL NODE ÐATA TOR BIN NO. T

10 $ ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE EXISTS BETI,¡EEN ROWS OF :

11 $ BINRXC N0. T AND BIN N0. T. NODE DATA: COL. 1- OBJ'+COST;
12 $ col. 2- coST ? (FRoM LP); COL. 3- OBJ. (N0. 0F oNES)
13 l0R J=l , (Nrk'r2 )*SSS
14 OBJECT ( "BIN" ,.r1=¡1¡1RIX( 1, J; )
15 OBJECT ( "BINnnC ",.1¡=MATRIX ( 1,3: )
16 ENDLOOP J
17 $ **..-',T* DEFINE BINSIZE: (VECTOR) LIST OF NO. NODES PER BIN
18 $ ***'t* ELXMENT N0. T C.RRESP.¡.DS T0 BIN N0. T
19 BINSIZE=WCToR ( (Ntr.2)*SSSr )
20 NOSoL=INTEGERS ( 1 , (N:ktrz)'!SSS-1)
21 $ *It ÐEFINE BIN (B]NSOLVA) TO STORE ANY COMPLETE SOTUTIONS

22 BINSOLVA=MATRIX(1,N+r*2 : )
23 g MAXSIZE: SIZE 0I LARGEST BIN
24 MAXSIZE=o
25 $ ARBS: N0. N0DES ARBITRATED
26 ARBS=O
27 $ DEPTH: MAXIMUM DEPTH IN TREE OF NON-EMPTY BIN
28 DEPTH=o
29 $ *rt:k/r*r! COÌ'IPUTE DATA FoR FEASIP 'ttrr,rtr*+.ìr*
30 DELTAA=A1-40
31 $ +r+r*rt CoNVERT DELTAA FRoM MATRIX T0 CoIUMN VECToR
32 DEIAVEC=VECToR (Nr'.*2 : )
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33 ALICOLS=INTEGERS(1,N)
34 FoR K=l,N
35 DELAVEC ( 1+ (K- r ¡ *¡'¡ ¡ =¡¡1'¡AA (K, ALLCOLS )
36 ENDLOOP K

37 $ :r*tr* INITIAI BoUND *'k*
38 BOUNDlPOS=BOUND. SEN'TDELAVEC

39 BOUND lNEG=BOUND+SENIKDELAVEC
40 ç *:r** BIT ADDRESS CONVERSIoN *rkrk

41 ADDRLSB=ADDR -uUU
42 ADDRMSB=ADDR].SB+SSS. 1

43 L=8 i SS=ADDRMSB ; EXEoUTE PARTS

44 HENCET'oRTH AADBMSB lS A8
45 CoLAADRMSB=VECT0R (N**2 : )
46 ¡'0R K=l,N
47 CoLAA¡RMSB ( 1+ (K- 1)*N)=AADRMSB (K, AILCOLs )
48 ENDIOOP K
49 $ **** COMPUTE FIRST WEIGHTING MAîRIX (W1)

50 $ ***:t AND INTERMED]ATE SENSITIVITY MATRIX (MINTP)
51 W1=2,Tt CoLAADRMSB

52 tù1=DIAGMAT(|{**2 :l|l1)
53 MINT=SENríW1
54 ç *'T COMPUTE POLARITY (SIGN) OF VARIATIONS '!*:I
55 TERMINAL OFf
5ó PoL= ( - 1) *S IcN (DELAVEC )
57 TERMINAL ON

s8 WHERE (PoL.EQ.0) PoL=- 1

59 PoI,=DIAGMAT (¡tr*! : POL)
ì160 MIMP=MINT*PoL

EÐITTNG NODESET,

1 PROGRAM

2 $ rr***rll','ikrb NoDE SELECTIoN :l?v*'lr!t:k**
3 $ SELEoTIoN oRITERION(oRITER) :O=SAME BRANCH;1=BEST PRoJ(GLoB)
4 IT (CRITER.EQ.O) GO TO SAIIEBRAN

5 $ FUTURE : II (CRITER. EQ. 1) G0 T0 BESTPRoJ
6 SAIÍEBRAN: $ CHOOSE NON-EMPTY BIN. WITH MAX TREE DEPTH'

7 DEEP=DEPTH
8 $ *'t 1¡lttOLIZE oNl,Y FoR DEEP=0
9 II' (DEEP.EQ.O) NODE = VECTOR(I:)

10 II' (DEEP.EQ.O.) GO TO IÏNISH
11 HENCEFORTH BIN IS OBJECT ( ''B IN'" DEEP )
12 ç * ¡¡ EACH BIN, NODES (ROWS) ARX STORED IN ORDER O¡' DECREAS-

13 $ 't 1¡6 VALUE FOR SELECTTON CRITERION. COST P (FROM LP) IS
14 ç * P¡¡5'* CRITERION. SELECT NODE IN LAST ROW:

15 RoW=BTNSIZE (DEEP)
16 ALI,C0L=INIEGERS ( 1,DEEP)
17 Ç :i*:r PI,ACE SELECTED NoDE IN TEMP STORAGE: NoDE

18 NoDE=BIN (RoW, ALLC0L)
19 $ rbk:r ELIMINATE NODE ¡'ROM BIN :kt!?ttr

20 IF (Rohr.NE.1) BIN = EIIMRoWS(BIN,RoW)
21 Ir' (RoW.EQ.1) B IN (RoW 

' 
ALI0OI ) =VEoToR (DEEP: )

22 $ (FUTURE ) BPGLOBAI: CHooSE NoDE WITH BEST CRITER/ALL BINS
23 I *r;** UPDATE BINREC
24 HENCEFORTH BINREC IS OBJECT (IIBINREC'',DEEP)
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2s 0OLS=INTEGERS(1,3)
26 II' (ROl,l. NE . 1 ) B INREC=ET,I}íROWS (B INRXC, ROI,I)

27 II (Rol,f . EQ. 1 ) BINREC (Rolt¡, COLS )=v¡ç1¡p ¡r',
28 BINSIZE (DEEP ¡=¡914- t

*29 FINISH:

EDIT]NG NODEARBI
1 PROGRAH

2 g *?k:krl?'.'!** NoDE ARB ITRÀTION ?k'k:!¡!'t?k**tr*'k**

3 $ *:t ¿¡¡91''l BTT (PASSED FROM OPERATE) TO SELECTED NODE

4 g *'r (PASSED FROM NODESEL) IN THE LSB. A NEhr NODE (NODEARB)

5 $ *n RESULTS. FOR N0DEARB: GENERATE CoNSTRAINT MATRIX (0N
6 $ ** I'REE VARIABLES); RUN LP T0 DETERMINE FEAS./MIN coST P.
7 N0DEARB=NODE
8 NoDEARB (DEEP+1)=311'
9 P=10000

10 EXTCUTE FEASLP
11 $ *** FEASIBILTIY CHECK:
12 Ir (P.8Q.10000) G0 T0 FINISH
13 $ ** FEASTBTLTY OK (P.NE.IOOOO):
14 $ ** INSERT NODEARB INTO PROPER ROW 0I' BïNi
15 $ :þI BIN IS ORDERED BY DECREAS]NG COST P.
1ó HENCET'ORTH BTN IS OBJECT ( ''B IN'' , DEEP+1)
17 I{ENCETORTH BINREC IS OBJECT ('IB INREC '' , DEEP+I)
18 ALLCoIFINTEGERS ( 1, DEEP+I )
19 LASTR0W=BINSIzE (DEEP+ 1)
20 ALLROW=INTEGERS ( 1 , LASTROIìI+I)
21 CoLS=INTEGERS ( 1,3)
22 ç *rt ADD EXTRA R'W T0 BIN'BINREC
23 BIN (IASTROW+1 

' 
ALLCOL) =\¡ECTOR (DEEP+I: )

24 BINRE0 (LASTROI{+1' oOLS ) =VECToR (3 : )
25 $ *rt FIND CoRRECT INSERTION RoW l'oR NODEARB ?k:r*

26 ROW=LoCS (BINRXC (ALIROW, 2 ) .IE . P : IIRST)
27 $ *ì'r MOVE DOWN ROt,lS tr'ROM INSERTI0N ROl{; INSERT NODEARB **
2 I PARTRoW=INÎEGERS (ROW, IASTRoW+1 )
29 B IN (PARTRoW, ALLC0L) =SHIFTDOI4IN (B IN ( PARTROW, AlIcOL) , 1)
30 BIN (RoW, ALLCOL) =NODEARB
31 $ ** UPDATE BINREC
32 B INREC (PARTRoW, coLS ) =SHIFTÐOWN ( B INREC (PARTROW, coLS ) , 1)
33 BINREC(RoW'2)=P
34 BINREo (ROW,3 )=SUM (NoÐEARB )
35 BINREo (RoW, 1 )=P+BINREC (RoW, 3)
36 $ trìk UPDATE .THER REC,RDS
38 BINSIZE (DEEP+1 )=BINSIZE (DEEP+1 )+1
39 II ((DEEP+1).NE.(N*¡r2)*SSS) G0 T0 FINISH
40 $ :r* EVENT RECoRD ****
41 NEWSoLVE (BIT+1)=1
42 $ *** STORE NEW SOLUTION (FIND VARIATION) IN REAL NO. FORM:

43 SoLUTA= W1'k PoL * BIEXA
44 B INSOLVA ( LASTROtrr+l, 1) =VECTOR (N**2 : )
45 B INSoLVA=SHIFTDoWN ( B INSoLVA, 1)
46 BINSoLVA(1, 1)=So!UTA
47 ç * ¡9'¡¡. BIT FORMS OF NEI{ SOLUTIONS ENTER LAST BIN IN ORDER

48 $ * ç0¡¡B'PONDING TO REA], NO. FORM (T.8., AT TOP OF PTLE)
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¡t49 IINISH: ARBS=ARBS+I

EDITING FEASLP
1 PROGRAM

2 $ ** ¡gg PASSED N0DEARB/DEEP+1: GENERATE CONSTRAINT MATRIX
3 $ ** (CONALL) FROM SENSITIVITY }I]\TRIX (SEN). RUN IP.
4 $ rkìk:k**:t***:k CoMPUTE FINAI WXIGHTING MATRIX (1,¿2) rr:!*'t:r
5 FIXVAR=VECToR (N*!k2 : )
ó ALLIIX=ImPART ( (DEEP+1) /N*ttl ¡
7 ¡'IXVAR ( 1) =ALI¡'IX
I I'IXVAR=CUMSUM (FIXVAR)
9 INCRoW=MoDUIo (DEEP+1 , N*ir2 )

10 Ir (INCR0W.EQ.0) G0 T0 W2

11 INCRoWS=INTEGERS ( 1, INCRohI)
12 FIXVAR ( INCRoWS )=¡1¡v4¡ ¡ INOROWS )+1
73 Wzt W2=2** ( _ I*FIXVAR)
14 Wz=D IAGMAT (N**2 : hrz )
15 $ ;nt:t¡a 16¡ITED SENSITIVITY MATRIX I'oR IP *:rrt
1ó ¡firIN=MINTP:rW2
17 $ ** FOR COLUMNS OF MFIN CORRESPONDING TO COMPLETETY

18 $ *'ir FIXED VARIABLE, MASK T0 ZERo
19 MASK=VECTOR (N**2 : )
20 WHERE (¡IXVAR.NE.SSS) ¡ÍASK=1
21 MASK=DIAG}4AT (NìK,t2 : MASK)
22 CON=MFIN,KMASK
23 ç 't*I RANGE CONSTRAINT MATRIX (RANGECON) **:t
24 RANGECoN=VECTOR (N:.'*2 : 1)
25 RANGECoN=CUMSUM (RANGEc0N)
26 RANGECON=DIAG}ÍAT (N'KìK2 : RANGECON)

27 ç *r, ToTAL CoNSTRAINT MATRIX (CoNALL) l'OR IP rr**
28 CONALIFMATRIX ( 2rkN+N''!*z , N*tr2 : )
29 CoNAIL ( 1' 1)=CON
30 CoNAIL(N+1, 1 )=( - 1)tþC0N
31 CONALI ( 2trN+1' 1) =RANGECoN
32 $ **, BINARY EXPANSION (BIEXA) FOR FIXED PART OT'VEC A'I
33 PoWERS=( - 1)*INTEGERS (0,!'IXVAR( 1) - 1)
34 B INAR=VECTOR ( : 2*:'.PoWERS )
35 AWCS=MATRIX (FIXVAR ( 1) , Nìrrt2 : )
3ó ALLELS=INTEGERS ( 1,1,1:t*2 ¡
37 IF (ALLFrX.EQ.o) G0 T0 INC
38 FOR K=1 , ALLFIX
3 9 AVEC S (K, 1 ) =N0DEARB (ALLELS+ (K - 1 ) *N''krk2 )
40 ENDI,OOP K

41 INC: IF (IN0R0W.EQ.0) G0 T0 AVE0S
42 A!'ECS (FIXVAR ( 1) , 1) =NoDEARB ( (FIXVAR ( 1) - 1) ì'rNt!*2+INcR0Ws )
43 AWCS: AVECS=TRANSPoSE (AVECS )
44 B ]EXA=AVEC SìIB INAR
45 $ ;':r'r BoUND FoR LP ¡RoM BIE)I\ ****
46 BoUND2P0S=BOUND 1P0S -MINTP'kB IEXA
47 BoUND2NEG=BOUNÐ lNEG+MINTP,IBIEXA
48 BOUNDMAG=VECTOR (N''.,r2 : 2 )
49 BoUNDMAG=CUMSUM(BOUNDMAG)
50 B0UNDALI=VECToR ( 2ìr'N+Ntrtrz : )
s1 BoUNÐALL ( 1)=BoUND2PoS
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52 B0UNDAIL (N+1 )=BoUND2NEG
53 BOUNDAIL ( 2*N+1) =BoUNDMAG
54 ç *:r*+r** RUN LP *:l:r*rþ**:k**
55 COSTVEC=VECTOR (N*:t2: 1)
56 CoSTVEC=CUMSUM (CoST!'EC )
57 ONERROR CONTINIJE, NOMESSAGE

58 TERMINAL OFF

59 P = LPMIN (CoSTWC, CONALÌ,, BoIJNDALL, -1t'(2?kN+N**2))
*60 TERMTNAL ON

EDITING INTERACT
1 PROGRAM

2 $ ** INTERACTION WITH USER REGARDING SEARCH EVENTS 'K"*
3Ir (LII'frT.EQ.o) G0 To NEWSoLVE

4 PRINT ''SEARCH LIMTTS EXCEEDED!!II
5 PRINT BINSTZE, ARBS

6 PRINT BINLIM, ARBLIH
7 PRINT ''OPTIONS: O=INCREASE LIMITS/CHANGE SPECS,I'
8 PRTNT '' 1= QUIT (BUT OUTPIJ"T SOLUTION BlN),'
9 RXQUEST OPTION

10 QUIm=oPTIoN
11 IT (QUITT.EQ.1) GO TO ¡']NISH
12 E)GCUTE NEWSPEC

13 NEWSOLVE i

14 IF (PROD(NEWSOIVE).EQ.O) GO TO !'INISH
15 PRINT ''NEW SOLUITON(S) FOUND!III
],ó PRINT ''OPTIONS: O=CONTINUE SEARCH.'

17 PRINT '' I=OUTPUT SOLUTION BIN/QUITII
18 PRINT " z=OUTPLT NEH SOLUTION/CONTTNUE 

1I

19 REQUEST OPTION
20 QUITI=oPTIoN
21 Ir' (oPTIoN. EQ . 0 . 0R. oPTIoN. EQ. 1) G0 T0 FINISH
22 FOR K=r ,2
23 IF (NEÌ¡SoLVE(K).8Q.0) G0 T0 ENDTooPK
24 PICK=K
2s II (K.EQ.2) PICK=SUM (NEWSO],VE )
26 EXECUTE CONVERT

27 ENDLOOPK: ENDLO0P K
*28 FINI SH:

EDITING CONWRT
1 PROGRAM

2 $ *IK GET REAL NO. SOLUTION FROM BINSOIVA; ROW

3 $ ** SPECIFIED BY PICK, ADD TO AO, RXASSE}ÍBLE
4 $ ** 5 MATRIX, LABEL, AND OUTPUT.
5 ALL00T,S=INTEGERS ( 1, N**2)
ó SoIUTA=BINSOLVA (PIcK, ALLGOLS )
7 $ EXECUTE RXORDER IF PRIORITY IS Etr'FECTIVE
I $ **?k CONVERT T0 IíI\TRIX rk**
9 ALLcoLS=INTEGERS ( 1,N)

10 ASoL=MATRIX (N, N: )
11 FoR J=1,N
12 AS0I ( J, 1 )=SOLL¡TA (ALLC0IS+ (J- 1 )'rN)
13 ENÐIOOP J
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14 AFIN=A1+ASoL
15 A=AFIN¡ B-B1; C-C1; D-D1
16 ENCUTE ASSEMBI,E

17 oBJEcT(rrscooP", PICK)=ss

'I18 PRI}¡T OBJECT ( ''SCOOP '' , PICK)

EDITING MODEOP

1 PROGRAH

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9

10
11
72
LJ
I4
15
_tb

** ADJUST MATRTCES B,C,D TO COMPENSATE FOR MODE SHÏFT
**. (T.8., EIGENVECTOR SHIFT) DURING QUANTIZATION OF A
?ki"' INPUT: SYSTEM MATRIX S; SPECS FOR ZEROES 0r H(Z).
** OUTPUT: SYSTEM MATRIX : D CHANGED TO GIVE UNITY
*ìK ZERO-FREQ. GAIN; B,C CHANGED TO GIVE SPEC'D ZEROES
*'! BYPASS GETS, IT DONE IN PREVTOUS ENTRY **

ONERROR CONTINUE
TERMINAI OFF

IT' (MODEGOT.EQ.1) GO TO TERMINAI
TERMINAL ON

GET PARTS
GET ORDEREIG
GET ASSEMBLE
MODEGOT=1
TERMINAL: TERMINAL ON

17 PRI}I'T "INPUT SYSTEM MATRIX''
18 REQUEST S
19 L=3; SS=S; EXXCUTE PARTS
20 PRINT ''NUMBER OF ZEROES TO BE -1 ??'I
21 REQTJEST NTJMBER

22 IF ( (N-NUMBER) . EQ. 0 ) G0 T0 DoMATN

23 PRINT ''SPECIFY O1HER ZEROES (TN VECTOR)I'
24 REQUEST ZZEROES
25 IT' (NOE],S(ZZEROES).NE. (N-NUMBER)) PRINT''ERROR:NO
26 DOMAIN: DOMAIN COMPLEX

27 E IGA3=E IGENVALS (43 : U3 )
28 EIG=EIGA3; UU=U3; EXECUTE ORDEREIG
to F Tê^q=FTê. Tl?=Illl

30 K=VECTOR (N: )
31 ZEROES=VECTOR (N: )
32 ZNEGONE=VECTOR (NUMBER: - 1)
33 ZNEGoNE=CUIISUM ( ZNEGoNE )
34 ZERoES ( 1) =ZNEGoNE
35 IF (NUMBER,EQ.N) GO TO ONES

3ó ZEROES (NUMBER+I) =ZZEROES
37 ONES: ONES=VECTOR (N: 1)
38 oNES=CVMSUM (oNES )
39 DNEW= PRoD (oNES -E IGA3 ) /PROD (ONES -ZERoES )
40 ALLRoWS=TNIEGERS(1,N)
41 IoR J=1,N
42 Z=VECîOR (N: )
a3 z ( 1)=EIGA3 (J)
44 Z=oUMSUM ( Z )
45 NUM=Z-ZERoES
4ó DENOM=Z-EIGA3
47 CoNSTRAIN (DENOM: AILROWS . NE . J)

---^-^rl¿-Ll(Ut1ù
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49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
öt

OJ

^ o.+

48 K (J)=!t',{sç*PROD (NUM) /PRoD (DENoM)

END],OOP J
CC=Ca*U3
BB=INVERSE (U3 )*83
RR=VEoTOR(N: )
FOR J=1,N
RR(J)=K(J)/ (BB (.r¡'tcs ltD
RR (J)=sqp11¡¡ çr' ,
ENDI,OOP J
RRR=D I AGMAT (N: RR)
M-U3rrRRR:tINVERSE (U3 )
CNEW=C3rkM

BNEW=MìKB3

A=A3; B=BNEW; C=CNEII¡; D=DNEW

E)GCUTE ASSEMBLE

STEST=SS
STEST=REAt (STEST)

EDITING PARTS
1 PROGRAM

2 $ PARTITIONS SYSTEM HATRIX SS INTO A,B,C,D h¡ITH INÐEX L
3 $ tk:? Itr' L=100, INDEX IS DEÏ,ITED
4 N=NoROWS(SS)-1
s I=INTEGERS ( 1, N)
6 IT' (L.EQ,lOO) GO TO NOINDEX
7 oBJEcT("4", L)=SS (I,I )
I OBJECT("8",I)=SS (I,N+1)
9 OBJECT("C",L)=SS (N+1 ,I)

1O OBJXCT("0",L)=SS (N+1,N+1)
11 GO TO FINISH
12 NOINDEX:
13 A=SS(I,I)
14 B=SS(I,N+1)
15 C=SS (N+1,I)
16 D=SS (N+1,N+1)

fT 17 FINISH:

EDITING ASSEMBLE
1 PROGRAM

2. $ ** CREATT SYSTEM MATRIX SS ¡'ROM MATRICES
3 $ ** A,B,C,D SUPPLIEÐ. A IS N X N MATRIX.
4 N=NOROWS (A)
5 SS=l'fATRIX (N+1 , N+1 : )
6 SS(1'1)=[
7 SS (N+1,1)=Ç
I TEMPSS=TRANSPOSE ( SS )
9 TEMPSS (N+1, 1)=B

10 SS=TTANSPoSE (TEMPSS )
*11 SS (N+1,N+1)=D
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APPENDIX B

PHASE RTSPONSES OF COMPLETED DESIGNS

Angle in Degrees

2nd-order Example 3rd-order txampl e

00
-6.39 -9.0

-12.9 -18.3

-19.8 -27.8

-27.2 -38.0

-35.3 -49.2

-44.3 -61.6

-54. 3 -76. 1

.65.5 -93.1

-77.6 -113.1

-90,2 -135.2

-102.9 -157.3

- l 14.9 -177.3

-126.0 -194.5

-136.0 -209 .2

- 144.8 -222.3

-152.8 -234.8

-16{J.l -249.0

-16 6.8 -214.4

-172.9 -337.1

-360 -360

4th-o.de. Exampì e

0

.025

.05

. 075

.l

.125

.15

. l7s

.2

.225

"25

27q

?

2tE,

.35

.375

L

.425

.45

lt-7È

0

-lr.8

-23.8

-36.2

-49" 4

-63.6

- /9.5

-07 u

-ì 20. 3

-t48"0

-181 . t

-213" 9

-241 .7

-264,1

-282.6

-, oo n

-314.5

-331 .0

-349.4

-359.l

-360.0
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APPENDIX C

UNIT-SAMPLE RESPONSES OF COMPLETED DESIGNS

znd-order^ Example 3rd-0rder Example 4th

0

l

2

3

4

E

6

7

o

9

10

'I 
1

12

l3

l4
'I 

5

l6

17

'I 
B

'I 
9

z0

.?9297

.58527

.24413

-,I0021

-.04289

.0r 71 s5

.007 4287

- .0029363

-.0012955

5..0249E-4

2.2598-4

-8 .5 973E- 5

-3.9382E-5

1.47078-5

6.8648E-6

-2.5153t-6

-ì .1964E-6

4.301E-7

2.08488 -7

-7.3528E-8

-3 .6324E- 8

. I 6602

,49604

.44218

9,9206Ê-4

- , 14116

-2.71598-4

.048932

7.09378-5

- .01627

.0054099

3.5602î:6

-. 00 1 7988

-4 .71818-7

q oa11tr-l

-7.986E-8

- 1 .9888E-4

1,A5TE-1

6.61278-5

-6,1 1168-8

-2, 19888-5

-Order Exampl e

.09375

.37 379

.51827

"1947 4

-.l61 89

-. ì034

.070763

.048002

-.032228

-,022059

. 014736

.0i 0r 28

-.0067409

-.0046502

. 003083 6

" 0021 35

-.0014r 05

9. 8021 E-4

6 .45248 -4

4.5 003E-4

-2"9sl5E-4
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